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Chapter 1
Introduction
One of the most imperative problems of the humankind at present is to find new
energy sources, and to develop efficient ways to exploit them, before the fossil fuels
are complete exhausted. Solar energy represents, at present, the most promising
alternative energy source due to several factors: -the amount of energy arriving to
the earth surface per unit of time (e.g., in one day) largely exceeds current and
envisaged levels for human needs of energy consumption; -it is going to last at least
as long as life in the planet is possible; -it is innocuous for the natural environment,
etc. However, several technical difficulties need to be overcome in order to attain
its large scale applicability [1]. Both, the efficiency in the conversion of solar energy
into more treatable ones (e.g., electrical, chemical) and, the storage and accessibility
of the collected energy are two of the drawbacks which hinder the scalability of the
usage of solar energy in the society.
The use of molecular hydrogen as energy carrier has been devised as a possi-
ble solution on the road towards the solar era. The transformation from solar to
chemical energy could be accomplished by H2 production. The highly exothermic
recombination of H2 and O2 to form water in fuel cells leads the production of
electricity, accompanied by the consumption of hydrogen and oxygen which can
be taken from the atmosphere. There are some issues for the use of hydrogen to
produce electricity, for example: the energetic efficiency of H2 production and the
difficulties associated with H2 storage [2]. Although the use of hydrogen as energy
carrier represents a potentially remarkable element, for the scalability of the solar
energy technologies, it is clear that its applicability extends beyond the solar in-
dustry (i.e., H2 production devices may be coupled to any source of energy). For
instance, there is a special interest in the combination of various renewable energy
sources with H2 production as an efficient way of energy storage.
There are several processes which can be used to produce molecular hydrogen [2].
The decomposition of water molecules is one of the more suitable for energetic ap-
plications due to different advantages: the abundance of water, the relatively sim-
ple way to employ renewable energy sources to split H2O by electrolysis, the only
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residual of the process is oxygen, etc. The water splitting may take place in an
electrochemical cell (ECC), which can be powered with electricity generated using
any renewable energy supply. There exist even simpler devices such as photoelec-
trochemical cells (PEC) or photocatalytic solutions. Both PEC and photocatalytic
solutions make direct use of the solar energy to obtain hydrogen and oxygen from
water. The former consists in an electrochemical cell which can absorb light within
an electrode to steer the reaction, whereas in the later the light is absorbed by the
photocatalytic particles in the solution, and the water is decomposed at the surfaces
of the dissolved particles.
Since the pioneering work of Fujishima and Honda [3], when they discovered the
photocatalytic activity of TiO2 electrodes, for the water splitting in a photoelec-
trochemical cell, a significantly amount of work has been devoted to the research
of the photocatalytic activity of many other materials [4]. There has been an enor-
mous interest in the properties of transition metal oxides to support the so-called
oxygen evolution reaction (OER), to understand their photocatalytic activity in
PECs and the possibility to use them as an alternative to the more expensive noble
metals as cathodes in electrochemical cells [5]. While pure titanium dioxide is not
a particularly promising material for the OER (Iridium and Ruthenium metal ox-
ides behave significantly better than TiO2), it is widely used as a model system for
the study of this phenomenon. TiO2-based electrodes (i.e., samples of TiO2 with
defects, transition metal (TM) impurities and special conformations like nanocrys-
tals (NCs)) increase the efficiency of TiO2 as a catalyst for the OER, approaching
the performance of IrO2- and RuO2-based electrodes, while the later materials are
both very expensive and rare on the earth crust [6]. Due to this fact, the improve-
ment of the efficiency of TiO2-based electrodes for OER on electrochemical and
photoelectrochemical cells is still a very active field of research [7–15].
Likewise, the effectiveness of the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) on the cath-
ode is also of remarkable importance for the electrocatalytic water decomposition
in the cell. Noble metals, specially platinum, are very well known for their high
electrocatalytic activities for the HER, but their use in large scale technological ap-
plications is hampered by the high cost and scarcity of those metals. Thus, seeking
of new materials to enhance the HER activity with low overpotentials (additional
electromotive force needed to steer the electrochemical reaction), as well as for OER
is of remarkable importance for the development of water splitting as an efficient
way to produce H2 for energetic applications.
Both the OER and the HER belong to the field of heterogeneous catalytic pro-
cesses, i.e., the catalysts (electrodes) and the reactants (water molecules in the elec-
trolyte) are in different phases. Additionally, they involve electron transfer reactions
which can be steered with an external electromotive force. In an ECC, the main en-
ergetic consumption of water electrolyzers is due to the electrical power losses, which
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is proportional to the voltage of the supply powering the cell. At thermodynamic
equilibrium, the electrochemical cell is charged and the electric potential between
the electrodes E° is about 1.23 V at standard conditions (i.e., pH = 0, p = 1 bar,
T = 298 K) [16]. Typical electrolyzers work with voltages U ∼ 1.9 V and current
densities j ∼ 10 mA×cm−2. The difference η = U − E° ∼ 0.67 V is the overpoten-
tial of the reaction at the working conditions of the ECC, and a contribution of
about 0.5 V is due to the OER [17,18]. From the thermodynamic point of view, an
ideal catalyst is characterized by a null overpotential (η = 0 V). This means that
the reaction free energies for the processes which are part of the complete water
splitting mechanism (i.e., the OER and the HER) are zero at the equilibrium poten-
tial E° = 1.23 V. However, real catalysts do present finite overpotentials depending
on the free energy barriers of the various intermediate processes which constitutes
the OER and HER.
The efficiency of the electrolyzer can be measured in several ways [18]. One
magnitude which describe the performance of the overall process is the Faradic
efficiency ΘFaradic. It is defined as the ratio between the equilibrium potential
E° = 1.23 V and the cell potential U = E° + η, needed to attain the target density
current (for example j = 10 mA×cm−2):
ΘFaradic(η) =
E°
E° + η
. (1.1)
Using the aforementioned typical value for η = 0.67 V, the Faradic efficiency of the
classical electrolyzers with respect to the ideal catalyst is, according to eq. (1.1),
ΘFaradic(0.67 V) = 0.65. Since the overpotentials of the OER and HER represent
the main sources of energy losses in the electrochemical cells, a strong effort has
been devoted to design and synthesize new materials with higher catalytic activ-
ities for both the OER and HER [19–37]. Additionally, low costs and abundance
are important aspects to be considered for row materials in order to use them as
electrodes in large scale applications.
A detailed knowledge of the kinetics of both O2 and H2 evolution at the surface
of the electrodes is needed to decrease the overpotentials for the OER and HER.
Several experimental and theoretical works have been carried out to investigate
the detailed mechanisms of both reactions on different surfaces [38–40]. Specifi-
cally, TiO2 surfaces are among the most intensively studied systems with regard to
the OER. Titanium dioxide, in its natural form, may be encountered forming the
following crystalline structures: rutile, anatase and brookite. Rutile is the most
abundant of them, while the other two are metastable structures and can evolve to
rutile after being heated above 600 ℃. The crystallographic plane which character-
ize the face of the electrode exposed to the electrolyte, is a sensitive attribute to the
catalytic activity of the surface. The adsorption of water on TiO2 rutile (110) have
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been studied experimentally by Henderson in the last two decades [41–44]. Among
other issues, it was established that the defects of the (110) surface constitute pref-
erential adsorption sites for the water molecules which decompose themselves in
the OER. The water-TiO2 interface has been investigated by different experimental
techniques [45–50]. For instance, ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy has been
used to determine that H2O is chemisorbed on TiO2 rutile (110) at low tempera-
tures (T < 160K), while at higher temperature it is decomposed forming two OH−
groups attached to the surface [45, 46]. One of them is formed by the decompo-
sition of the water molecule, while the oxygen atom of the second one is removed
from the titanium dioxide surface. There has been also found some disagreement
between the observations reported in the scientific literature. For example, it has
been suggested that Ti3+ sites are needed for the dissociative adsorption of water
on TiO2 rutile (100) [47], while the opposite conclusion is supported by the results
of photoemission and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) experiments [48–50].
The mechanism of photoreduction of water in TiO2-based photoelectrochemical
cells is also not fully understood. Since the discovery of photocatalytic activity in
TiO2 electrodes, there has been an enormous interest in the amplification of the
photoactivity and the description of the microscopic details of the photochemical
reaction. Early works suggested that photogenerated holes can produce hydroxyl
groups from the water molecules in the interface of the anodes [51–53]. The genera-
tion of the oxygen peroxide compound has been considered after the recombination
of two OH− groups [54, 55]. Short live-time states like the structure (Ti-O-O-Ti)
have been proposed as intermediates for the OER on rutile TiO2 surfaces based on
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) experiments [56]. The photogener-
ation of O2 on Pt and Nitrogen doped TiO2-based electrodes has been studied by
transient absorption spectroscopy [57,58]. They suggested that the photogenerated
holes are required to have a life-time larger than 0.4 ps to be able to induce the O2
evolution.
For the HER in electrochemical cells, a large number of metal-based catalysts
has been identified, ranging from Pt and noble metals electrodes to a family of
transition metals like: Co, Ni, Fe, Mo [59]. Nevertheless, different issues hamper
the implementation of most of them in practical and commercial applications: the
high cost, the scarcity of noble metals, and the instability due to the effect of
corrosion in acidic media of transition metals [60–62]. A new generation of materials
based on carbon and metal-free components has been considered very recently as
an alternative to the cathodic and anodic catalysts for H2 and O2 evolution [59,
63–66]. Yao Zheng and coworkers have synthesized a metal-free complex composed
by the deposition of C3N4 groups upon a nitrogen-doped graphene layer (NG).
This nano-structured material (C3N4@NG) shows an electrocatalytic activity for
the HER of the same order than metal-based electrocatalysts [59]. This hybrid
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compound opened the door for seeking and design new metal-free materials with
higher catalytic activity for the HER.
Computational simulations have demonstrated to have a significant importance
in elucidating the detailed mechanism of both OER and HER in electrochemical
and photoelectrochemical cells. They permit the access to special conditions which
can not be accessed experimentally, and the evaluation of specific effects which
could not be separated otherwise from many others present in determined natural
conditions. Many studies of the water decomposition have been also done from the
theoretical chemistry perspective. For instance, density functional theory (DFT)
has been used to study the electron transfer process between water molecules and the
TiO2 rutile (110) surface as the anodic reaction in a photoelectrochemical cell [67].
They estimated an overpotential of 0.78 V for the overall water splitting reaction
at standard thermodynamic conditions. The same surface (i.e., TiO2 rutile (110))
was considered to evaluate the influence of TM doping on the activity for the OER,
in agreement with experimental results, and an improvement of the activity was
found when the surface is doped with TMs [68]. Additionally, several TiO2 anatase
surfaces (i.e., (101), (102) and (001)) have been investigated to evaluate also the
activity of the OER in aqueous media [69]. No significant differences were observed
in the overpotentials, but they were higher than that corresponding to the reaction
on TiO2 rutile (110). The HER has been studied, within the framework of DFT,
in a number of Pt surfaces as well as in a collection of metal electrodes [70]. The
adsorption free energy of the hydrogen could be of paramount importance in the
description of the HER activity. Considering metal-free electrodes, specifically the
novel hybrid compound C3N4@NG, different pathways were analyzed to study the
HER from the kinetic point of view [59]. They found that the reaction mechanism
depends sensitively on the external potential: one reaction path is more probable
at low overpotentials (η < 0.33 V), while a second mechanism is preferred at higher
overpotentials.
Despite the tremendous amount of experimental and theoretical works regarding
the microscopic characterization of the water decomposition at the surface of the
electrodes, there is a lack of understanding concerning the detailed mechanism of
the reactions. In this work we investigate both the OER and HER in different
model systems, which stand for the surface of the electrodes in an electrochemical
or photoelectrochemical cell (ECC and PEC, respectively).
The present work is structured as follows. After the table of content, a list of
abbreviations distributed along the entire document is presented. The general topic
and the major parts of this thesis are outlined in the introduction. A comprehensive
overview of the water splitting on ECC and PEC, as well as the primary theoretical
methods to study electrocatalytic reactions from a microscopic point of view are
presented in Chap. 2. The Chapters 3, 4 and 5 encompass the major findings of
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this study.
The OER at the TiO2-based anodes is considered in Chap. 3. New reaction
mechanisms for the OER on a number of molecular representations of TiO2 elec-
trodes are proposed there. The energetics of the OER is investigated using electronic
structure calculations based on Density Functional Theory (DFT). For each reac-
tion pathway, the free energy profile is computed, at different biases, from the DFT
energies, the entropic and the zero-point energy contributions. The mechanisms
explored in Chap. 3 are found to be energetically more feasible than alternative
reaction pathways considered in previous theoretical works based on molecular rep-
resentations of the TiO2 surfaces. The representation of the surface of specific,
commonly occurring, titanium dioxide crystals (e.g., rutile and anatase) within the
small cluster approximation is able to reproduce qualitatively the rutile (110) out-
performing of the anatase (001) surface. The main results presented in Chap. 3
have been already published [71].
We subsequently investigate the influence of doping TiO2 surfaces with tran-
sition metals (TMs) on the performance of TiO2-based electrodes for the water
splitting electrochemical reaction Chap. 4. As a direct extension of the Chap. 3,
two cluster models of the TM-doped active sites which resemble both the TiO2
anatase (001) and rutile (110) surfaces, respectively, are considered for the evalua-
tion of the water decomposition reaction when a Ti is replaced by a TM atom. A
set of TMs spanning from Vanadium to Nickel is considered. The late TMs explored
here: Fe, Co and Ni are found to reproduce the observed experimental trends for
the overpotentials in TiO2-doped electrodes. In the case of Cr and Mn, the present
study predicts an enhancement of the OER activity for the anatase-like clusters
while a reduction of this activity is found for the rutile-like ones. The vanadium-
doped structures do not show relevant influence in the OER activity compared to
pure TiO2-based cluster models. The main results presented in Chap. 4 have been
already published [72].
The Chap. 5 is devoted to the theoretical study of the HER on recently found ma-
terials based on the synergistic combination of molybdenum carbide and graphene
layers. Two major structural models are proposed there to describe the HER
mechanism within the framework of DFT: Mo2C-based clusters adsorbed on car-
bon nanosheets and the Mo2C (001) surface covered by pure and nitrogen-doped
graphene layers. The former system evaluates the influence of Mo2C nanoparticles
adsorbed on carbon nanosheets towards the HER. The second one is employed to
gain insight about the high HER activity observed in molybdenum carbide anchored
on nitrogen-doped porous carbon nanosheets (Mo2C@2D-NPC), recently synthe-
sized [73]. The H-adsorption free energy has been used as a principal descriptor
to asses the HER activity at the proposed model active sites. The H-adsorption
free energy resembles the one for the best state of the art catalyst for the HER
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(i.e., platinum at carbon substrate Pt@C) in some of the proposed structural mod-
els. Furthermore, a pH-correction is added within a simplified model, to the H-
adsorption free energy barrier in every proposed structure. The pH dependence of
the H-adsorption free energy barriers allows the assessment of the HER at acidic
and alkaline conditions simultaneously. An overall agreement with experimental
results is found and further predictions, promoting the development of better HER
catalysts, have been done. The results presented in Chap. 5 have been partially
published in a combined experimental and theoretical contribution [73].
A compact summary of the complete work is presented in the General Conclu-
sions. Supporting information regarding the discussed results is provided in the
Appendices, and a detailed list of consulted references can be found in the Bibli-
ography. This thesis finish with some lines devoted to acknowledge a number of
people and institutions without their help and support it had not been possible to
arrive at this point.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical background
2.1 Introduction
Describing catalytic and electrocatalytic reactions within a theoretical approach is
not a simple task. It requires the combination and the synergistic contribution of
several methodologies, both microscopic and macroscopic, which make possible the
study of different aspects of remarkable importance in determining the physical and
chemical properties that underlay these processes. Among other aspects, obtain-
ing realistic estimates of the catalytic activity of materials demands an accurate
modeling of, for instance, the configurational and electronic state of the catalyst
surface, the structure of the solvent, the solid-liquid interface as well as the possible
mechanisms of the target reaction [74].
The electronic structure of surfaces is considered to have a direct impact on their
catalytic activity. Computational simulations based on DFT have been extensively
used to study the catalytic properties of several surfaces of interest for technolog-
ical applications. For example, they played an important role in the development
of low-cost materials which can act as catalysts to reduce carbon-, nitrogen- and
sulfur-oxides from car exhaust system emissions. Moreover, a significant contribu-
tion in the design of efficient metal-, zeolite- and oxide-based catalysts have been
provided by the investigation of the corresponding reaction mechanisms via theo-
retical calculations [75]. The solid-liquid interface, the collective behavior of the
solvent constituents as well as the microscopic details of the reaction mechanisms
determine the complex multidimensional free energy surface on which the reaction
evolves. The exact evaluation of activation free energies in most of real systems
is far beyond the current capabilities of statistical theories such as standard Tran-
sition State Theory (TST). Nevertheless, a lot of progress have been made since
this theory was formulated back in 1935 by Henry Eyring [76]. Nowadays, different
extensions of TST are employed, combined with suitable approximations for mul-
tidimensional systems, to determine the free energy of transition states for specific
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reaction mechanism and to study the kinetics of the reaction afterwards [77].
Usually, the complete understanding of catalytic or electrocatalytic processes
implies the theoretical description of reaction steps which manifest a highly quantum
mechanical behavior. To achieve this goal, it is necessary to solve the Schrödinger
equation, in conditions which emulate those of reactions occurring at solid surfaces.
Such reactions involve a huge amount of degrees of freedom and the solution of the
Schrödinger equation becomes a tremendous difficultly task. However, there is a
growing interest on theoretical calculations of such phenomena, since they play an
important role in the determination of magnitudes which are not directly accessible
experimentally, as well as for the evaluation of specific effects which come as a
result of the interplay of several factors that can not be isolated under experimental
conditions. There are different approaches to treat the same problem depending
on its characteristic spatial and temporal scales, for example: the atomistic and
electronic scale, the mesoscopic scale and the macroscale. Nevertheless, processes
in nature often operate simultaneously at all of them and, subsequently, the solution
of the equations of motion gets very complicated.
The present chapter is devoted to expose an overview of the theoretical tech-
niques, commonly used to approach the detailed description of catalytic and electro-
catalytic processes in electrochemical cells. The next two sections are dedicated to
the solid-liquid interface and the kinetics of typical reactions which occur at these in-
terfaces, for instance the oxygen evolution reaction (OER). The typical equilibrium
charge-configurations of the interfaces are discussed for both cases: metal-liquid
and semiconductor-liquid junction. A survey of models, employed in the estimation
of the electrostatic potential profile across the interface, is presented, as well as the
standard scheme to compute non-equilibrium current densities, upon an external
potential is connected to the cell and charge-transfer reactions in stationary regimes
are established. In Sec. 2.4 a detailed description of the suitable thermodynamical
methodology, developed to evaluate the catalytic activity by the estimation of the
overpotential, is considered. A practical descriptor to evaluate potential catalytic
surfaces toward the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), from a microscopic point
of view, is presented in Sec. 2.5. Furthermore, the basis of electronic structure cal-
culations is shown in Sec. 2.6, while relevant aspects for the microscopic description
of atomic structures, along the catalytic reactions occurring on top of the electrode
surface, are presented in Sec. 2.7.
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2.2 Reaction mechanisms at solid-liquid interfaces
There are a number of chemical reactions which requires solid catalysts to take
place at reasonable rates. If the species involved in the reaction are in the gas
or liquid phase, such catalytic processes are called heterogeneous. The adsorption
of a reactant on the surface, and its modification occur before the reaction with
a second reactant starts. This is an usual reaction step in heterogeneous catal-
ysis. The chemisorption on the surface and the subsequent reaction need to be
described quantum-mechanically, in particular considering the electronic structure
of the whole system. However, the latter is not composed by a few isolated par-
ticles, but fragments in a condense phase system. This fact makes the solution of
the Schrödinger equation prohibitively expensive from the computational point of
view, and different approximations need to be considered.
The electronic structure of the molecular degrees of freedom (DoF), as well
as the electronic states of the surface are usually described using state of the art
methodologies for electronic structure calculations. The molecules of the solvent
may be taken into account employing a set of methods which are divided in two
important groups:
i) Explicit description of solvents. Within this approach, a number of individual
molecules are considered to study the influence of the solvent on the target reac-
tion [78, 79]. The accessibility to relevant information, related to the structure of
the solvent and the solvent-solid interface along the reaction mechanism, is the main
feature of this formalism [80]. However, a full quantum mechanical formulation lim-
its the number of particles which can be used to describe the solvent. To address this
issue, several methodologies, based on classical and semiclassical approximations,
have been developed for the description of the solvent. In the classical limit, the
quantum-mechanical treatment of the electronic structure is replaced by force fields
parameterizing the interactions between atoms or groups of atoms. In the so-called
QM/MM methods, semiempirical force fields are used to deal with a classical part
of the system (MM), while a family of hybrid models have been developed to treat
the interaction between the classical and quantum-mechanical (QM) part [81–85].
ii) Implicit description of solvents. In this formalism, the molecules that partic-
ipate in the reaction are placed in a cavity inside the solvent, specially constructed,
and the effects of the solvent on the solute are estimated replacing the former by a
continuous polarized medium outside the cavity [86, 87]. The electrostatic interac-
tion between the particles involved in the reaction and the polarized surrounding
results in an effective interaction potential Ves(r) which can be evaluated, at ther-
modynamic equilibrium, by the Poisson-Boltzmann equation [74]:
∇[ε(r)∇Ves(r)] = −4π[ρf (r) + Σ
i
c∞i zi λ(r) exp(−zi
Ves(r)
kBT
)]· (2.1)
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Here, ε(r) represents an effective dielectric constant of the solvent, Ves is the
electrostatic interaction potential, ρf is the charge density of the reactants inside
the cavity, ci is the bulk concentration of the ions with charge zi, and λ(r) is a
function of the space coordinates which determine whether or not the solvent can
access the position r. The interaction energy Ves includes two contributions for the
total free energy:
∆Gsolv = ∆Gchg +∆Gcav. (2.2)
Where ∆Gchg stands for the contribution of the reactants, and ∆Gcav correspond
to the polarization of the cavity.
2.2.1 Charge transfer at metal-liquid interfaces
Electrodes constitute a special kind of surfaces where electrons can flow: -in (an-
ode) and -out (cathode) as part of the so called electron transfer reactions. These
reactions are extremely important for many processes like: the power production
in chemical batteries, the electron conduction in metals, semiconductors and all
electronic devices. In addition, most of the natural processes which involve electron
transfer reactions are inefficient from the energetic point of view. Thus, under-
standing the kinetic properties of such reactions is of remarkable importance for
the developing of many technological applications. By instance, more efficient ways
to extract energy from chemical reactions.
V
ε
H2OPt PtR
Figure. 2.1. Simplified scheme of an electrochemical cell. In this case there is a
direct power supply (ε), a voltmeter (V), a reference (R) and two platinum (Pt)
electrodes immersed in water.
The electron transfer reactions are typically studied in electrochemical cells. A
simplified scheme of one of these devices is presented in Fig. 2.1. For illustrative
purposes, we chose a configuration with two platinum electrodes (Pt) and a reference
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electrode (R), which might be the Standard Hydrogen Electrode (SHE): commonly
used in electrochemistry [16]. The electromotive force (emf) ε, in Fig. 2.1, has
been located in such a way that the electric current flows counterclockwise. In this
situation, the left electrode acts as the anode, while the right one is the cathode.
The structure of the electrolyte in contact with the electrodes plays an important
role in the performance of electron transfer reactions at electrochemical cells. The
creation of an equilibrium charge distribution in the cell and the establishment of a
stationary current density are important aspects to be addressed in the description
of electrocatalytic processes at microscopic and mesoscopic scales. A threshold
potential needs to be applied in order to get an electric current circulating trough
the cell. This potential depends on the set of chemical transformations occurring
in the cell (i.e., the reactions at both electrodes which are known as half-reactions).
In the case of water decomposition, at standard thermodynamic conditions, more
than 1.23 V is necessary for the reaction to occur, eq. (2.27). If the external bias
ε is smaller than the threshold potential, then the electrochemical cell is charged
and it behaves as two capacitors located at the interfaces. When the electrode (R)
moves from left to right in Fig. 2.1, the electrostatic potential φ behaves as it is
illustrated in Fig. 2.2. Two sharp potential drops of the electric potential occur at
the interfaces, while it remains constant in the solution. When a current is flowing
through the cell, there is also an additional potential drop ∆φ related with the
ohmic effect in the solution (i.e., ∆φ = −i × R, R being the overall resistance of
the liquid).
ε
R
C
φ
C
ε
Figure. 2.2. Representation of the Helmholtz model for the electrochemical cell.
The structure of the solvent at the interfaces depends on the external potential,
so the effective capacity does too. There have been several attempts to describe the
structure of the liquid-solid interface, and different models have been developed.
For example, in order of increasing complexity: the Helmholtz model, the Gouy-
Chapman model, the Stern model and the Bockris-Devanathan-Muller model [88].
The last one, which is the most sophisticated, considers water dipoles adsorbed
on the electrodes with two possible orientations: either the positive or the negative
center are pointing to the surface of the electrode. This model is a natural extension
of the previous ones where two planes of ions with different signs parallel to the
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electrode surface are included, they are known as: the Inner Helmholtz Plane (IHP)
and the Outer Helmholtz Plane (OHP). These planes are separated by water dipoles
attached to the ions. Between the OHP and the bulk solvent there is a diffuse layer
of counter ions (i.e., whose electrical charge has opposite sign with respect to the
charges on the surface), Fig. 2.3. This model is the most accepted to explain, e.g.,
the capacity vs voltage dependence, observed experimentally.
p
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IHP OHP Bulk electrolyteDiffuse layer
Figure. 2.3. Representation of the Bockris-Devanathan-Muller model for electro-
chemical cells.
If the external potential exceeds the threshold potential, then an electric current
will start to flow through the cell. The behavior of this current is governed by the
electron transfer reactions taking place at the electrodes. These are redox reactions,
due to the reduction and oxidation processes occurring at the anode and cathode,
respectively, and they can be characterized by the flux of products created at every
electrode. This flux is defined as the amount of material produced at the unit area
of electrode surface per unit of time.
When a first-order heterogeneous rate law is considered, the product flux ν
may be written as follows, in terms of the molar concentration of the reactants
n[reactants]:
ν = k n[reactants]. (2.3)
The redox processes on the electrodes have always two contributions. They are
also known as half reactions: the oxidation Red → Ox + e−, and the reduction Ox +
e− → Red. In reactions where only one e− is transferred, the corresponding current
density is obtained by the flux of the product species in the reaction multiplied
by the Faraday’s constant (which is defined as the absolute value of charge of a
mole of electrons) F = Na × e = 96485.3 C/mol. The direction of the current is
conventionally taken as opposite to the direction of motion of the electrons. Hence,
the following expressions can be written down for the cathodic and anodic currents,
respectively:
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jc = F kc n[Ox], (2.4)
ja = F ka n[Red]. (2.5)
The rate constants kc and ka may be obtained experimentally and, up to some
extent, estimated theoretically using Transition State Theory (TST). The total
current density through an electrode is the sum of both contributions: eqs. (2.5)
and (2.4):
j = F ka n[Red]− F kc n[Ox]. (2.6)
This definition implies that, when the current density has positive values, the anodic
contribution is higher than the cathodic one.
After the equilibrium is reached, and the stationary structure depicted in Fig. 2.3
is established at the electrode surface, a net charge transfer could not be a spon-
taneous process. Therefore, an activation energy is needed to proceed with the
reaction mechanism. In the Fig. 2.3, for example, it can be appreciated that, for
the recombination of a negative charge from the surface with an opposite one in the
cations, it is necessary that the cation travels across the layer of water dipoles and
finds its way to the charged surface. The case of anodic processes, when electrons
from negatively charged ions in the electrolyte recombines with positive charges at
the anode, has a similar difficulty.
The dependence of the rate constants from the temperature may be estimated
as [89]:
k = B exp(−∆G
‡
RT
), (2.7)
where B is a constant with the same dimensions as k, and ∆G‡ is the activation
Gibbs energy of the process. The expression (2.7) may be introduced into eq. (2.6):
j = F Ba exp(−
∆G‡a
RT
)n[Red]− F Bc exp(−
∆G‡c
RT
)n[Ox]. (2.8)
In eq. (2.8) we have made distinction between the activation energies correspond-
ing to every process, and the pre-exponential factors for the anodic and cathodic
contributions to the total current (i.e., Ba and Bc, respectively). This is a result
that could be expected intuitively. In the Fig. 2.3, for example, it is shown that the
cathodic current will have the higher contribution at negatively charged surfaces
than the anodic one (i.e., the free energy barrier for electron-transfer processes to
a negatively charged surface is higher than for the reverse case). In general, the
negatively charged electrode will favor the cathodic current while the positive one
will favor the anodic current.
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Let us consider a product-like reduction process, for example: H+ + e− →
1
2
H2, (i.e., the transition state is closer to the H2 formation along the reaction
coordinate) in the vicinity of an electrode as represented in Fig. 2.4. The blue line
represents the free energy profile of the reaction when the surface is not charged
(i.e., when ∆φ = 0). If the electrode is charged in such a way that the electrostatic
potential in the Helmholtz double layer increases linearly (represented by the black
line in Fig. 2.4), the free energy profile of the considered process changes to the red
line in the Fig. 2.4. The free energy of the transition state increases, due to the
contribution of the electronic potential energy gained by the electrons transferred
from the electrode to the electrolyte. Hence, the new activation energy for the
cathodic process (i.e., the reduction reaction) is ∆G‡c(φ) = ∆G‡c(0) + F∆φ. In this
situation, there is no change in the activation energy of the anodic process (i.e. the
inverse reaction), since the transition state is very close to the products, for example
1
2
H2, the the variation of the electrostatic potential is insignificant in this region.
In consequence, ∆G‡a(φ) ≃ ∆G‡a(0). This analysis shows the intuitive idea that
the reduction reactions are not favored at positively charged surfaces. There are
several other possible combinations: for instance, reactant-like anodic and cathodic
processes [90].
∆φ
∆G‡c(0) + F∆φ ∆G
‡
a(0)
Figure. 2.4. Representation of the free energy profile of a product-like reduction
process at a positively charged electrode. The blue line corresponds to the case ∆φ =
0, the red one corresponds to ∆φ > 0, while the black line represents the linear
variation of the potential φ in the Helmholtz double layer. The gray shaded area
represents the electrode.
In the general case in which the reaction is not either reactant nor product-like
(i.e., the transition state is somewhere between the reactants and the products with
respect to the reaction coordinate), the following relations are obtained, employing
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the same arguments as before:
∆G‡c(φ) = ∆G
‡
c(0) + αF∆φ, (2.9)
∆G‡a(φ) = ∆G
‡
a(0)− (1− α)F∆φ, (2.10)
where α (the transfer coefficient) is a dimensionless parameter which lies between
0 and 1. The situation represented in the Fig. 2.4 correspond to α ≃ 1.
Defining the ratio f = F/(RT ), and inserting the expressions for the activation
energies (2.9) and (2.10) in eq. (2.8), the following formula is obtained for the
current density flowing through an electrode at an arbitrary potential:
j = F Ba n[Red] exp(−
∆G‡a(0)
RT
) exp[(1− α)f∆φ]−
−F Bc n[Ox] exp(−
∆G‡c(0)
RT
) exp(−αf∆φ).
(2.11)
In the expression (2.11), the first term is identified as the anodic contribution
to the current density (i.e., electron transfer reactions from the electrolyte to the
surface), while the second one corresponds to the cathodic reaction (i.e., the inverse
process). There is an equilibrium potential ∆φ = E, which can be measured by equi-
librating the cell against an external source (employing a galvanic device). When
∆φ = E, both terms in eq. (2.11) become equal in absolute value and therefore the
current density is zero. The value of the anodic and cathodic current densities sep-
arately, under the equilibrium conditions is known as the exchange current density
j0:
j0 = F Ba n[Red] exp(−
∆G‡a(0)
RT
) exp[(1− α)fE] =
= F Bc n[Ox] exp(−
∆G‡c(0)
RT
) exp(−αfE).
(2.12)
When an electrode is charged, for instance with a bias ∆φ = E ′, supplied by
an external source, the current density eq. (2.11) may be rewritten in terms of the
exchange current j0, the equilibrium potential E and the actual potential E ′ as
follows:
j = j0{exp[(1− α)f(E ′ − E)]− exp[−αf(E ′ − E)]}. (2.13)
In electrochemistry the difference E ′ −E is known as the overpotential η of the
electrode. The eq. (2.13), in terms of the overpotential, is known as the Butler-
Volmer equation and it is a cornerstone in the characterization and study of het-
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erogeneous charge transfer processes at the liquid-solid interface [90]:
j = j0{exp[(1− α)fη]− exp(−αfη)}. (2.14)
In the case of positive overpotentials η > 0, the electrode is directly polarized.
This situation corresponds to a positive current density associated with an anodic
(oxidation) reaction. The opposite case is known as inverse polarization, the current
density is negative and the largest contribution is the cathodic (reduction) one.
There are two limits which may be useful to measure the exchange current
density as well as the transfer coefficient. They are the limits of large and small
overpotentials. When η is very small, (e.g., |η| < 0.01 V), the Butler-Volmer equa-
tion (2.14) may be approximated up to first order in η as follows:
j ≃ j0 f η. (2.15)
This limit may be used to compute the exchange current density by measuring
several points of the curve of overpotentials vs current densities. Nevertheless, this
expression can not be used to estimate the transfer coefficient. Even for the esti-
mation of the exchange current density, it is difficult to sample the overpotentials
within such a narrow interval (-0.01 V < η < 0.01 V). The limit of large overpoten-
tials may correspond either to large positive values or to large negative ones. Let
us take for example η > 0, in practice η > 0.12 V is high enough to assume we
are in the limit of high overpotentials [90]. Within the framework of the high over-
potential limit, the major contribution to the current density in the Butler-Volmer
equation (2.14) is due to its first term:
j ≃ j0 exp[(1− α)fη], (2.16)
A more common expression is obtained after applying log to both sides of
eq. (2.16):
log(j) = log(j0) +
(1− α)f
ln10
η. (2.17)
The inverse function of eq. (2.17): η vs log(j) is known as the Tafel plot, and
the value:
b =
ln(10)
(1− α)f
, (2.18)
is called the Tafel slope. The Tafel plot is widely used to characterize the catalytic
activity at the surfaces of electrodes for different reactions in electrochemical cells.
Small Tafel slopes are closely related with high electrocatalytic activities, and its
absolute value yields information about the kinetics of the reaction. Hence, the
interval of higher values of η (η > 0.12 V) is more suitable to gather information
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about electrocatalytic reactions than the previous limiting case (|η| → 0), due
mainly to technical experimental reasons. Furthermore, the transfer coefficient α
may be computed using the slope of the Tafel plot, and the exchange current density
may be estimated, within the present approximation, by the intercept of the Tafel
plot with the η axis.
2.2.2 Charge transfer at semiconductor-liquid interfaces
The study of semiconductor-liquid interfaces is an interdisciplinary topic. Inside
the semiconductor, the electrons and holes are the charge carriers which can be
described within the framework of solid state physics. In the electrolyte, the mo-
bility of charged particles (ions) in the solvent can be studied using the tools of the
chemistry of solutions and electrolytes. At the interfaces, both descriptions need to
be matched together, considering also the specific structure of the semiconductor
surfaces from the configurational and electronic point of view.
The energy levels in semiconductor materials form broad energy bands rather
than discrete molecular orbitals as are found in isolated molecules. They have a cer-
tain number of fully occupied energy bands, ideally at T = 0 K, and the remaining
states are unoccupied. The only difference with respect to insulators is the separa-
tion among the highest occupied band (valence band) and lowest unoccupied band
(conduction band), the so called band gap energy Eg. While in semiconductors it
ranges from 1 eV to 4 eV, in the insulators is larger than 4 eV. This value is a proper
characteristic of every semiconductor and determines many of its physical proper-
ties. At T ̸= 0 there is a probability to find electrons in the conduction band and
holes (electron vacancies) in the valence band. The density of electrons and holes in
the conduction and valence band, respectively, follows the Fermi’s statistic which,
for the case of typical semiconductors can be expressed within the Boltzmann’s
function [91,92]:
n ≃ Nc exp
[
−EF − EC
KT
]
, (2.19)
p ≃ Nv exp
[
−EV − EF
KT
]
, (2.20)
where n and p are the electron concentration in the conduction band, and the hole
concentration in the valence band, respectively. EV and EC are the upper valence
band edge and the inferior conduction band edge, while Nv and Nc are the density
of states at the valence and conduction band respectively. The Fermi energy EF ,
is the electrochemical potential of electrons in the semiconductor, and it is located
in the middle of the EV and EC levels, when n = p (i.e., no doping). The cases of
n and p doping can be seen, from the thermodynamical point of view as a shift of
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the EF toward the EC and the EV , respectively.
The Nernst’s equation establishes the electrochemical potential of electrons in a
redox electrolyte:
URed = U
0
Red +
kT
e
ln
(
cox
cred
)
. (2.21)
Here, U0Red is the standard potential of a redox coupled with the concentration
of oxidized and reduced species represented by cox and cred, respectively, and e is
the absolute value of the elemental charge.
The standard potentials of redox couples in electrochemistry are usually reported
with respect to a reference electrode, a typical one is the aforementioned SHE at
which the standard potential is defined as E(2H+/H2) = 0 V. A general issue
associated with the semiconductor-liquid interface is to express the Fermi energy
of both systems using the same scale. Different methodologies have been employed
to translate the relative potentials of redox couples in electrolyte solutions to an
absolute scale with respect to the vacuum level, as it is used in solid state physics
[93, 94]. There is some disagreement with respect to the vacuum level of the SHE.
It lays in the interval [-4.7 eV, -4.3 eV] and the value of -4.5 eV is employed for
practical purposes [95]. Hence, the Fermi energy of a redox coupled (EF,Red) of an
electrolyte can be expressed, with respect to the vacuum level as follows:
EF,Red = −4.5 eV − eURed. (2.22)
EV
EC
EF
EF,Red
(a)
EV
ECVSC
EF = EF,Red
(b)
Figure. 2.5. Schematic representation of the Fermi energy from a redox couple
EF,Red, with respect to the Fermi energy of the semiconductor surface EF . a) Before
the equilibrium condition is reached, and b) after the equilibrium condition has been
established.
The energy levels of a n-doped semiconductor material compared with the EF,Red
of a redox couple in an electrolyte before and after being put in contact are depicted
in Fig. 2.5. If the EF in the semiconductor is higher than the EF,Red, Fig. 2.5a, then
the electrons will travel from the semiconductor to the electrolyte until both Fermi
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levels match themselves, Fig. 2.5b. When the equilibrium condition is reached, no
current is circulating and a space charge region is created at the semiconductor
surface. The space charge region leads to the band bending phenomena, in the
representation of Fig. 2.5b, it corresponds to the depletion layer (lack of electrons
in the semiconductor surface). This behavior is not exclusive to semiconductor-
electrolyte interfaces but it is present whenever two different phases are in contact
(e.g., semiconductor-metal, metal-liquid, etc.). VSC is the potential drop in the
space charge region.
EV
EC
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Figure. 2.6. Schematic representation of the Fermi energy from a redox couple
EF,Red, with respect to the Fermi energy of the semiconductor surface EF in the
non-equilibrium situation corresponding to the application of external bias ηbias. a)
Positive external bias, and b) negative external bias.
The stationary state at the semiconductor-liquid interface is the result of two
competitive processes, the anodic and the cathodic one, which cancel each other
to avoid any net charge transfer along the interface, Fig. 2.5. Kinetic models for
the electron transfer processes at the interfaces have shown a linear dependence of
the density current with respect to the difference of electron concentrations in the
semiconductor at none-equilibrium (nS) and equilibrium (nSO) conditions [96,97]:
jc = −eKet cox (nS − nSO), (2.23)
where Ket is the electron transfer rate constant and cox is the concentration of oxi-
dized species (acceptor states in the electrolyte). At equilibrium condition nS ≡ nSO,
there is no current flowing through the surface. The density of electrons in the sur-
face interface at equilibrium condition nSO, can be expressed with respect to the
concentration of majority carriers in the n-type semiconductor by the Boltzmann
equation:
nSO = n exp
(
−eVSC
KT
)
. (2.24)
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The application of external bias basically moves the energy of the electrons in the
bulk semiconductor, Fig. 2.6. Thus the density of majority carriers at the surface
(e.g., electrons in n-type materials) follows the expression:
nS = n exp
(
−e(VSC + ηbias)
KT
)
, (2.25)
where the ηbias is measured in such a way that it is negative when it promotes the
cathodic electron transfer, right panel in Fig. 2.6, and positive when the anodic one
is promoted, left panel in Fig. 2.6. The eqs. (2.23), (2.24) and (2.25) lead to the
following model for the density current under external bias:
jc = −eKet cox nSO
(
exp
(
−e ηbias
KT
)
− 1
)
. (2.26)
The general agreement which consider jc > 0 for anodic bias (ηbias > 0) Fig. 2.6a,
and jc < 0 for cathodic ones (ηbias < 0) Fig. 2.6b, is reflected in the expression (2.26).
The limit ηbias → −∞ leads to a jc divergence in the cathodic direction, while
positive values of the external bias produce a saturation of the anodic density current
Fig. 2.7. This is a typical behavior of an n-type semiconductor, the cathodic current
depends on the amount of electrons which can be injected into the electrolyte, and
the n-concentration is very sensitive to the variation of the external bias. By the
contrary, the anodic current is directly related with the minority carriers in the
semiconductor which varies very slow upon the external bias.
j = -j
0
[exp(-eη
bias
/KT)-1]
j
0
η
bias
j
c
Figure. 2.7. Typical current voltage response of a semiconductor-liquid interface
for a n-type semiconductor, eq. (2.26). The region of positive currents and bias cor-
responds to anodic process (i.e., electrons flow from the electrolyte to the electrode).
The term j0 = eKet cox nSO in eq. (2.26) is called exchange density current as
it is in the case of metal electrodes. It corresponds to the equilibrium density
current flowing in both directions (i.e., cathodic and anodic) at the interface in
the absence of external bias. It is directly proportional to the nSO, cox and Ket.
The typical values of j0 vary in a wide range: while 1 mA×cm−2 is the order
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of magnitude for the HER at Pt surfaces [98], the OER at common metal oxide
materials presents values around 10−6 mA×cm−2 [5]. Despite the low values of j0
measured for the OER at metal oxide materials, their activity can be enhanced
with the exposure to an external light source. Due to the generation of electron-
hole pairs, the concentration of minority carriers at the semiconductor increases, and
the reverse process (i.e., anodic current in an n-type semiconductor) is considerably
favored. The kinetic limitations in both OER and HER, reflected by the reaction
rate parameter Ket represent a remarkable aspect in the performance of the overall
water splitting reactions. The searching for better catalysts to enhance the activity
of both reactions is still an intense working area. A brief overview of the kinetic
issues which characterize those reactions is presented in the next section.
2.3 Kinetic models for the OER
The overall water splitting process in an electrochemical cell is described, from a
thermodynamical point of view, by the following electrochemical half-reactions:
2H2O →
1
2
O2 + 4H+ + 4e− Eo = −1.23 V, (2.27)
2H+ + 2e− → H2 Eo = 0.00 V. (2.28)
They represent the electrochemical reaction in acidic conditions, but the alkaline
ones can also be studied using these equations with an additional correction, which
account for the the pH of the electrolyte. External bias of 1.23 V is necessary to
promote the reaction ideally, but in practice a higher external potential (Vext) needs
to be used in order to observe the oxygen and hydrogen evolution:
Vext = 1.23 V + ηan + ηcat + ηcell, (2.29)
where ηan, ηcat and ηcell are overpotentials due to the reaction barriers at the anode,
at the cathode and the remaining energetic losses in the electrochemical cell.
The reaction overpotentials should be close to zero in the ideal case. However,
in practice up to 85% of the overall energy losses in electrochemical water splitting
processes are due to the sluggish kinetics at the surfaces of the electrodes [99]. The
OER is specially limited from the kinetic point of view, but also the HER is highly
studied at present, and many catalysts based on new materials, cheaper than the
state of the art catalysts based on Pt, are matter of intensive research for OER
and HER. The search for new electrocatalysts, from the theoretical point of view,
is based on the determination of reaction mechanisms at the surface of electrodes
in order to predict, afterwards kinetic parameters like the Tafel slope, the exchange
current and the transfer coefficient among others. Experimental studies complement
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the theoretical ones and the measurements of kinetic properties yield information
about the mechanistic behavior of the studied reaction.
The OER is a multiple step process which needs the transference of four electrons
for O2 molecule. After each electron transfer, different intermediate complex may
be formed at the surface of the electrode. Therefore, the OER may be completed
following a reaction mechanism between many possibilities. It has been the subject
of many previous studies [99–104]. Among several previously proposed reaction
pathways for the OER, there is an agreement in the first electron transfer process
[99]:
S + OH− → S-OH + e−. (2.30)
The electrochemical reaction represented in eq. (2.30) describes the first elec-
tron transfer step accompanied by the OH− adsorption at the active site S of the
electrocatalytic surface. Let us consider, as an illustrative example, the reaction
mechanism proposed by Bockris and Otagawa for the OER on perovskites [100]:
1 . S + OH− → S-OH + e−, (2.31)
2 . S-OH + OH− → S-O + H2O + e−, (2.32)
3 . 2S-O → 2S + O2. (2.33)
The adsorption of isolated oxygen atoms at the surface sites (S) is considered
after the second electron transfer: step 2 eq. (2.32). The OER proceeds within the
recombination of two oxygens adsorbed at neighbor active sites: step 3 eq. (2.33).
If the step 2 is considered to be the rate determining step (RDS), then the current
density associated to the OER will be limited by the step 2 mechanism (2.32):
j = k2 n[OH−] θS-OH exp(βfη). (2.34)
If j0 = k2 n[OH−] θMOH and β = 1− α, then eq. (2.34) will have the same structure
than eq. (2.16). k2 is the rate constant for the step 2 eq. (2.32), n[OH−] corresponds
with n[Red] for the same reaction step: eq. (2.32), and θS-OH is the fractional surface
coverage of the S-OH sites in the surface of the electrode.
Two main limits usually appear in practical situations: high fractional coverages
(θS-OH → 1) and low fractional coverages (θS-OH → 0). The former one predicts a
Tafel slope, eq. (2.18) of b = ln(10)(2/f) = 120 mV×dec−1 when β is chosen to
be the typical value of 0.5. The second limit requires an estimation of θS-OH to
plug in eq. (2.34) as a function of non vanishing quantities. When (θS-OH → 0) the
surface adsorption sites (S) are uncovered, so it is a natural assumption to consider
(θS → 1).
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The so called quasi-equilibrium method may be invoked in order to estimate
the θS-OH coverage in the second limiting case. It consists in the consideration
of all the steps in the reaction mechanism to be in equilibrium but not the RDS
(i.e., eqs. (2.31) and (2.33) represent equilibrium processes) [105,106]. The current
densities corresponding to the forward (j1) and backward (j−1) reactions in the first
step of the example reaction mechanism: eq. (2.31) are expressed as follows, using
the same notation of eq. (2.34):
j1 = k1 n[OH−] θS exp(βfη), (2.35)
j−1 = k−1 θS-OH exp(−(1− β)fη), (2.36)
here k1 and k−1 are the corresponding thermal constants, and the differences in
the exponents in both expression come from the discussion already presented in
Sec. 2.2.1. The equilibrium condition for the step 1 in the reaction mechanism:
eq. (2.31), j1 = j−1 leads to the sought relation:
θS-OH = K n[OH−] θS exp(fη), (2.37)
where K = k1/k−1. The current density for the RDS is obtained plugging θS-OH in
eq. (2.36):
j = Kk2 n[OH−]2 θS exp((1 + β)fη). (2.38)
With the expression (2.38) a different Tafel slope is predicted by the same as-
sumption of β = 0.5, b = 2 ln(10)/(3f) = 40 mV×dec−1. As it is expected, the
Tafel slopes predict more activity in the small coverage limit than in the large one.
The general case of none limiting coverages (0.2 < θ < 0.8) has been also the cen-
tral point of several studies [100, 107]. It has been found that the kinetics of the
reactions is highly influenced for the relative populations of intermediate species
adsorbed on the surfaces, and different models have been proposed to study such
effects [108]. In the general case where the coverage of a particular intermediate,
which is directly related with the RDS, increases from zero to one with the course of
the external bias, a change in the Tafel slope will be appreciated from the limiting
values of 40 mV×dec−1 and 120 mV×dec−1.
The preceding analysis shows, throughout the sample reaction mechanism pre-
sented above, the actual difficulties in the prediction of reaction mechanisms for
the OER. In addition to the availability of many reaction mechanisms, the kinet-
ics of each of them may vary with several external factors like the applied bias or
the fractional surface coverages of reaction intermediates. Hence, the application
of many experimental techniques beside the usual current voltage behavior, like
impedance spectroscopy (IS), cyclic voltammetry studies of surface redox proper-
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ties in combination with theoretical insights are needed in the research and design
of new catalytic materials to efficiently promote the OER at their surfaces.
Searching for the most probably reaction mechanism at a certain electrode
surface as well as the estimation of the overpotentials from microscopic proper-
ties are among the main challenges of the theoretical approaches for the study
of electrochemical reactions, and the OER in particular. A significant amount
of work dedicated to elucidate these mechanisms has been published in the last
decades [109–115]. A methodology based on DFT, which has been successfully
applied in the estimation of overpotentials for the OER at different metal oxide
surfaces is presented in the following section.
2.4 Thermochemistry of electrochemical reactions
To estimate the overpotential of a specific electrochemical reaction, in particular the
OER at the anode in an ECC, we use a methodology based on the thermodynamical
description of electrochemical reactions, which was previously developed and used
in electrochemical applications [109–113]. The details of the reactions are discussed
in terms of electron transfer processes as well as adsorption/desorption of fragments
on/from the surface, and characterized by means of their stable intermediate states.
The transition barriers between any pair of the locally stable intermediates are
neglected in the present methodology. Although activation energy barriers may
be present in principle between any of the stable states, there are several specific
situations (i.e., for reactions at determined surfaces surrounding by a water solvent)
where these barriers have been found to be rather small [114,115].
In the framework of the present methodology, every reaction mechanism consists
in a set of intermediate states which determine the free energy profile along the
reaction coordinate. The algorithm was originally designed for reaction mechanisms
composed only by deprotonation steps. On the contrary, we also considered here
the adsorption of H2O on the surface as part of the proposed mechanisms. The
calculation of the free energy at each intermediate step is carried out using the
following rules:
1. The SHE is set as the reference electrode, and the target surface is located
at the second one (the working electrode). The reaction 1/2H2 → H+ +
e− is in the equilibrium at standard conditions (i.e., T = 298K, p = 1 bar,
pH = 0). Therefore, at the standard conditions, the free energy change ∆G
of the reaction S-A-H→ S-A + H+ + e− (where A is a molecular structure
adsorbed on an active site of the catalytic surface represented by S-) may be
calculated as the free energy change of the equivalent reaction S-A-H→ S-A
+ 1/2H2 [109–113].
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2. The free energy change at a particular intermediate step along the reaction
path is calculated using the formula ∆G = ∆E + ∆ZPE − T∆S [109–113].
Here, ∆E is the energy variation between the initial and final states of the
reaction steps, computed in DFT. ∆ZPE is the variation of the zero point
energy correction of the ground state and ∆S is the entropic variation in
the corresponding intermediate step. These values of ∆ZPE and ∆S are
computed using the information from normal mode analysis of the molecular
species (whose optimized structures are generated by DFT) and standard
tables of gas phase entropies [16].
3. The influence of an external bias is included as the energy gained by the
electrons traveling across the closed circuit, with negative sign: ∆GU = −eU
[109–113]. Here e is, as before, the elemental charge (with positive sign) and
U is the external bias, with positive sign if the considered reaction is favored
and negative if, by the contrary, it is hindered by the external potential. In the
case of water decomposition, the electrostatic potential at the anode should
be higher than its value at the cathode in order to favor the reaction.
4. When the system is not under the standard conditions, for instance if the
pH ̸= 0 or the temperature T ̸= 298K, then the electrode potential relative
to the SHE changes by the magnitude ∆E = − (kT/e) ln[H+]. Hence, the
contribution of the pH to the free energy change may be estimated by the
quantity ∆GpH = kT ln[H+] = −kT · ln(10)× pH [109–113].
The electrocatalytic OER may be studied within the framework of the present
methodology, by the construction of a model representation of the electrode surface,
and the explicit consideration of H2O, H2 and O2 molecules. The total energy E of
every structure as well as the ZPE corrections are obtained from DFT calculations.
For computing the entropic contribution of every structure involved in the reaction
steps, some further considerations are introduced. For example, the entropy of the
surface and the compounds adsorbed on it are assumed to be zero due to the fact
that the amount of degrees of freedom (DoF) comprised by the surface is infinite
compared with those of the molecules enrolled in the reaction. This reasoning
emphasize the fact that the entropy of the surface does not change appreciably
during the reaction, this constant value is taken to be zero for simplicity. Therefore,
the entropic changes at any intermediate step are due only to the contributions of the
H2O, H2 and O2 molecules. To compute these values, the gas phase approximation
is employed, so they are calculated taking into account the translational, rotational
and vibrational contributions of the corresponding molecule within an ideal gas
approximation [16].
The total energy of the O2 molecule is computed using an experimental correc-
tion. The free energy change of the reaction:
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2H2O → O2 + 2H2, (2.39)
is determined experimentally as 4 times the standard potential of the redox couple
E(2H2O/O2) = 1.23 V because it is necessary that four electrons are transferred,
in order to complete the reaction eq. (2.39), thus ∆G = 4.92 eV.
2.5 Descriptor for the HER activity
The exchange current density j0, introduced in Sec. 2.2.1, is usually considered
to asses the catalytic properties of different metal surfaces for the HER [116]. It
changes among several orders of magnitude: from 1 mA×cm−2 in the case of plat-
inum electrodes to 10−7 mA×cm−2 for the worse metal electrodes like In, Cd or
Pb [117]. The relation between j0 and natural characteristics of the electrodes gives
the possibility to make a broad analysis of their performance and to predict which
would be the optimum one for a certain application. The material properties which
can be directly linked with the exchange current density are called catalytic de-
scriptors. These descriptors are useful to elucidate activity trends and to identify
promising candidates in the research and design of new catalysts for the HER.
The seeking for suitable descriptors which could be used to evaluate the elec-
trocatalytic ability of a wide set of metal electrodes goes back to the work of
Bowden and Riedal [118]. After this early attempt, it was only with the work
of Trasatti [117], when the experimentally accessible magnitude E(M-H): metal-
hydrogen bond strength, is established as a reasonable descriptor for the catalytic
properties of different metal electrodes toward the HER, Fig. 2.8. Trasatti found
that the performance of available metal electrodes, assessed by the exchange cur-
rent, may be visualized in a volcano plot which essentially reflects the Sabatier’s
principle: the optimum condition for a metal electrode towards the HER is to ad-
sorb the hydrogen atoms at the surface with a moderate strength [119]. Too strong
adsorption results in a full coverage of the surfaces and high barriers for the H2
recombination, while too weak adsorption leads to very fast desorption which does
not allow the hydrogen evolution.
Recently, a new descriptor based on DFT calculations have been developed
by Nørscov et al. [114]. They have found that a similar volcano plot than the ob-
tained by Trassati, Fig. 2.8, results when the free energy of H-adsorption, computed
within DFT, is employed as a descriptor. The major significance of this approach is
its easily implementation. Contrary to the experimental descriptor, which require
independent experiments to access the E(M-H) of the studied electrodes, the com-
putational one is easily accessible from a calculation and more important, it allows
the design of new catalytic nanostructured materials and the evaluation of their
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Figure. 2.8. Volcano plot obtained by Trasatti (replotted here using the original
data from [117]).
activity toward the HER without even synthesize them.
The volcano plot obtained by Nørscov et al. [114], may be understood by a
simple kinetic model, which is briefly presented here, a more detailed description
can be found in [114]. The HER on the electrode surface occurs via a combination
of the following three reactions:
i . S + H+ + e− → S-H, (2.40)
ii . S-H + H+ + e− → H2, (2.41)
iii. 2(S-H) → H2, (2.42)
where S represent adsorption sites at the surface of the metal. They are named
Volmer, Heyrovsky and Tafel steps, respectively. Assuming that the Langmuir ad-
sorption isotherm holds at the equilibrium condition, the fractional H-adsorbed
surface coverage θ can be related with the free energy change of the effective equi-
librium reaction: 2S- + H2 → 2S-H, by the following expression [120]:[
θ
1− θ
]2
= pH2 exp
(
−∆G
0
KT
)
, (2.43)
where pH2 is the pressure of the H2 gas and ∆G0 is the free energy change of the
effective reaction (i.e., 2S- + H2 → 2S-H). ∆G0 can be considered two times the
adsorption free energy of a hydrogen atom ∆GH with respect to the H2 molecule
(i.e., ∆G0 = 2∆GH), if additional barriers in the adsorption process are neglected.
Making pH2 = 1 (standard conditions) and introducing ∆G0 = 2∆GH in eq. (2.43),
the equilibrium fractional coverage may be estimated with respect to the adsorption
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free energy of a hydrogen atom ∆GH :[
θ
1− θ
]
= exp
(
−∆GH
KT
)
. (2.44)
The exchange current density j0 is estimated considering the Volmer step,
eq. (2.40). The equilibrium reaction rate r1 of the reaction eq. (2.40) may be
expressed as [114]:
r1 = k1(1− θ)cH+ , (2.45)
where cH+ is the concentration of H+ in the electrolyte and can be equaled to 1 at
pH = 0.
The exchange current j0, is equal to the equilibrium rate of the reaction r1
multiplied by the superficial density of adsorption sites σ, and the electron charge
e. Combining the eqs. (2.44) and (2.45), the following expression is obtained for j0
at pH = 0:
j0 = e k1 σ
1
1 + exp
(
−∆GH
KT
) . (2.46)
At this point two relevant cases are considered: ∆GH < 0 and ∆GH > 0 [114].
In the former one, a high rate constant k1 = k0 is expected, and it is assuming not
to depend on ∆GH . In the second case, there should be an activation barrier for
the electron transfer step which is at least ∆GH , thus k1 = k0 exp(−∆GH/KT ) is
proposed. These conditions may be combined in the single expression:
j0 = 2 j
max
0
1
1 + exp
(
|∆GH |
KT
) , (2.47)
where jmax0 =
ek0σ
2
is the maximum value of j0 predicted within this model. If the
superficial density of adsorption sites corresponding to the surface of Pt (111) is
considered: σ ≃ 1.5 × 1015 cm−2 [121], then the eq. (2.47) will represent a model
with only one unknown parameter: k0.
Available experimental values of j0 have been plotted with respect to their corre-
spond ∆GH computed within DFT, for several metal electrodes [114]. The Fig. 2.9
shows this plot (blue points) together with the fitted model eq. (2.47) with k0 as
fitting parameter. The present model considers the computational ∆GH value as
a descriptor of the catalytic properties of metal electrodes towards the HER. It
reflects the Sabatier’s principle, the largest exchange current density is predicted
for a material where ∆GH = 0. The shaded area in Fig. 2.9 represents an ad-hoc
criteria selected in this work for a material to be a relatively good catalyst for the
HER. When |∆GH | > 0.2 eV the exchange current density j0 is more than three
order of magnitudes lower than jmax0 , obtained at ∆GH = 0. Additionally, it is
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known that the metals which present ∆GH values lower than -0.2 eV may have an
oxygen layer at their surfaces [70].
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Figure. 2.9. Logarithm of experimentally measured exchange currents j0 for
HER at several metal electrodes with respect to computational free energies of H-
adsorption ∆GH (blue points). Estimation of the same magnitude following the
kinetic model introduced in [114], within the fitting parameter k0.
The present model is used in Chap. 5 to evaluate the catalytic properties of
model structures which resembles recently synthesized materials. An additional
correction can be added to take into account the influence of the electrolyte acidity
(pH). While changes in the pH do not affect qualitatively the behavior of j0(∆GH),
eq. (2.47), they shift the ∆GH value due to the change in the corresponding config-
urational entropic barrier [122]:
∆GH(pH) = ∆GH(pH = 0) + kBT ln(10)× pH. (2.48)
The details of the calculation of ∆GH for the studied surfaces within the framework
of DFT are discussed in detail in [114], and will be also briefly presented in Chap. 5.
2.6 Electronic structure methods
The study of any physical situation from an atomistic point of view includes, at
the most fundamental level, the description of the motion of the electrons and the
nuclei which constitute the target system. From the theoretical point of view, this is
a many-body problem with intrinsic quantum-mechanical behavior. The electrons
and nuclei, in the ground state, distribute themselves in such a way that their
interaction energy is minimized. In principle, the stationary state of the subatomic
particles can be characterized by a many particle wave function Φ({Xi}, {xi}),
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where {Xi} and {xi} are the spatial and spin coordinates of nuclei and electrons,
respectively.
Under stationary conditions, the connection between the wave function and the
energy of the quantum many-body system is the Time Independent Schrödinger
Equation (TISE), eq. (2.49):
ĤΦ = EtotΦ. (2.49)
This equation defines an eigenvalue problem for the hermitian and linear operator
Ĥ (Hamiltonian). Its non-trivial solutions are all the possible states Φα and energies
Etot
α accessible to the system. They contain all the available information about the
system of interest.
In the non-relativistic case, Ĥ does not contain any dependence on the spin of the
particles. After proposing the common factorization Φ({Xi}, {xi}) = Ψ({Ri}, {ri})
× Θ({Σi}, {σi}), where ({Ri}, {ri}) and ({Σi}, {σi}) are the positions and spins of
the nuclei and the electrons, respectively, while Ψ and Θ are the spatial and the
spin part of the wave functions, the following TISE equation is obtained for the
spatial wave function:
ĤΨ({Ri}, {ri}) = EtotΨ({Ri}, {ri}). (2.50)
The Hamiltonian operator of the system Ĥ is the quantum analog to the Hamil-
ton’s function in classical mechanics and contains the following terms:
Ĥ = Ĥk,n + Ĥk,e + Ĥp,n−n + Ĥp,e−e + Ĥp,n−e. (2.51)
The different terms in the previous expression correspond to the kinetic energy of
the nuclei (k, n), kinetic energy of the electrons (k, e), the potential energy due to
the nuclei-nuclei interactions (p, n-n), the electron-electron interactions (p, e-e) and
the nuclei-electron interaction (p, n-e), respectively. If all the terms in eq. (2.51)
are written down explicitly the Hamiltonian looks as follows:
Ĥ = −
M∑
k=1
~2
2Mk
∇2Rk −
N∑
i=1
~2
2me
∇2ri +
1
2
M∑
k1 ̸=k2=1
1
4πε0
Zk1Zk2e
2
|Rk1 − Rk2|
+
+
1
2
N∑
i1 ̸=i2=1
1
4πε0
e2
|ri1 − ri2|
−
M,N∑
k,i=1
1
4πε0
Zke
2
|Rk − ri|
, (2.52)
where ~ and ε0 are the Planck’s constant and the vacuum permittivity, respectively,
while me is the mass of the electrons. This is the Hamiltonian which describe a
system made up of M nuclei with masses Mk, charges Zke and N electrons.
It can be noticed, that solving eq. (2.50), when the Hamiltonian is expressed
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by (2.52), posses several serious technical difficulties. It is a second order partial
differential equation involving a very large number of independent variables. The
Schrödinger equation, when the Hamiltonian is given by the expression (2.52), can
be solved exactly only for very small systems, like the hydrogen atom. Hence, a con-
siderable amount of numerical methodologies and algorithms have been developed
to solve (2.50) approximately [123].
2.6.1 The Born-Oppenheimer approximation
The Born-Oppenheimer approximation (BOA) is introduced here as a particular
case of the more general adiabatic approximation. The adiabatic approximation is
based on the fact that the motion of electrons is very fast compared with that of the
nuclei. This time-scale separation supports the picture of the electrons following the
nuclear motion “adiabatically” (i.e., they do not undergo electronic transitions while
the nuclei change their positions). This condition may be expressed mathematically
by the following ansatz [124]:
Ψ({Ri}, {ri}) = Ψn({Ri})Ψe({Ri}; {ri}), (2.53)
where Ψn is called the nuclear wave function (it depends only on the nuclear coordi-
nates) and Ψe is the electronic function, which depends on the electronic coordinates
and parametrically also on the nuclear DoF.
If the ansatz (2.53) is inserted in eq. (2.50), it can be noticed that the electronic
terms of the Hamiltonian (i.e., Ĥk,e + Ĥp,e−e + Ĥp,n−e) do not act on Ψn, but the
nuclear part of the Hamiltonian Ĥ does act on the electronic function Ψe via the
parametric dependence on the nuclear coordinates. The BOA consists in neglecting
the action of the nuclear term Ĥk,n on Ψe. More explicitly it may be written as:
Ĥk,nΨn({Ri})Ψe({Ri}; {ri}) ≃ Ψe({Ri}; {ri})Ĥk,nΨn({Ri}). (2.54)
The physical meaning of this assumption is to neglect the influence of the elec-
tronic motion on the nuclear kinetic energy. This is supported by the same reasoning
as before and by the huge difference in masses between electrons and nuclei (i.e.,
me
Mk
.
1
1000
). There are cases where the BOA is not valid, and there is a variety
of phenomena where the so called non-adiabatic effects are present (for instance,
the Jahn-Teller and Peierls’ distortions or spin-density waves and superconductiv-
ity) [123].
Within the BOA, the TISE (2.50) splits in two simpler Schrödinger equations
(i.e., the electronic and the nuclear ones) [123]:
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[
Ĥk,e + Ĥp,e−e + Ĥp,n−e
]
Ψe({Ri}; {ri}) = V ({Ri})Ψe({Ri}; {ri}), (2.55)
[
Ĥk,n + Ĥp,n−n + V ({Ri})
]
Ψn({Ri}) = EtotΨn({Ri}). (2.56)
This approximation is of paramount importance in the description of microscopic
systems with significant quantum mechanical behavior. From the fundamental point
of view, it introduces the concept of potential energy surface (PES): V ({Ri}) in
eq. (2.55), which is very important for the atomistic description of matter both
in the framework of the BOA, but also beyond. In situations where the BOA is
not valid, the time evolution of the quantum state of the system can be studied
as a superposition of many components of the wave function evolving on different
PESs. From the practical point of view, it serves as a basis for the development of
further approximations: one may treat the nuclei as a set of point charges evolving
on the corresponding PES (V ({Ri})), which is previously computed by solving the
electronic TISE: eq. (2.55) on a multidimensional grid of the nuclear coordinates
{Ri}.
The solution of the eq. (2.55) in an approximated way and for several different
conditions is the main task of the so called electronic structure calculations. There
are many approximations and methodologies which attempt to reach this goal.
Their suitability usually depend on the specific target system and on the level of
accuracy needed in each case. These methods can be divided in two groups: the
wave function based methods and the density based ones. In the next sections,
there will be briefly described the Hartree-Fock method and the Density Functional
Theory, as paradigmatic examples of the first and second group, respectively.
2.6.2 The variational principle
The variational principle is a methodology commonly employed to develop new
calculation schemes. It is very important for ground state calculations, although it
is used less often in formulations involving excited states. Here, we begin describing
the variational principle briefly, since it is a cornerstone for the development of the
Hartree-Fock method (HF) and also for the DFT.
The main goal of the variational principle is to solve the electronic TISE ap-
proximately using a model ansatz for the wave function, typically based on the use
of single-particle orbitals. The Hamiltonian of a physical system is a linear and
Hermitian operator. Thus, it has real eigenvalues which obviously may be ordered
in an increasing fashion. There is a general result from quantum mechanics, which
states that if the potential energy of a Hamiltonian has a global minimum value,
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then the corresponding spectrum has a minimum value as well [125]. The eigenvalue
problem for the Hamiltonian can be written as:
Ĥφn = ϵnφn. (2.57)
One of the general properties of the spectrum of Hermitian operators is that
the corresponding eigenfunctions φn may be chosen in such a way that they form a
complete set of orthonormal functions in the Hilbert space of the Hamiltonian Ĥ.
Thereby, they fulfill the relation:
⟨φn|φm⟩ = δn,m. (2.58)
Additionally, any other function f of the Hilbert space may be expanded as a linear
combination of the basis set {φn}:
f =
∑
n
cnφn. (2.59)
The set of functions {φn} is in principle unknown. The variational method aims
to obtain them or at least the ground state φ0 (the eigenfunction corresponding to
the lowest eigenvalue ϵ0 in the spectrum {ϵn}) of the Hamiltonian Ĥ). Let us note
that the expectation value of Ĥ in the state f can be computed as:
εf =
⟨
f
⏐⏐⏐Ĥ⏐⏐⏐ f⟩
⟨f |f⟩
. (2.60)
This can be considered as an approximation to the ground state by any other
function f of the Hilbert space. When the expansion (2.59) is substituted in (2.60),
and the linearity of Ĥ is used as well as the orthonormalization condition (2.58), it
is obtained:
εf =
∑
n |cn|2ϵn∑
n |cn|2
. (2.61)
If the fact that every eigenvalue ϵn ≥ ϵ0 is taken into account, the expres-
sion (2.61) may be rewritten as the inequality:
εf ≥ ϵ0, (2.62)
which constitute the basis of the variational principle. This inequality expresses
that the energy of any arbitrary state will not be smaller than the energy of the
ground state of the system. Hence, if a family of orthonormal functions {fα} in the
Ĥ-Hilbert space is considered, and if the ground state φ0 belongs to {fα}, then the
variational condition for the determination of φ0 may be obtained:
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δ
δfα
⟨
fα
⏐⏐⏐Ĥ⏐⏐⏐ fα⟩ = 0. (2.63)
Moreover, if there are two set of trial functions and the application of (2.63) results
in two different values for
⟨
f0
⏐⏐⏐Ĥ⏐⏐⏐ f0⟩, where f0 correspond to the function for
which the relation (2.63) is fulfilled, the variational principle states that, from the
energetic point of view, the function with the lowest value for the energy constitutes
the better approximation to the actual ground state of the system [123].
The condition (2.63) is the practical expression of the variational principle, and
it is widely used in the derivation of the fundamental equations of several electronic
structure methods.
2.6.3 The Hartree-Fock approximation
The Hartree-Fock (HF) method to approach the ground state of a system is based
on a particular approximation, which consists in the proposal of a special ansatz to
construct the many-electron wave function. Thus, the goal of this methodology is
to solve approximately the electronic TISE (2.55).
By inspecting carefully the three terms of the electronic Hamiltonian (i.e., Ĥe =
Ĥk,e + Ĥp,e−e + Ĥp,n−e) in the general expression (2.52), Ĥe can be written as:
Ĥe =
N∑
i=1
ĥ1(ri) +
1
2
N∑
i ̸=j=1
ĥ2(ri, rj), (2.64)
where ĥ1 and ĥ2 are single-particle and two-particle operators, respectively given
by:
ĥ1(ri) = −
~2
2me
∇2ri −
M∑
k=1
1
4πε0
Zke
2
|Rk − ri|
= −1
2
∇2ri −
M∑
k=1
Zk
|Rk − ri|
, (2.65)
ĥ2(ri, rj) =
1
4πε0
e2
|ri − rj|
=
1
|ri − rj|
. (2.66)
The second equalities in both expressions correspond to the selection of the atomic
units system, which is going to be used hereafter along this work [123].
The HF ansatz to approximate the many electron wave function in terms of
single-particle orbitals is known as Slater determinant, namely:
Φ(x1,x2, · · · ,xN) =
1√
N !
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐
φ1(x1) φ2(x1) · · · φN(x1)
φ1(x2) φ2(x2) · · · φN(x2)
...
... . . .
...
φ1(xN) φ2(xN) · · · φN(xN)
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐
. (2.67)
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The coordinates xi represent, as before, the set of spatial and spin coordinates
(i.e., xi = {ri, σi}). One of the main advantages of the HF approximation is that,
despite the functional form in terms of the single-particle orbitals {φi} (implying an
independent-particle or mean-field description), it fulfills an important condition of
the quantum many-body theory (i.e., the many-body wave function of an electronic
system should be antisymmetric with respect to the exchange of the coordinates of
two electrons). This condition may be verified by simple inspection of eq. (2.67).
The key idea of the HF method is to get the set of orbitals {φi} which are optimal
in the sense of the variational principle reviewed in the previous section, that is,
the set for which the Slater determinant fits better the many-electron ground state
and the energy is minimal within the restrictions imposed by the form (2.67). If an
orthonormal constrain is chosen for the single-particle orbitals ⟨φi|φj⟩ = δi,j, then
the Slater determinant is normalized, so ⟨Φ|Φ⟩ = 1. Hence, it is required to solve
the variational problem: eq. (2.63) inserting the explicit expression of the electronic
Hamiltonian, the Slater determinant as the trial wave function and the additional
orthonormal constrains on the orbitals. This can be achieved by constructing the
auxiliary functional F :
F =
⟨
Φ|Ĥe|Φ
⟩
−
∑
i,j
λij [⟨φi|φj⟩ − δi,j] , (2.68)
where λij are Lagrange multipliers (to be determined), introduced to enforce the
constrains on the orbitals. The HF method consists in the solution of the HF
equations which give the solution of the variational problem δF = 0, when the set
of functions {φi} are varied within a properly defined one-particle Hilbert space.
The solution of the variational problem leads to the HF equations, which may be
expressed as the eigenvalue problem of the Fock operator [123]:
F̂ φk = εkφk, (2.69)
where:
F̂ = ĥ1 +
N∑
i=1
(
Ĵi − K̂i
)
. (2.70)
The operators Ĵi and K̂i are defined by their action on the orbitals:
Ĵiφk(x1) =
∫
|φi(x2)|2
|x2 − x1|
φk(x1)dx2, (2.71)
K̂iφk(x1) =
∫
φ∗i (x2)P̂12 [φi(x2)φk(x1)]
|x2 − x1|
dx2. (2.72)
They are called the Coulomb and the Exchange operators, respectively. The op-
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erators Ĵi represent the classical interaction energy between two charge densities
ρ1 = |φi|2 and ρ2 = |φk|2, while the operators K̂i reflect a purely quantum mechan-
ical effect derived from the property of antisymmetry of the many-body electronic
wave function.
The Fock’s operator depends on the orbitals which, in turn, are obtained after
the eigenvalue problem: eq. (2.69) is solved. Therefore, the solution of eq.(2.69) has
to be found using the so called self-consistent algorithms. This kind of methodolo-
gies have the characteristic that the calculations are started with an approximated
set of orbitals {φi}, which are used in the construction of the Fock’s operator. The
resulting operator is use to solve eq. (2.69) approximately. As a result, new orbitals
arise and the process continues until a reasonable level of convergence is reached.
A key point in the HF methodology is that, at any step of the self consistent
process, more than N orbitals are obtained while only N of them can be used
for the construction of the new Fock’s operator. When the target is the ground
state of the system, the Koopmans’ theorem justify the selection of the N orbitals
which correspond to the lowest eigenvalues in eq. (2.69) [123]. However, when
the HF method is intended to be used for excited state calculations, there is more
discussion about how to select the relevant orbitals. There are physical situations in
which it is more convenient to express the electronic wave-function in terms of more
than one Slater determinant. The differences between the results of a HF approach,
with only one Slater determinant, and a many Slater determinants formulation are
called the correlation effects. There are many other methodologies which include
correlation effects, those which are based on many-body wave-functions are called
post-HF methods.
As a final comment on the HF methodology we would like to emphasize that, in
practice, the space of functions which is explored via the variation of the orbitals is
restricted by the selection of a basis set of functions. For a given choice of the basis
set, the eigenvalue problem: eq. (2.69) is transformed in the eigenvalue problem of
a numerical matrix with dimension equal to the amount of functions in the basis
set.
2.6.4 Density Functional Theory
The Density functional theory (DFT) is a general methodology for the determina-
tion of the ground state energy of an electronic system. It is based on the electronic
density rather than on the many body electronic wave function. This calculation
scheme stresses the fact that knowing the density of the electronic system should
be enough to compute physical observables and the knowledge of the wave function
is actually an over-determination of the problem.
The DFT is based on the theorems of Hohenberg and Kohn (1964). They stated
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that any physical observable of a system in the ground state may be obtained with
the only knowledge of the electronic density at this state.
Theorem 1 (1st Hohenberg-Kohn theorem [123]). Any ground state property of an
electronic system is uniquely determined by the ground-state spatial electron density.
To proof the theorem (1), it will be proved first that ones the spatial density
is fixed, it determines uniquely the external potential felt by the electronic system,
and so it does the wave-function and the corresponding observables.
Let us suppose there are two systems of N electrons in presence of different
external potentials, which may be originated by the electrostatic potential of the
nuclei in a certain molecule or solid, and both of them generate the same spatial
electronic density ρ(r) in the ground state. The Hamiltonians which describe both
systems are denoted by Ĥ1 and Ĥ2, respectively:
Ĥ1 =
N∑
i=1
−1
2
∇2ri +
N∑
i=1
U1(ri) + V (r1, · · · , rN), (2.73)
Ĥ2 =
N∑
i=1
−1
2
∇2ri +
N∑
i=1
U2(ri) + V (r1, · · · , rN). (2.74)
In these expressions, the one-particle functions Ui represent the interaction po-
tential of each electron with the external fields, while V is the potential energy of
the electronic gas due to the interactions among them (i.e., the contributions of all
the terms of the type (2.66)). The ground state of these two Hamiltonians, |Ψ1⟩
and |Ψ2⟩ obey the following relations:
Ĥ1 |Ψ1⟩ = E1 |Ψ1⟩ , (2.75)
Ĥ2 |Ψ2⟩ = E2 |Ψ2⟩ . (2.76)
Nevertheless, according to the hypothesis introduced at the beginning of this proof,
they both yield the same spatial electronic density:
ρ(r) =
N∑
i=1
⟨Ψ1|δ(r− ri)|Ψ1⟩ =
N∑
i=1
⟨Ψ2|δ(r− ri)|Ψ2⟩ . (2.77)
Since |Ψ1⟩ is the ground state of Ĥ1, according to the variational principle every
other state |Ψ⟩ ≠ |Ψ1⟩ satisfies the inequality (2.62):⟨
Ψ|Ĥ1|Ψ
⟩
> E1. (2.78)
Considering the particular case: |Ψ⟩ = |Ψ2⟩, and writing Ĥ1 = Ĥ1 − Ĥ2 + Ĥ2
in (2.78) we obtain:
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⟨
Ψ2|Ĥ1 − Ĥ2 + Ĥ2|Ψ2
⟩
=
⟨
Ψ2|Ĥ1 − Ĥ2|Ψ2
⟩
+
⟨
Ψ2|Ĥ2|Ψ2
⟩
> E1, (2.79)
which results, making use of definitions (2.73), (2.74) and (2.76), in:
⟨Ψ2|
N∑
i=1
U1(ri)−
N∑
i=1
U2(ri) |Ψ2⟩+ E2 > E1. (2.80)
The operator inside the bra-ket in (2.80) is a single-particle operator. This fact
may be combined with the expression for the density eq. (2.77) to get the following
relation: ∫
ρ(r)[U1(r)− U2(r)]dr+ E2 > E1. (2.81)
In a completely analog procedure to the one just presented, using the condi-
tion (2.78) with the Hamiltonian Ĥ2 and the state |Ψ1⟩ (rather than Ĥ1 and the
state |Ψ2⟩, respectively) it is obtained:∫
ρ(r)[U2(r)− U1(r)]dr+ E1 > E2. (2.82)
Finally, the inequalities (2.81) and (2.82) can not be verified at the same time.
Therefore, the initial assumption must be false and the statement of the theorem (1)
is proved.
The first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem is a cornerstone for the further development
of DFT. It guarantees that there exist a functional which express the dependence
of every ground state observable on the ground state spatial electron density. If
the total energy functional of a certain electronic system is denoted as E0[ρ], where
ρ is the electron density, the second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem states a variational
principle for E0[ρ].
Theorem 2 (2nd Hohenberg-Kohn theorem [123]). In the hypothetic case, when the
functional E0[ρ] is known, a variational principle similar to (2.62) is verified with
respect to the change of arbitrary densities compared with the corresponding to the
ground state. For instance, let us denote the ground state density as ρ and any
other density as ρ′, then the following inequality is fulfilled:
E0[ρ
′] ≥ E0[ρ]. (2.83)
The theorem (2) gives the basis for the development of algorithms to find the
ground state spatial electron density directly (i.e., without computing the many-
body wave function first). The general idea of those algorithms is to approximate
the ground state functional, and to develop a methodology to find the density which
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minimizes it. The family of these algorithms is known as Density Functional Theory
(DFT). This theory became very famous after the contribution of Kohn and Sham
in 1965. They developed a powerful scheme which made the DFT calculations much
more easy than the wave function based methods. Their methodology provides a
reasonable accuracy, which may be even increased in the framework of the same
formulation. The main aspects of the Kohn-Sham method are described in the
following.
The unknown ground state functional E0[ρ] may be written as:
E0[ρ] = T [ρ(r)] +
∫
Vext(r)ρ(r)dr+
1
2
∫
VC(r)ρ(r)dr+ E ′xc[ρ(r)], (2.84)
where T [ρ(r)] is the kinetic energy functional,
∫
Vext(r)ρ(r)dr represents the interac-
tion energy between the electronic gas and an external field Vext(r), 12
∫
Vc(r)ρ(r)dr
accounts for the electrostatic interaction between the electrons, VC(r) =
∫
ρ(r′)
|r− r′|
dr′
is the Coulomb electrostatic potential generated by the electron density ρ(r′) at a
point r, and the last term E ′xc[ρ(r)] is an unknown functional which include the
remaining electronic interactions (i.e., exchange and correlation).
The idea of the Kohn and Sham methodology is the introduction of an effective
non-interacting system, with the same number of particles and subject to the con-
strains of having the same electron density and energy of the real system at any
time. Both the real and the fictitious systems are described by the same functional
E0[ρ]. In the case of the non-interacting system E0[ρ] can be written as:
E0[ρ] = T0[ρ(r)] +
∫
Veff (r)ρ(r)dr, (2.85)
where T0 is the kinetic energy functional and Veff is a potential energy which makes
it possible that both systems have the same energy and density.
Combining the variational principle (2.83), and the functional forms proposed
for E0[ρ] in eqs. (2.84) and (2.85), a formal expression for the effective potential is
obtained [123]:
Veff (r) =
δT
δρ
[ρ(r)]− δT0
δρ
[ρ(r)] + Vext(r) + VC [ρ(r)] +
δE ′xc
δρ
[ρ(r)]. (2.86)
In this expression, the derivatives of T , T0 and E ′xc are functional derivatives with
respect to ρ(r). A significant property of Veff (r) is its dependence on the electron
density, which is the final goal of the DFT calculations.
The Kohn-Sham methodology continues with the solution of the TISE of the
non-interacting system under the action of Veff (r). The resulting many-body
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Hamiltonian reads:
Ĥ =
N∑
i=1
[
−1
2
∇2ri + Veff (ri)
]
=
N∑
i=1
ĥeff (i), (2.87)
where ĥeff (i) has only single-particle interaction terms. Its ground state can be
found solving the corresponding TISE equation:
Ĥ |Ψ⟩ = E |Ψ⟩ . (2.88)
At this stage, the HF approximation is recalled and the many-particle wave
function |Ψ⟩ in eq. (2.88) is expanded following the HF ansatz. Since this is a non-
interacting system, the many-particle wave function can be expanded using a single
Slater Determinant. The variational principle translates the problem of solving
eq. (2.88) into an eigenvalue problem for the single-particle orbitals φi (Kohn-Sham
orbitals):
ĥeffφi = εiφi. (2.89)
The unknown terms in eq. (2.86) can be written in a compact form after the
introduction of the exchange-correlation potential Vxc:
Vxc ≡
δE ′xc
δρ
(ρ(r)) =
δT
δρ
(ρ(r))− δT0
δρ
(ρ(r)) +
δE ′xc
δρ
(ρ(r)). (2.90)
Employing this notation and the definition of ĥ1 in eq. (2.65), the eigenvalue
problem for the Kohn-Sham (KS) orbitals φi may be expressed as:[
ĥ1 + VC (ρ(r)) + Vxc (ρ(r))
]
φi = εiφi. (2.91)
The equation (2.91) is similar to (2.69), with the difference that the local
exchange-correlation potential replaces the non-local exchange operator. This is
an advantage of the KS method because it makes the solution of the resulting equa-
tions much more affordable from the computational point of view, and therefore it
leads to the possibility to treat bigger systems compared with the HF and post-HF
computational schemes.
The Slater’s determinant ansatz (2.67) brings the spatial electronic density to
have the following functional form in terms of the KS-orbitals:
ρ(r) =
N∑
i=1
|φi(r)|2 . (2.92)
Although the eigenvalue problems for both methods: HF and KS, are very
similar (as expressed by the eqs. (2.69) and (2.91)), there are important differences
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between the algorithms used to solve both problems. The KS equations also needs to
be solved self-consistently, due to the density dependence of the potentials VC (ρ(r))
and Vxc (ρ(r)). However, since they depend on the density rather than on the
orbitals, the general algorithm is the following. First, an initial electronic density
is assumed to start the iterative process. This density is employed to evaluate the
single particle Hamiltonian in eq. (2.91) and, as a result, a set of KS-orbitals is
obtained. This process is repeated until a self-consistent solution is found. At the
end, the density of the system is given in terms of the KS-orbitals: eq. (2.92) and
the total energy can be computed from the KS-orbitals and the density as follows:
E0 =
N∑
i=1
⟨
φi|ĥ1|φi
⟩
+
1
2
∫
VC(r)ρ(r)dr+ Exc[ρ(r)]. (2.93)
The main problem of the KS method arises from the ignorance of an explicit
expression for the exchange-correlation potential Vxc[ρ(r)], which is directly related
with the exchange-correlation functional by the expression:
Exc[ρ(r)] =
∫
Vxc[ρ(r)]ρ(r)dr. (2.94)
The design of more accurate yet affordable exchange-correlation functionals is
still an active research field, there are many forms which have been proposed for
Exc[ρ(r)] but, at present, none of them can be said to be universal (i.e., they can
not provide a satisfactory description of electron correlation effects in all situa-
tions). Typically, DFT calculations give good results, comparable with experiments.
Absolute magnitudes, like total energies, present a significant dependence on the
employed exchange-correlation functional but the relative quantities, like energy
differences respect to a reference structure, are in general robust with respect to the
functionals.
There are three major groups of exchange-correlation functionals: LDA (which
stands for Local Density Approximation), GGA (Generalized Gradient Approxi-
mation) and Hybrid functionals. The main aspects of them are briefly presented
here.
The LDA methods are based on a reference electronic system, namely the ho-
mogeneous electron gas. This is a physical situation in which the electrons are
uniformly distributed in space ρ(r) = ρ. There are statistical methods which allow
the determination of Vxc as a function of ρ [123]. The local density approximation
for real systems consists in the evaluation of Vxc(r) as the value of the exchange-
correlation potential at the homogeneous electron gas at the local electron density
ρ(r) of the actual system. The different methods differ in the procedure to fit Vxc(r)
to analytical expressions, as well as in the inclusion or not of spin polarization (the
variants where the polarization is included, are known as Local Density Spin Ap-
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proximation (LDSA) methods). The LDA-based methods usually approach the
experimental results, and even get closer than the corresponding HF calculations.
They are very convenient, specially in the calculation of equilibrium structures and
vibrational frequencies of molecular complex [126]. However, there are properties,
such as binding energies, which are not very well estimated. This problem is known
as the overbinding problem of LDA-based exchange-correlation functionals.
The GGA methods may be considered as extensions of the LDA ones. They have
included the dependence on higher order derivatives of the density, for instance ∇ρ,
δ2ρ
δxδy
[127,128]. There are various properties which are better estimated within the
framework of the GGA functionals than within the LDA ones. GGA methods yield:
better ground state energies for atomic species [129–131], geometric parameters
and dissociation energies for molecular systems [129–131] and cohesive energies
for a number of solids [132–134]. Nevertheless, they do not represent a significant
improvement when it is willing to estimate ionization potentials or electron affinities
[135].
In a foregoing series of papers [136–138], written by Axel D. Becke, it was probed
that the introduction of the gradient corrected contributions, as well as the exact
exchange operator: eq. (2.72) as an implicit functional of the electronic density, into
the LDA exchange-correlation functionals ELDAxc has a significant improving effect on
the overbinding problem of the LDA-DFT formalism. However, those contributions
were not able to reproduce, independently, a set of reference results like ionization
potentials of previously given databases of atoms and molecules, namely: G1 and
G2 [136–138]. The hybrid methods are based in the construction of an exchange-
correlation potential, by the combined inclusion of the above contributions weighted
in a proper way.
The exchange-correlation energy resulting for the hybrid functional, with three
parameters, proposed by Becke in [138] may be written as:
Exc = E
LDA
xc + a0
(
EExactx − ELDAx
)
+ ax
(
EB88x − ELDAx
)
+ ac
(
EPW91c − ELDAc
)
.
(2.95)
The coefficients a0 = 0.20, ax = 0.72 and ac = 0.81 where determined by a
least-square fitting process with respect to a survey of experimental molecular heats
of formation [138]. EExactx is the exact exchange energy, coming from the opera-
tor (2.72), ELDAx is the only-exchange contribution of the LDA functional. EB88x and
EPW91c are the only-, exchange and correlation, of the functionals: Becke 1988 [128]
and, Perdew and Wang 1991 [139], respectively. When the GGA functional of Lee,
Yang and Parr, 1988 [140] is employed instead of PW91, the expression (2.95) is
called B3LYP [141]. The B3LYP is one of the most widely used functionals within
the DFT-framework due to its very good comparability with experimental results
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in a big amount of physical systems [142].
2.7 Structural description of model catalysts
In the previous section a very general overview of electronic structure methods
was presented, focusing on the HF and the DFT theories. At present, several
useful concepts for the description of catalytic reactions are discussed. Since the
main interest lays on the description of chemical transformations (i.e., catalytic
reactions), contrary to the methods described in Sec. 2.6, the motion of the nuclei
is at the center of the present analysis. The concept of PES, introduced within
the BOA in the Sec. 2.54, is very important in the description of the structural
modifications, which take place in a time scale much larger than the natural time
scale of the electrons movement. Consequently, the nuclei move under the influence
of the mean field created by the electrons.
2.7.1 Geometry optimization
The stationary states of the nuclei in a molecular system are described by the
nuclear TISE, eq. (2.56), under the conditions imposed in the BOA. The potential
energy surface on which the nuclei move is a combination of the electrostatic nuclear
interactions Ĥp,n−n and the electronic field V ({Ri}). If it is denoted by U({Ri}),
then it will result as follows:
U({Ri}) = Ĥp,n−n + V ({Ri}) =
M∑
k ̸=p=1
ZkZp
|Rk −Rp|
+ V ({Ri}). (2.96)
In the second equality, we have made use of the analytic form of Ĥp,n−n in atomic
units, when M nuclei with atomic numbers {Zk} are considered.
U({Ri}) is a multidimensional surface in the configurational space ℜ3M . The
determination of local minimums in U({Ri}) is of remarkable importance in the
study of chemical reactions in general and of catalytic ones in particular. These are
equilibrium points (i.e., the nuclei do not experience any force at these configura-
tions) and they may be used to find the reaction mechanism of a certain molecular
process. Due to their relative stability, local minima {R0i } on the hypersurface
U({Ri}) are nuclear configurations which may represent intermediate steps in the
investigated reaction.
Usually, when reaction mechanisms are investigated, one proposes a certain
nuclear configuration motivated by an intuitive idea on the pathway to be followed
during the process. A common question arise in this situation: is there any local
minimum of U({Ri}) close enough to the initial configuration? The answer to this
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question and the configuration itself may be encountered by the procedure known
as geometry optimization.
Most of the numerical algorithms for geometry optimization are based on the
power expansion of the PES U({Ri}), up to the second order, around the sought
point {R0i }, that is:
U({Ri}) ≃ ({R0i }) + g · ({Ri −R0i }) +
1
2
({Ri −R0i })† ·H · ({Ri −R0i }), (2.97)
where g is the gradient vector and H is the Hessian matrix:
g =
∂U
∂{Ri}
⏐⏐⏐⏐
{R0i }
, (2.98)
H =
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐ ∂2U∂{Ri}∂{Rj}
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐
{R0i }
. (2.99)
After a ground state calculation at a fixed nuclear configuration {Ri}, standard
electronic structure algorithms can be used to compute the gradient of the PES:
eq. (2.98). The geometry optimization procedure shifts the nuclear coordinates
following some criteria which depends on the specific algorithm, but in all cases
they aim to reduce the absolute value of the gradient until it vanishes. The process
stops after a certain tolerance threshold is reached for the absolute value of all the
components of the vector (2.98).
Therefore, it is possible to find three kinds of points: stable configurations (min-
ima), unstable ones (maxima) and transition states (saddle points). The Hessian
matrix: eq. (2.99) is used to determine to which of these three basic types each
point belongs, that is:
i) If the Hessian matrix is definitely positive, the point is a minimum.
ii) If the Hessian matrix is definitely negative, the algorithm reached a maximum.
iii) If the Hessian matrix is not either definitely positive nor definitely negative,
the point is a saddle point.
There are many algorithms specifically designed to look for local minimums
in many-dimensional surfaces. They may use the gradient, the Hessian or even
higher derivatives in the seeking process but the objective of all of them is to reach
the desired point in the lowest amount of steps possible, employing the geometrical
specifications of the PES. Some of the most used ones are the followings: the steepest
descent method, the Newton-Raphson algorithm, and the method of the conjugate
gradient [143].
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2.7.2 Frequency calculation
The frequency calculation (or normal mode analysis) is a standard procedure that
may be thought in general as the diagonalization of the Hessian matrix (2.99). Its
importance goes beyond the eigenvalues themselves, since it can be used to study
the internal vibrations of a molecular system in the harmonic approximation.
Let us expand the position vector of the nuclei {Ri} as {(Ri,x, Ri,y, Ri,z)}, to get
a more comfortable notation for what follows. In terms of the scalar coordinates
{Ri,α} (i runs over the number of atoms, the set of integers {1,M}, while α belongs
to {1, 3} which represent the cartesian axis x, y, z, respectively) the potential energy
may be expressed as:
U({Ri}) = U(R1,1, R1,2, R1,3, · · · , RM,1, RM,2, RM,3). (2.100)
In general, we are interested in the study of molecular vibrations around stable
configurations (i.e., in the vicinity of a point where g = 0). Close enough to the
equilibrium points {R0i,α}, the PES may be expanded up to second order in powers
of the deviations from the equilibrium position: eq. (2.97):
U({Ri,α}) ≃ U({R0i,α})+
+
1
2
M∑
i1,i2=1
3∑
α1,α2=1
∂2U({R0i,α})
∂Ri1,α1∂Ri2,α2
(
Ri1,α1 −R0i1,α1
) (
Ri2,α2 −R0i2,α2
)
. (2.101)
In this expression, the term containing the gradient g at the equilibrium position
has been removed, while the elements of H have been written explicitly.
The matrix H at equilibrium points represents a positively defined quadratic
form. It is known that there are certain generalized coordinates for which the ma-
trix of the quadratic form becomes diagonal, and all its eigenvalues are positive.
The solution of the nuclear TISE in these coordinates is particularly simple. The
possibility to decouple those collective nuclear DoF is shown in the following. Con-
sequently, the solution of this problem may be expressed as a set of independent
harmonic oscillators. The Hamiltonian for the nuclear TISE: eq. (2.56), within the
harmonic approximation of the PES, may be written as follows:
Ĥn = −
M∑
i=1
1
2Mi
∇2Ri+
+
1
2
M∑
i1,i2=1
3∑
α1,α2=1
∂2U({R0i,α})
∂Ri1,α1∂Ri2,α2
(
Ri1,α1 −R0i1,α1
) (
Ri2,α2 −R0i2,α2
)
. (2.102)
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Since the quadratic form of the PES in eq. (2.102) is positively defined, its
topological form about the equilibrium position is a hyper-paraboloid. If the total
energy is low enough the nuclei shall be only allowed to make small oscillations
about their equilibrium positions. Let us consider that this is the case, and solve
the TISE within the Hamiltonian (2.102).
The new mass-scaled coordinates, defined by the eq. (2.103), shall be considered:
ηi =
√
Mi
(
Ri −R0i
)
. (2.103)
Inserting (2.103) in (2.102) a new form for the Hamiltonian is obtained:
Ĥn = −
M∑
i=1
1
2
∇2ηi +
1
2
M∑
i1,i2=1
3∑
α1,α2=1
1√
Mi1Mi2
∂2U({R0i,α})
∂Ri1,α1∂Ri2,α2
ηi1,α1ηi2,α2 . (2.104)
The new quadratic form, which is the PES of the Hamiltonian (2.104) in terms
of the new coordinates {ηi}, defines a matrix which is known as the dynamical
matrix, namely:
D =
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐ 1√Mi1Mi2 ∂
2U({R0i,α})
∂Ri1,α1∂Ri2,α2
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐ . (2.105)
The dynamical matrix is symmetric and real, so it can be diagonalized using a
similarity transformation as follows:
D = QDQ†, (2.106)
here D is a diagonal matrix with positive eigenvalues {Ω2i } and Q is an orthogonal
matrix whose existence is guaranteed. Finding the matrix Q, for a given D, is
the well known eigenvectors-eigenvalues problem, for which efficient algorithms are
available [143]. Once Q is known, it is used to define a new set of coordinates (i.e.,
the normal modes {ξi}):
ξ = Qη. (2.107)
Notice that the matrix Q is a square matrix with dimension 3M , so the ex-
pression (2.107) is well defined if the M vectors ηi are expanded in their three
components to form the 3M column vector:
η = (η1,1, η1,2, η1,3, · · · , ηM,1, ηM,2, ηM,3)t. (2.108)
An orthogonal transformation like eq. (2.107) keeps invariant the kinetic oper-
ator of the Hamiltonian with respect to the new coordinates [123]. In terms of the
normal modes, the nuclear Hamiltonian results:
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Ĥn =
3M∑
i=1
[
−1
2
∂2
∂ξ2i
+
1
2
Ω2i ξ
2
i
]
. (2.109)
Although this Hamiltonian describes a 3M dimensional system, it is obviously
separable, all its DoFs are decoupled and the system may be treated as a set of
independent one-dimensional harmonic oscillators. The many particle wave func-
tion Ψn({Ri}) which is the solution of the nuclear TISE: eq. (2.56), is expressed
as a direct product of one-dimensional functions depending on the normal mode
coordinates, namely:
Ψn({Ri}) = ψ1(ξ1)ψ2(ξ2) · · ·ψ3M(ξ3M). (2.110)
The nuclear TISE: eq. (2.56), with the Hamiltonian expressed in terms of the
normal modes: eq. (2.109) and the wave function ansatz: eq. (2.110), splits up in
the following 3M one-dimensional equations for the single-particle functions ψi(ξi):[
−1
2
∂2
∂ξ2i
+
1
2
Ω2i ξ
2
i
]
ψi(ξi) = Eiψi(ξi), (2.111)
where the total energy of the multidimensional problem is given by: Etot =
∑
iEi.
The eigenvalue equations (2.111) can be solved analytically, and its solutions
can be found elsewhere [125]. The eigenvalues are given by:
Ei = (ni +
1
2
)Ωi, (2.112)
where ni can take integer values (0, 1, 2, · · · , n, · · · ), and it is called the occupation
number and characterizes the excitation state of the corresponding normal modes
on the given PES.
Finally, the total energy of the target system is given by:
Etot =
∑
i
(ni +
1
2
)Ωi. (2.113)
Throughout the frequency calculations, different kinds of information may be
obtained, for example, the oscillation frequencies {Ωi}, which can be compared with
experimental results from infrared (IR) and Raman spectroscopy measurements.
The geometrical characterization of the normal modes individually, in combination
with the symmetry of the system (if there is any) gives information about the
possibility to detect certain frequency by IR or Raman spectroscopy. Furthermore,
at the ground state (i.e., all ni = 0) the total energy is not zero:
E0tot =
1
2
∑
i
Ωi. (2.114)
This quantity is known as the zero point energy correction (ZPEC), and it is
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important in many cases for the accuracy which theoretical values can compare
with and predict experimental ones.
In the described general algorithm for the frequency calculations, the more com-
putationally intensive part is the computation of the Hessian matrix: eq. (2.99) used
in the harmonic approximation of the PES: eq. (2.101). This procedure is com-
monly implemented in most of the electronic structure packages and it is useful, in
addition, as a verification tool after a geometric optimization. If the optimization
process find an actual minimum, then the Hessian matrix will be positively defined
and all its eigenvalues will be positives.
2.7.3 Extended surfaces and molecular models
The study of catalytic reactions from a microscopic point of view is a difficult task,
mainly due to the enormous amount of particles which are involved in the reaction
of interest, and the quantum-mechanical nature of the particles. Typically, the
reactions occur at the surface of the catalysts and they have different issues which
may be difficult to include altogether in a realistic simulation (e.g., the presence
of defects, dopants, etc.). One has then to chose a model representation of the
surface, where a desired contribution is considered while many others (which are
thought to be less important) are neglected. Most of current studies on catalytic
reactions employ either an extended surface (supercell) model or a cluster model to
investigate a detailed aspect of the reaction.
An extended surface is an idealized infinite surface with a perfect structure. It
is not possible to deal with the infinite amount of DoFs present in such systems.
However, introducing periodic boundary conditions (PBC) on the edges of a piece
of structure which preserves the symmetry of the whole surface, it is possible to
describe processes in a simplified way within the framework of supercell models.
The Bloch’s theorem [144] is the key tool which allows the combination of the PBC
with any electronic structure method for the description of extended systems.
Bloch’s theorem states that, any electronic orbital (e.g., the KS-orbitals) in a
periodic system, may be described by the product:
φn,k(r) = un,k(r)eik·r. (2.115)
Here, n labels the electronic band, and k is a vector in the Brillouin zone (BZ). The
functions un,k(r) have the periodicity of the constructed unit cell, and they may be
expanded on a plane-wave basis as follows:
un,k(r) =
∑
G
cn,k(G)eiG·r. (2.116)
Here the cn,k(G) are the expansion coefficients and G are vectors of the reciprocal
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lattice, which fulfill the following condition: G ·L = 2π l, where l is an integer. This
condition reflects actually the periodicity of the unit-cell defined by the vector L.
When the Bloch’s wave functions are used in any electronic structure method,
the eigenvalues which results εn,k depend on the discrete index n and continuously
about the vector k. They represent the continuum of available electronic states in
the periodic system. To compute physical observables, for instance the electronic
density, it is required to perform integrals over the BZ. The integral is usually
transformed in a summation process over a certain number of points inside the
BZ. This procedure seeks a compromise between the amount of k-points selected
and the calculation time. More points imply a higher accuracy but demand more
computational effort.
The expansion of the periodic functions un,k(r) on a plane-wave basis set has
two main drawbacks:
i) The typical behavior of un,k(r) includes very fast oscillations in the vicinity
of the nuclei of the target structure.
ii) An ideally infinite amount of plane-waves are needed to exactly reproduce
the functions un,k(r).
The first issue i) is overcome by the implementation of the so-called pseudopo-
tential approach. This methodology is based on the employment of an effective
potential (pseudopotential), which takes into account the overall effect of the nuclei
and core electrons in their interaction within the valence electrons [145]. Within
this effective potential the actual behavior of the functions un,k(r) is reproduced
far from the nuclei, while in their vicinities a smoother nature is guaranteed. The
second problematic point ii) is solved within a compromise based on the fact that
the expansion coefficients cn,k(G) decrease with the increasing of the absolute value
of the vector G + k in the BZ. In practice, the amount of plane-waves employed
in the expansion (2.116) is controlled by the energy cutoff (Ecut). The Ecut is an
upper limit of the kinetic energy of the electrons in the periodic structure, and it is
related with |G + k| [124]:
~2 |G + k|2
2me
6 Ecut (2.117)
The simulations of periodic systems focus on the possibility to describe the
desired properties using the smallest supercell. To study bulk properties of a solid
material, for example, the unit cell of the corresponding crystalline structure is
usually large enough to compute bulk properties with sufficient accuracy. In the
case of surface calculations, there is an evident problem with the periodicity along
the direction perpendicular to the surface. The solution to this problem within the
supercell method is to construct a unit cell which has a slab of the surface in the
middle with the 2D-periodicity of the surface and significant vacuum space above
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and below it, so it will avoid the interaction with fictitious charges generated by
the breaking of the translational symmetry.
The molecular methods are based on the assumption that the structure and
physical properties of intermediate states in a catalytic reaction are determined
by local interactions [146]. Hence, a representative portion (finite model) of the
catalytic surface is employed for the description of the reaction. Usually, the infinite
surface of interest is cut out considering one or many adsorption sites and their
nearest neighbors. The resulting structure (molecular model), which may be a real
molecule or a fictitious one, is employed to simulate an active site, or several ones,
in the catalytic surface.
The detailed way in which the molecular models are constructed is an important
point to be considered in order to use this methodology. There are rules which
should be fulfilled to be able to approximate the electronic structure of an infinite
material by a finite structural portion [146]. They can be summarized as follows:
the definite number of electrons in the molecular model should be able to occupy a
subset of atomic orbitals from the infinite structure in such manner their interactions
with the outside electrons are minimized. In practical situations these rules are
fulfilled only approximately. There are specific issues to take into account when
different materials are considered (i.e., metals, metal oxides, etc.). For instance, due
to the highly delocalization of the electronic states in metals, large clusters (typically
more than 50 atoms) are necessary to fulfill the aforementioned rules [146]. However,
there is a variety of models ranging from huge clusters [147], to small ones, which
may be even only one metal atom [148–150], depending the properties of interest.
There are other possibilities like, the methodology of embedded clusters, which is
in between the large and small cluster models [147]. Although it takes into account
a typically large cluster structure for the representation of the metallic surface, a
small region of interest is picked up in the center to be considered with a higher
level of theory than the surrounding part. This separation avoid the interaction
between the interested subsystem and the unphysical boundaries of the complete
cluster. Many examples show the usage of metallic clusters for a variety of surface
processes: Mo6 compound has been employed to study the adsorption of different
species on molybdenum surfaces [151,152]; Ni21S5 was used to study the adsorption
of sulfur atoms on Ni (110) surfaces at high coverages [153]; other examples may
be found elsewhere in [154] and reference therein.
The procedure to build up a specific cluster model to study surface reactions
on molecular or ionic crystals is easier with respect to the metallic structures. In
these cases electrons are well localized in confined regions (i.e., ions or molecules),
and their interaction (overlapping) with neighbors on different regions are signif-
icantly weak. However, the influence of the large range Coulomb interactions of
the environment needs to be taken into account. Usually, this feature is included
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by an additional electrostatic potential, which may be computed with the help of
a fictitious set of point charges. The key point of these models are the number of
point charges to be considered. They are normally located at the ionic positions,
and their absolute values are not necessary the actual ion charges. They should
be determined in such a way that the resulting electric multipole moments of the
polyatomic ion or molecule approach the actual ones [146].
In covalent materials, the valence electrons are shared between the atoms form-
ing a chemical bond. Hence, a suitable molecular model of this type of systems
needs to be constructed in such a way that minimize the number of broken electron
couples. Unpaired electrons create artificial surface states (dangling bonds) which
alter the electronic structure of the considered material, and are frequently found
within the energy band gap. A general procedure, designed to solve this problem,
is based in the implementation of the concept of saturator atoms. The saturator
atoms may be real atoms or pseudoatoms which are bonded to the atoms in the
border of the cluster, and guarantee in an approximate way, that the electronic
structure of the molecular model reproduces the one from the infinite material. For
example, if TiO4 is used to represent the TiO2 crystalline structure, the four oxy-
gens will be negatively charged (-1e) due to the cutting of their respective bonds
to the Ti atoms of the remaining structure. If hydrogen atoms are considered to
be attached to each of the four oxygens in TiO4, then the structure Ti(OH)4 will
represent in a more realistic way the electronic structure of the titanium dioxide. In
this example, real atoms (the four hydrogens) have been used to saturate the molec-
ular model. The concept of pseudoatoms is one step forward in the intention to
reproduce the electronic structure of the crystal by molecular models. They are also
saturator atoms but the effective nuclear charge, the number of valence electrons
and the basis functions employed for valence orbitals are consistently modified to
approach the electronic structure of the infinite material using the actual molecular
model. More details about the construction of cluster models using pseudoatoms
and examples of practical applications may be found elsewhere in [146].
Despite the difficulties generated by the construction of molecular models, they
present several advantages in the description of catalytic processes. For example,
they can be used to study such reactions using more accurate methodologies, like
post-HF methods due to their lower dimensionality compared with extended sur-
face methods. In the cluster models, a detailed inspection of the potential energy
surface (PES) is affordable from the computational point of view, thereby allowing
to extract more detailed information on the surface reaction from the mechanistic
point of view.
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Chapter 3
Water splitting on TiO2-based
electrochemical cells. Molecular
models
3.1 Introduction
The employment of molecular hydrogen as energy carrier has become a remarkable
step to support the development of the hydrogen economy. The current state of
the hydrogen production process in electrochemical (ECC) or photoelectrochemical
(PEC) cells, is characterized by significant energy losses. PECs and related devices
are generally made of a semiconductor anode or photoanode (e.g., TiO2) and a
metal cathode (e.g., Pt) immersed in an electrolyte. Two half-reactions characterize
the water decomposition: the O2 evolution reaction (OER) at the anode and the
H2 evolution reaction by recombination of H+ and e− at the cathode. The main
source of the energy losses comes from the overpotentials of about 1 V at the anode
surface [155]. This additional energy has to be employed to cover mainly kinetic
limitations in the charge-transfer process at the semiconductor-liquid junction.
In the case of PECs, the photoanodes based on TiO2 are relatively cheap, chem-
ically and biologically inert and very stable under illumination. The absorption
spectrum of the TiO2 is centered in the UV radiation due to its band gap width
(3 eV for the rutile structure and 3.2 eV for the anatase) [69,156], but the photoac-
tivity of TiO2 can be extended from UV to the visible part of the solar spectrum
by chemical doping [157–163] or by using TiO2 nanostructures like nanotube ar-
rays [164]. The accepted general mechanism of the hydrogen production process
contains the following main steps:
i) the creation of electron-hole pairs inside the anode by photoexcitation or the
action of external bias: S → e− + S+, where S stands for the surface of the anode
and e− evolves to the cathode, and
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ii) the separation of the electrons and holes due to the driving force in the
semiconductor - liquid junction and the reaction of the holes with water molecules or
hydroxide ions from the electrolyte: S++H2O → S-OH+H+, or S++OH− → S-OH.
A commonly accepted theoretical description consists in the adsorption of two
water molecules on the anode surface, followed by a reaction mechanism in which
four electrons are transferred to the cathode in subsequent steps. At each step, the
release of one H+ is assumed to take place [40, 67]. The reaction at the anode is
energetically unfavorable and an external potential is needed to make the reaction
thermodynamically allowed. The anode surface can be considered as a catalyst for
the water decomposition on the electrochemical cell and different studies consider
a catalytic cycle in the description of this process [39,40,67,156].
The theoretical study of the water splitting under the action of an external
potential provides information about the reaction in two different devices: the ECC
and the PEC. In the former one, the external potential is the applied potential
over the electrodes whereas in the PEC it is directly related to the band gap of the
photoelectrode. Despite all the experimental and theoretical attempts to explain
these processes, the detailed mechanisms for both the OER at the anode and the
HER at the cathode are not yet completely understood [39].
A cluster model of the surface presents several advantages in the description of
the water decomposition on the electrodes, compared to the theoretical description
of the overall surface. For these simplified models, electronic structure calcula-
tions more accurate than DFT-based methodologies (e.g., post Hartree-Fock meth-
ods) are affordable. A detailed inspection of the potential energy surface (PES) is
tractable from the computational point of view, thereby allowing to extract infor-
mation on the reaction mechanism. The atomistic description enables the identifi-
cation of the rate-determining step, and also other relevant steps along the reaction
path which exhibit large activation energies. High energy barriers along the OER
pathway translate into the requirement of high overpotentials to make the process
feasible.
This microscopic information could be important in the design of more efficient
electrodes for ECC or PEC. Moreover, comparisons of the performance between cal-
culations on extended surfaces and on small clusters within the same level of theory
are useful in confirming the capability of the cluster model to reproduce the general
trend of the energetics and the efficiency of the process, and it provides insight on
how to build a more realistic representation of the surface in the framework of the
small cluster approximation.
In this chapter, the theoretical modeling of the OER on TiO2-based electro-
chemical cells is addressed employing small cluster models. At first, the reaction is
studied on the clusters: TiO2 and Ti2O4, motivated by previous works [38, 39] but
within a different reaction mechanism. Then, the reaction is studied on the charged
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Ti(OH)−4 cluster, and the differences to the neutral Ti(OH)4 are highlighted. The
charged structure may be considered as a model of the situation in which the wa-
ter decomposition occurs on a site where a trapped electronic state is localized.
The influence of the cluster sizes on the water splitting is addressed via the anal-
ysis of the decomposition pathways on the structures: Ti(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 and
Ti(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 containing two titanium atoms. The first of these dimeric
models may be regarded as a simplified representation of the active Ti-sites on
the rutile (110) surface, while the second one resembles the spatial arrangement of
atoms in an anatase structure which was cut exposing the (001) surface, Fig. 3.1.
The differences between the theoretical assumptions and the experimental con-
ditions, and the neglect of the activation barriers in the proposed scheme, pose a
significant challenge to the direct comparison between theoretical and experimental
overpotentials [165]. Nevertheless, the methodology employed here to evaluate the
overpotentials in different cluster models have been successfully used to account for
experimental trends in a survey of different structures including a set of transition
metal oxides [165]. In this chapter we aim to answer the following questions: Which
cluster structure offers the more realistic representation of the surface of the anode
for the description of the water splitting? How do the charged local sites influence
the efficiency of the OER? Are the proposed models able to reproduce the trend of
the overpotential with respect to the topology of the surface?
(a) (b)
Figure. 3.1. a) Top view of the rutile TiO2 (110) surface. The oxygen atoms are
represented by the red points and the Ti are the blue ones. It is also represented the
active site on the surface which is studied by a small cluster considering only the
firsts neighbors of one 5-fold coordinated Ti (white dashed square). The extension
of the cluster model including the next Ti-active site is also drown (dashed rectangle
including the light blue square). b) Top view of the anatase TiO2 (001) surface.
The white dashed square is the smaller cluster representation for the active sites on
this surface, while the rectangle including the light blue square is the representation
when two Ti-centers are considered.
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The present chapter is organized as follows. In the Sec. 3.2, the general aspects
of the proposed reaction mechanisms as well as the methodology to compute the
ab-initio energy of each structure are presented. In the Sec. 3.3, the description
of the OER mechanism on different titanium oxide cluster systems as well as, the
comparison with experimental results is presented. Finally, a brief summary and
concluding remarks are presented, Sec. 3.4.
3.2 Methodology
3.2.1 Model reaction pathways
To study the water decomposition on an electrochemical or PEC, a standard two-
electrode configuration is considered in the following way. Two half equations, one
for each electrode, are used to describe the process from the electrochemical point
of view. The OER starts with the oxidation of a water molecule at the anode (c.f.,
eq. (3.1)) while the H2 evolution takes place at the cathode (c.f., eq. (3.2)) after
the reduction of two H+ ions. Hence, the electrochemistry of the process can be
summarized by the equations:
H2O →
1
2
O2 + 2H+ + 2e− Eo = −1.23 V, (3.1)
2H+ + 2e− → H2 Eo = 0.00 V, (3.2)
which characterize the global water splitting process at standard thermodynamic
conditions. The water decomposition is not a spontaneous process at standard
conditions, a potential higher than 1.23 V is needed to drive the overall reaction,
eqs. (3.1) and (3.2).
The OER on the proposed models is described within the framework of the
methodology previously developed by Nørskov and coworkers [112]. This electro-
chemical mechanism consists of four electron transfer steps [112]. However, it has
been extended here to explicitly account for the adsorption of water molecules on
the active sites of the surface. Hence, the following intermediate steps (labeled as A,
B, C, D and E) are considered along all the reaction paths proposed in the present
work:
A: H2O + S → H2O-S, (3.3)
B: H2O + S → OH-S + H+ + e−, (3.4)
C: H2O-S → OH-S + H+ + e−, (3.5)
D: OH-S → O-S + H+ + e−, (3.6)
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E: O2-S-H → S + O2 + H+ + e−. (3.7)
Where S stands for the substrate or its cluster representation. The reaction A
represents the adsorption of a water molecule on the cluster, it is considered to be
molecularly adsorbed. Step B represents the dissociative adsorption of water: after
the dissociation of a water molecule, the OH− group is attached to the cluster while a
proton-electron pair is detached and the charge carriers move in opposite directions
(i.e., the first goes into the electrolyte and the second move to the electrode). The
reaction C may occur after reaction A, it corresponds to a deprotonation step from
a water molecule attached to the cluster. A second deprotonation step is considered
at D, it represents the process when one H+ is extracted from an OH− attached on
the cluster. The reaction E refers to the desorption of a H+ simultaneously with
the evolution of a preformed O2 molecule, and an additional electron is transferred
to the anode at the same time. The O2 evolution is considered to be induced by the
deprotonation process and therefore, the application of a sufficiently high external
potential is able to induce it.
As a result, the reaction mechanism comprises both non electrochemical pro-
cesses (e.g., the adsorption of a water molecule) and electrochemical ones (for in-
stance: reactions B and C). The free energy barriers of the electron transfer steps
may be always lowered by the external bias. The molecular adsorption of water
will not be affected by the external potential, therefore it will be favorable from
the thermodynamical point of view, only if it decreases the free energy even at zero
bias.
The mechanism of the OER on each cluster is determined by the free energy
landscape. For each of the reaction mechanisms, the optimized geometries of the
intermediate structures and the corresponding zero point energies are calculated.
The dependence of the free energy from the external potential U is considered within
a simple heuristic model as proposed by Valdés, A. et al., [67]. This quantity is used
to get information about the overpotential needed for the OER to proceed according
to every one of the proposed mechanisms.
3.2.2 Computational details
The total energies of the stable molecular configurations are computed within the
framework of the Density functional theory. The hybrid exchange-correlation func-
tional of three semiempirical parameters due to Axel D. Becke [138] is employed in
combination with the correlation contribution from the functional of Lee, Yang and
Parr [140]. This merging, also known as the B3LYP exchange-correlation functional
[141], has been intensively used in the study of transition metals contained systems
in both cluster [38,39] and extended surfaces [109–115]. The triple-zeta valence basis
set (TZV), based on constrained Gaussian type orbitals (GTOs) [166, 167], is used
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for every atom with the inclusion of polarization functions. The ROHF method-
ology, as developed by Roothaan [168], is employed to approach the ground-state
energy of the open-shell electronic systems, on the presence of the effective B3LYP
exchange-correlation potential. The convergence tolerance for the change of the
electronic density on the DFT-SCF cycles is 10−4 electrons/bohr3.
The optimization of molecular geometries, using analytic energy gradients, have
been carried out within a quasi-Newton algorithm based on a quadratic approxi-
mation (QA) of the multidimensional PES [169]. The maximum of the Cartesian
energy gradients at the optimum structures have been established at the value of
10−4 Ha/bohr. After every geometry optimization, a frequency calculation is per-
formed. This guarantee the optimized geometry is a true minimum in the PES
and allows the determination of the vibrational frequencies of the structure. The
procedure to determine the normal modes and frequencies follows the description
given above, Sec. 2.7.2, while the hessian matrix is computed in a fully analytical
way. The DFT calculations of the electronic and total energies, as well as the de-
termination of the vibrational frequencies and normal modes, are performed as it
is implemented in the General Atomic and Molecular Electronic Structure System
(GAMESS) package [170,171].
3.3 Results and discussion
The molecular configurations in the proposed mechanisms for the water decompo-
sition on different clusters, and the corresponding free energy profiles are shown
in Fig. 3.2 - Fig. 3.7. The optimized structures and the energies of the intermedi-
ate steps show the details of the reaction mechanisms. For all the target systems,
various processes are analyzed: the adsorption of two H2O molecules, the splitting
of the water into a H+ and an OH−, the attachment of the OH− group on the Ti
active sites, the formation of the OOH− group, the formation and desorption of
the O2 molecule, and finally the recovery of the initial cluster structure. The free
energy is computed along every one of the proposed reaction paths. This quantity
is employed to identify the rate-determining step in the reaction, thereby yielding
the external potential required to make the free energy down-hill along the reaction
coordinate.
3.3.1 Water splitting on TiO2 and Ti2O4
The overall water splitting reaction on small TiO2-based clusters has been investi-
gated in previous works [38,39]. There, the cluster structures were used to simulate
a catalytic nanoparticle in an aqueous media. Conversely to these preceding stud-
ies [38, 39], in the present work, TiO2 and Ti2O4 are employed as models for the
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Figure. 3.2. a) Water splitting on TiO2: TiO2 + 2H2O → TiO2 + 2H2 +O2. The
total energies are in eV. b) Free energy profile of the water splitting mechanism
on TiO2 at standard conditions under different external potentials. Zero external
potential (red line), standard potential of the overall water splitting reaction: 1.23 V
(green line), minimum external potential which makes the free energy of the pro-
cess down-hill in the reaction steps: 4.66 V (blue line). The limiting step for this
mechanism is highlighted. The corresponding overpotential is 3.43 V.
anode of an electrochemical cell and the OER is studied using an electrochemical
approach. Both structures certainly constitute oversimplified models of the surface
of the anode in the cell; mainly because the electronic structure of these configura-
tions is far from that of the TiO2 surfaces. These simplified models for the anode of
the electrochemical cells are compared with the model proposed in this work. Mo-
tivated by the foregoing results [38, 39], the first steps in the reaction mechanisms
are taken to be the formation of Ti(OH)4 and Ti(OH)2-O2Ti(OH)2, respectively,
which is induced by the decomposition of two water molecules on the corresponding
initial structures (i.e., TiO2 and Ti2O4). The mechanism advances via a cascade of
electron-transfer processes in which electrons flow from the new structures (that is,
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from Ti(OH)4 and Ti(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2) to the cathode, while protons are injected
into the electrolyte at the same rate.
The intermediate stable structures characterizing the process on TiO2 and its
energy values in eV are shown in Fig. 3.2a. The free energy profiles of this mecha-
nism for different external potentials are depicted in Fig. 3.2b. The decomposition
of two water molecules on a TiO2 cluster produces the Ti(OH)4 structure in an
exothermic process (5.04 eV) [38,39]. The proposed mechanism continues with the
extraction of one H+ from the structure while an e− is transferred to the cath-
ode. The formation of an O2 molecule is observed after the extraction of a second
H+. The next step is a type E reaction which consists of the desorption of the O2
molecule together with a proton from the cluster. This is actually the rate-limiting
step of the reaction, i.e., the one exhibiting the highest energy barrier (4.66 eV,
see the curve labeled as U = 0.00 V in Fig. 3.2b). After that, the last proton is
extracted from the cluster and the TiO2 structure is recovered.
Taking into account the entropic and the zero-point energy contributions, the
free energy of each of the structures displayed in Fig. 3.2a is evaluated. From the
free energy profiles plotted in Fig. 3.2b, it can be seen that the complete process is
not favorable from the thermodynamic point of view in absence of an external force
to drive the reaction (or in the dark, if the case of the water splitting on a PEC is
considered). The mechanism remains energetically forbidden even if a potential bias
amounting to the electrochemical standard potential of the water splitting reaction
(U = 1.23 V, Fig. 3.2b). As in every proposed reaction mechanism, a nonzero
overpotential is necessary. For the TiO2 cluster structure, an external potential
of 4.66 V is required for the OER to become thermodynamically favorable, the
corresponding theoretical overpotential is 3.43 V. This value of the overpotential
is much larger than the results of previous calculations (1.31 V for the anatase
(001) surface [69] and 0.78 V for the rutile (110) surface [67]) and the available
experimental data (around 1 V [67, 69, 95, 165] for the water decomposition under
standard thermodynamic conditions). These differences point to the dissimilarities
in the electronic structures of the minimal TiO2 cluster and the extended titanium
dioxide substrate.
With the aim of studying the water decomposition on the TiO2 surface, the
simplest cluster model involving at least two titanium centers is Ti2O4. The stable
structures tracing the oxygen evolution on Ti2O4 and their molecular energies in eV
are shown in Fig. 3.3a. The free energy profiles corresponding to different external
potentials are presented in Fig. 3.3b. The formation of Ti(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 takes
place after the decomposition of two water molecules on Ti2O4, and the binding
energy of the complex is 5.22 eV [38]. The extraction of a proton leads to the
formation of an O2 molecule in the cluster (Fig. 3.3a: structure-3). In the next
step, the desorption of the O2 molecule occurs together with the dissociation of a
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Figure. 3.3. a) Water splitting on Ti2O4: Ti2O4 + 2H2O → Ti2O4 + 2H2 +
O2. The molecular energies are in eV. b) Free energy profile of the water splitting
mechanism on TiO2 at standard conditions under different external potentials. Zero
external potential (red line), standard potential of the overall water splitting reaction:
1.23 V (green line), minimum external potential which makes the free energy of the
process down-hill in the reaction steps: 4.99 V (blue line). The limiting step for
this mechanism is shown. The corresponding overpotential is 3.76 V.
second proton giving rise to the fourth structure in Fig. 3.3a. The process goes
on by means of the extraction of the two remaining protons, which completes the
catalytic cycle.
The rate-limiting step is the formation of the O2 molecule, which demands to
overcome a free energy barrier of 4.99 eV (U = 0.00 V, Fig. 3.3b). Hence, an ex-
ternal potential of 4.99 V will supply the necessary energy to make the free energy
landscape down-hill along the reaction path and the process thermodynamically al-
lowed. The overpotential for the proposed mechanism is 3.76 V, which is even higher
than the corresponding one for the water splitting on the TiO2 cluster (3.43 V). The
comparison between the two pathways (Fig. 3.2a and Fig. 3.3a) shows that the rate-
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limiting step is similar in both cases, and it relates to the O2 desorption process.
Indeed, according to the free energy profiles plotted in Fig. 3.2b and Fig. 3.3b, the
activation energies for these processes are nearly the same: 4.66 eV and 4.61 eV,
respectively. The difference in the performance depending on the cluster model
comes from the more extensive structural modification, that takes place preceding
the release of the oxygen molecule in the case of the Ti2O4 model. After the first
H+ is extracted (Fig. 3.3a: structure-3), striking changes of the molecular geometry
occur with respect to the structure 2 (i.e., bond breaking and formation), leading
to the emergence of an O2 molecule. Because of this rearrangement of atomic posi-
tions, the present mechanism is thermodynamically less favorable than the previous
one (i.e., it will require to overcome a somewhat higher energy barrier).
In the proposed mechanisms, based on TiO2 and Ti2O4, the computed over-
potentials exceed 3.4 V, while previous experimental and theoretical studies on
extended surfaces report values around 1 V [67, 69, 95, 165]. In the next sections
more reliable models for representing the titanium dioxide surface is presented.
3.3.2 Water splitting on neutral Ti(OH)4
The top views of two different titanium dioxide surface morphologies commonly
used as cathodes in electrochemical or PEC are shown in Fig. 3.1. The diagrams
reproduce the geometric arrangement of atoms in the rutile (110), Fig. 3.1a, and
the anatase (001), Fig. 3.1b, surfaces. The structures are obtained from a truncated
rutile or anatase TiO2 crystal. Although the Ti atoms in the bulk semiconductor
are 6-fold coordinated, the 5-fold coordinated atoms located on the outer plane
have been identified as the active sites for the surface chemical reactions. These
5-fold coordinated Ti atoms are highlighted in Figs. 3.1a and Fig. 3.1b. The active
Ti-sites on both model surfaces have four O atoms as nearest neighbors (1.93 Å)
and an additional O as second nearest neighbor (1.98 Å) [172]. This suggests that
a simple cluster structure (TiO4) might be used to represent the active sites on
the semiconductor surfaces, by considering only a Ti atom linked to its nearest
neighbors (i.e., the fourth closest O atoms). Following this idea, the present section
is devoted to the study of Ti(OH)4 as a cluster model for the description of the
water splitting process. Actually, this structure goes one step further, since four H
atoms have been considered in addition to the TiO4 complex. This modification
saturates the TiO4 structure, and in such a way the cluster model approaches the
bonding situation of the surface.
The electronic structure of Ti(OH)4 has been studied before as a model repre-
sentation of specific sites in TiO2 surfaces [173]. Moreover, the Ti(OH)4 is obtained
as a product from an exothermic (5.04 eV) process after the decomposition of two
water molecules on TiO2 (Fig. 3.2a: structure-2) [38, 39]. These facts point to the
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Figure. 3.4. a) Water splitting on Ti(OH)4: Ti(OH)4 + 2H2O → Ti(OH)4 +
2H2 + O2. The molecular energies are in eV. The Γ and ∆ structures highlight the
configurations which increase the free energy independently of the external potential.
b) Free energy profile of the water splitting mechanism on the neutral Ti(OH)4 at
standard conditions under different external potentials. Zero external potential (red
line), standard potential of the overall water splitting reaction: 1.23 V (green line),
minimum external potential which makes the free energy of the process down-hill in
the reaction steps: 2.73 V (blue line). The Γ and ∆ marks represent the reaction
steps with increasing free energies which can not be reduced by the external potential.
The limiting step for this mechanism is shown. The corresponding overpotential is
1.5 V.
decomposition of two additional water molecules on Ti(OH)4 rather than on TiO2
as a more favorable mechanism from the thermodynamic point of view. For the
study of the water splitting on Ti(OH)4, a reaction mechanism in which two water
molecules are adsorbed on the cluster and four H+ are removed in separate electron-
transfer steps has been proposed. One O2 molecule and four H+ injected into the
electrolyte are obtained as products of the reaction mechanism.
The stable structures arising from the different phases in the proposed mecha-
nism for the water splitting on Ti(OH)4, together with the corresponding energy
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values in eV, are presented in Fig. 3.4a. The free energy profiles along this path, for
different external potentials, are plotted in Fig. 3.4b. The adsorption of one water
molecule on Ti(OH)4 leads to the formation of the structure labeled as Γ, and it
causes the decrease of the molecular energy of the system (Fig. 3.4a: structure-Γ).
According to the free energy variation, the structure-Γ is disadvantageous, Fig. 3.4b.
Since this is a reaction of type A: eq. (3.3), there is no electron-transfer happen-
ing, so the free energy change accompanying the water adsorption will be the same
for all the external potentials. In order to be able to steer the reaction with the
voltage applied to the electrochemical cell, an alternative mechanism needs to be
considered. Here, we examine the direct transition from structure-1 to structure-2,
Fig. 3.4a. The latter is a reaction of type B (i.e., a water molecule is decomposed
into an OH− and a H+, and the OH− is adsorbed on the cluster, cf. eq. (3.4)).
Using the same argument, the adsorption of a second water molecule (designated
as structure-∆ in both Fig. 3.4a and Fig. 3.4b) is not included in the proposed mech-
anism, and a direct transition from structure-4 to structure-5 is favored, Fig. 3.4a.
This transition corresponds to the simultaneous occurrence of two of the above
mentioned typical reactions. It can be regarded as the decomposition of a water
molecule in a reaction of type B: eq. (3.4), together with a reaction type E in which
the O2 molecule is desorbed, eq. (3.7). Since both reactions occur at the same
time, only one electron is transferred to the electrode during this phase. With these
assumptions, the mechanism of the water decomposition on Ti(OH)4 becomes a
four-step process, each of them involving an electron transfer to the electrode. Us-
ing the previously introduced classification, the process consists in one reaction type
B, two reactions of type D and a combined step which merges one reaction of type
B and one of type E.
Consequently, after the decomposition of a water molecule and the formation
of the Ti(OH)5 complex (Fig. 3.4a: structure-2), one H
+ is extracted from the
structure. At this point, the formation of an OOH− group takes place and the O2
molecule is already preformed, as it can be seen (Fig. 3.4a: structure-3). The O2
molecule is released in the following consecutive steps: the extraction of the next
H+ in the corresponding reaction of type D: eq. (3.6), in which a H+ is injected
to the electrolyte while an electron is transferred to the electrode, and the com-
bined process which leads to the direct transition from structure-4 to structure-5 in
Fig. 3.4a.
The rate-determining step of the process is the decomposition of the first water
molecule and the adsorption of the OH− group on the cluster, the largest energy
barrier being of 2.73 eV (see the curve corresponding to U = 0.00 V in Fig. 3.4b).
If an external potential of 2.73 V is exerted on the electrochemical cell, then it
provides the charge carriers in the system (the free electrons and protons) the
necessary energy to overcome the highest energy barrier), making the free energy
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profile down-hill along the reaction steps (curve marked as U = 2.73 V in Fig. 3.4b).
The corresponding value of the overpotential is 1.50 V. It is striking, that con-
sidering Ti(OH)4 as a cluster model of the surface results in a substantial reduction
of the theoretically predicted value of the overpotential, compared to those obtained
for TiO2 (3.43 V) and Ti2O4 (3.76 V). The comparison between the value of the
overpotential corresponding to the reaction mechanism depicted in Fig. 3.4a and
previously reported results (namely, experimental values in the range 0.9 - 1.1 V for
TiO2 rutile single crystal electrodes [95], and theoretically computed overpotentials
of 0.78 V and 1.31 V for the TiO2 rutile (110) surface and for the TiO2 anatase
(001) surface, respectively), indicates that the Ti(OH)4 cluster gives a more realistic
representation of the surface of the anode than the TiO2 and Ti2O4 structures, at
least for the simulation of the water splitting on TiO2 substrates. In the following,
we study the water splitting process on a charged local site on the anode, employing
the Ti(OH)4 cluster to approximate the interaction sites on the surface.
3.3.3 Water splitting on Ti(OH)−4
The influence of an extra electron on the water splitting on the Ti(OH)4 structure
is considered in this section. The charged structure simulates the influence, on the
decomposition process, of an electron “trapped” in a local site at the surface. The
Ti(OH)−4 is used as a simplistic model for such trapping sites on the surface of the
anode. The structures of stable molecular configurations along the water splitting
reaction path and their energy values in eV are shown in Fig. 3.5a. The free energy
profiles for the proposed mechanism, in presence of different external potentials are
given in Fig. 3.5b.
The mechanism initiates with the adsorption of a water molecule on Ti(OH)−4
(Fig. 3.5a: structure-2). It continues with the formation of a Ti(OH)−5 structure
due to the extraction of a H+ (Fig. 3.5a: structure-3). Extracting two additional
protons in subsequent steps, leads to the formation of the intermediate structures
Ti(OH)4O− and Ti(OH)3O−2 (Fig. 3.5a: structure-4 and -5). In the latter of these
molecular configurations, an oxygen molecule is already preformed. Opposite to the
reaction on neutral Ti(OH)4, the adsorption of the first water molecule is favorable
regarding the molecular energy and the free energy variations. The adsorption of a
second water molecule is also accompanied by a downward shift of both the DFT
energy and the free energy (Fig. 3.5a: structure-6). The last step is a reaction of
type E: eq. (3.7), involving the desorption of an O2 molecule together with a H+ ion
(Fig. 3.5a: structure-7). In fact, this step is again the one determining the overall
reaction rate: its activation energy is 3.49 eV (for a vanishing external electric field).
As a consequence, applying an external bias of 3.49 V to the electrochemical cell
causes the free energy to decrease monotonically along the reaction path and the
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Figure. 3.5. a) Water splitting on Ti(OH)−4 : Ti(OH)
−
4 +2H2O → Ti(OH)
−
4 +2H2+
O2. The molecular energies are in eV. b) Free energy profile of the water splitting
mechanism on the electronically activated Ti(OH)−4 at standard conditions under
different external potentials. Zero external potential (red line), standard potential of
the overall water splitting reaction: 1.23 V (green line), minimum external potential
which makes the free energy of the process down-hill in the reaction steps: 3.49 V
(blue line). The limiting step for this mechanism is shown. The corresponding
overpotential is 2.26 V.
decomposition can take place (U = 3.49 V, Fig. 3.5b). The overpotential is 2.26 V
for the proposed reaction mechanism. This value is larger than the overpotential for
the corresponding neutral cluster (1.50 V), but it is still smaller than those obtained
for the TiO2 and the Ti2O4 models. These results indicate that the electron trapped
states do not increase the efficiency of the water decomposition process.
Alternatively, the investigation of the electrolysis on the Ti(OH)−4 cluster also
gives some insight into the photocatalytic water splitting on dye-sensitized TiO2
surfaces. Due to the electron-injection process from the dye into the titanium
dioxide, charged sites may appear on the surface. The dye-sensitization of the
surface of the anode often leads to the improvement of the efficiency of the PEC
[174–176]. Therefore, the larger overpotential obtained for the Ti(OH)−4 cluster
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compared to the neutral Ti(OH)4 model (i.e., in presence of localized charges)
suggests that:
(a) there is a marked influence, on the performance of the PEC, of the delocalized
character of the excess electron density in sensitized TiO2 surfaces (the electron is
injected in the conduction band of the semiconductor),
(b) in the case of dye-sensitized PEC, the water splitting process might occur
directly on the sensitizer rather than on the surface of the anode. In this case, the
TiO2 surface only influences the electron transport properties of the electrochemical
cell.
3.3.4 Water splitting on Ti(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2
The Ti(OH)4 cluster model was introduced above as a local representation of the
active sites on the TiO2 surfaces for the water splitting reaction in an electrochem-
ical cell. Although it resembles the bonding of Ti-active sites to its nearest oxygen
neighbors, considering several adjacent water adsorption sites is a natural way to
progressively cover the gap between the minimal cluster representation and the ex-
tended surface. To this purpose, in the present section, we address the modeling of
the water splitting process on the cluster Ti(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2. This structure can
be seen as a direct extension of the Ti(OH)4 model, including two Ti-active sites on
the rutile (110) surface (the latter are indicated by the white and the light blue areas
in Fig. 3.1a, which are delimited by the dashed lines). In analogy with the treat-
ment described in Sec. 3.3.2, the influence of the second neighboring oxygen atom
(standing at 1.98 Å from the 5-fold coordinated titanium on each site) on the water
splitting is neglected, while one H atom is attached to each of the four external oxy-
gen atoms (i.e., those not connected to the two Ti centers) to emulate the electronic
structure of the surface within this simplistic cluster representation. Moreover, the
Ti(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 structure may be obtained as a result of a highly exother-
mic process (5.22 eV), namely the decomposition of two water molecules on Ti2O4
(Fig. 3.3a, structure-2) [39]. Due to this large formation energy, it is expected that
the decomposition of two water molecules on Ti(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 will be a much
more energetically favorable process than the desorption of an O2 molecule and the
extraction of four protons from Ti(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2, as proposed in Fig. 3.3a.
The intermediate molecular structures representing the main steps of the H2O
splitting on Ti(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 and their total energies in eV are shown in
Fig. 3.6a. The corresponding free energy profiles, computed for different exter-
nal potentials, are depicted in Fig. 3.6b. The proposed mechanism begins with
the exothermic adsorption of a water molecule and its subsequent decomposition
into an OH− group on the titanium site and the injection of a H+ ion into the
electrolyte. A second H+ is extracted, and the recombination of two oxygen atoms
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Figure. 3.6. a) Water splitting on Ti(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2: Ti(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2
+2H2O → Ti(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 + 2H2 + O2. The total energies are in eV. The
Γ, ∆ and Λ structures highlight the configurations which increase the free energy
independently of the external potential. b) Free energy profile of the water splitting
mechanism on Ti(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 at standard conditions under different external
potentials. Zero external potential (red line), standard potential of the overall water
splitting reaction: 1.23 V (green line), minimum external potential which makes the
free energy of the process down-hill in the reaction steps: 2.86 V (blue line). The
Γ, ∆ and Λ marks represent the reaction steps with increasing free energies which
can not be reduced by the external potential. The limiting step for this mechanism
is shown. The corresponding overpotential is 1.63 V.
takes place. Because of the high energetic cost associated to the extraction of the
preformed O2 molecule, the adsorption of the second water molecule is considered
as the next step. The H2O is decomposed in one OH− linked to one of the Ti-sites
and one H+ which is bonded to the oxygen lying between the titanium atoms. The
next proposed step is an electron-transfer process, and it involves the desorption of
the O2 molecule together with the extraction of a proton. Finally the last proton
is extracted and the catalytic cycle is completed. The structures: Γ, ∆ and Λ in
Fig. 3.6a represent alternative reaction paths which do not entail electron-transfer
processes (e.g., water adsorption) and they are found to be unfavorable according to
the free energy variations (U = 0.00 V, Fig. 3.6b). Thus, the reaction is assumed to
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occur via the direct transition from structure-1 to structure-2 in Fig. 3.6a. This is a
reaction of type B: eq. (3.4), whereas the transition from structure-3 to structure-4
is a combined process comprising one reaction of type B and one of type E: eqs. (3.4)
and (3.7). In this case, the reaction rate is determined by the extraction of the last
H+ and a barrier of 2.86 eV in the free energy profile is associated with this step.
The theoretical estimate of the overpotential is 1.63 V. This value is considerably
smaller than the corresponding one obtained in the Sec. 3.3.1 for the Ti2O4 dimeric
structure (3.76 V) following the model suggested in [38]. As it was mentioned
above, the formation of Ti(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 after the decomposition of two water
molecules on Ti2O4 is an exothermic process (5.22 eV). In the Ti2O4 model of the
surface, the assumption of a cyclic mechanism requires the reorganization of the
Ti(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 until the initial structure is recovered. On the other hand,
for the present cluster, the exothermic processes in the reaction mechanism are
characterized by smaller energy variations (less than 2 eV) and rearranging the
Ti(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 structure, after the decomposition of the first and second
water molecules, requires overcoming lower energy barriers. Furthermore, in the
present mechanism, the overpotential is quite similar to the value calculated for the
monomer (1.50 V).
3.3.5 Water splitting on Ti(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3
The structure Ti(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 is a different dimer model (i.e., it has two ti-
tanium centers) of the surface of the TiO2 anode. It constitutes also a natural
extension of the Ti(OH)4 cluster to enclose two Ti centers: it results from the
bridging of two Ti(OH)4 clusters mimicking the topology of the anatase (001) sur-
face. The analogy is based on the same assumptions as before: only the Ti centers
and their first neighboring oxygen atoms are taken into account, while H atoms
are attached to the external oxygens. The white and light blue areas (limited by
the dashed rectangles) in Fig. 3.1b highlight the surface cut modeled in this way.
Contrary to the previous system, in the present case there is only one oxygen-bridge
in the structure. Moreover, the electronic structure of two spatial isomers of the
present system has been studied previously [173], to represent the bonding situation
of different local sites in the TiO2 surface.
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Figure. 3.7. a) Water splitting on Ti(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3: Ti(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 +
2H2O → Ti(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 + 2H2 + O2. The molecular energies are in eV. The
structure-Γ highlight the configuration which increases the free energy independently
of the external potential. b) Free energy profile of the water splitting mechanism
on Ti(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 at standard conditions under different external potentials.
Zero external potential (red line), standard potential of the overall water splitting re-
action: 1.23 V (green line), minimum external potential which makes the free energy
of the process down-hill in the reaction steps: 4.76 V (blue line). The structure-Γ
represents the reaction step with increasing free energy which can not be reduced
by the external potential. The limiting step for this mechanism is shown. The
corresponding overpotential is 3.53 V.
The stable molecular configurations, indicative of the reaction mechanism on the
present cluster model are displayed in Fig. 3.7a, together with the corresponding
energy values in eV. The free energy profiles resulting from adding entropic and
vibrational energy contributions, for different external potentials, are depicted in
Fig. 3.7b.
The adsorption of the first water molecule is an exothermic reaction (0.34 eV)
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(Fig. 3.7a: structure-Γ), while a parallel increase of the free energy in the process is
observed. A reaction of type B: eq. (3.4) is proposed as the following step, during
which the system evolves from structure-1 to structure-2 in Fig. 3.7a. In the next
two steps, an OOH− group is formed and the corresponding H+ gets extracted,
yielding an O2 molecule adsorbed on the cluster. The proposed pathway continues
with a combined process similar to the one discussed in the previous section: one
reaction of type B and one of type E (eqs. (3.4) and (3.7)) take place at the same
time, and the O2 molecule is desorbed from the cluster together with a proton. For
this path, the most energy-consuming step is the formation of the OOH− group
and a barrier of 4.76 eV has to be overcome for the reaction to proceed this way
(see the curve for the external voltage U = 4.76 V in Fig. 3.7b). The value of
the overpotential (3.53 V) is qualitatively different than the one obtained for the
neutral Ti(OH)4, and it is similar to the results obtained for the TiO2 and the Ti2O4
models.
The deviations in the reaction mechanisms on Ti(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 and on
Ti(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 represent, within the framework of the small cluster model,
the differences between the water splitting process on the TiO2 anatase (001) and
rutile (110) surfaces. Albeit the model calculations presented here are not able to
reproduce quantitatively the overpotentials observed experimentally [95], nor the
results of previous theoretical studies on extended surfaces [67, 69], the proposed
reaction mechanisms are able to account for the observed trends of the overpoten-
tials for the two representative crystallographic structures of titanium dioxide. In
effect, previous calculations on extended substrates reported a smaller overpotential
(0.78 V) for the water splitting on an exposed rutile (110) [67] plane, compared to
the anatase (001) surface (1.31 V). The same qualitative behavior is observed here
for the dimeric models of the rutile (Ti(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2, 1.63 V) and the anatase
(Ti(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3, 3.53 V) surfaces.
3.3.6 Entropic contribution and normal modes analysis
As it was mentioned in the methodology, the reaction pathways to represent the
mechanisms of the water splitting in small cluster models were dressed with entropic
contributions in order to describe the evolution of the free energy along the reaction
steps coordinate. The entropic influence to the free energy change, at standard
thermodynamic conditions, is modeled by the contribution of the adsorption or
desorption of the fragments (H+, H2O, and O2) on the cluster structure. These
entropic contributions have been computed in the gas phase approximation and
only the translational and rotational degrees of freedom are relevant. The energetic
influence of the entropic change in the desorption of a H2 molecule is 0.36 eV and
0.04 eV due to the translational and rotational degrees of freedom respectively. In
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the case of H2O it is obtained 0.45 eV and 0.15 eV. In the O2 gas the experimental
value reported in the standard tables [16] for the total contribution is 0.63 eV.
The translational degrees of freedom are considered to be activated at every value
of T greater than 0 K. The characteristic temperatures for the activation of the
different degrees of freedom in the gas-phase -obtained from ab-initio calculations
and experimental data [177] in the case of the O2 molecule- state that, at standard
temperature only the translational and rotational degrees of freedom are activated:
Trot(H2) = 87.69 K, Tvib(H2) = 6325 K; Trot(H2O) = 41.16 K, Tvib(H2O) = 2408 K
and Trot(O2) = 2.070 K, Tvib(O2) = 2230 K.
Table. 3.1. Variation of the overpotential in every reaction mechanism when the
entropic contribution of the adsorbed and desorbed fragments are included. The
overpotentials without the entropic influence (i.e., 0 K overpotentials) are in all the
cases the highest energy barrier in the corresponding molecular energy profiles.
Cluster ∆U (V)
TiO2 -0.83
Ti2O4 -0.46
Ti(OH)4 0.22
Ti(OH)−4 -0.83
Ti(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 -0.20
Ti(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 -0.20
The Table 3.1 shows the change in the overpotential of every reaction mecha-
nism when the entropy contribution to the free energy profile is considered. The
overpotential without this contribution (i.e., the 0 K overpotential) is just the volt-
age corresponding to the highest energy barrier in the molecular energy profile of
the reaction path. The overpotential decreases in general when the entropic effect
is included. From this turns out that the increasing of the temperature favors the
process. The overpotential of the reaction initiated on the Ti(OH)4 cluster increases
at standard conditions. At 0 K the adsorption of the first water molecule in the
mechanism (Fig. 3.4a: structure-Γ) becomes relevant. In the new limiting step (i.e.,
from structure-Γ to structure-2 in Fig. 3.4a) the energy barrier is higher than the
one from structure-1 to structure-2 in Fig. 3.4a, but the entropic change in the reac-
tion mechanism at standard conditions is negative and the collective effect results in
the enhancement of the overpotential. The overpotentials in the reactions initiated
on TiO2 and Ti(OH)−4 have the same response to the entropic effect and a similar
behavior is found in the systems Ti(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 and Ti(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3.
The reason for such behavior is that, in each pair of systems the limiting step cor-
responds to the same process: O2+H+ and H+ desorption, respectively, and the
entropic contribution in each of them is exactly the same (e.g., the H+ contribution
is the half of the H2 which is 0.20 eV if the data computed above for the H2 is
considered: 0.36 eV + 0.04 eV). In the case of Ti2O4 the corresponding response
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does not resemble any of the other values due to the change of the limiting step, in
the reaction mechanism, when the entropic contribution is considered.
The vibrational density of states (VDOS, Appendix A.3) of every structure in
the reaction path of the water splitting on Ti(OH)4 is shown in Fig. 3.8. Each
VDOS has been computed with the eigenfrequencies from the ab-initio calculations
weighted by normal distributions of fixed variances, Sec. 3.2.2. The whole frequency
domain is divided in three sub-intervals: the low frequency region (LFR) from 0 to
1000 cm−1, the middle frequency region (MFR) from 1000 to 3500 cm−1 and the
high frequency region (HFR) from 3500 to 4500 cm−1. The VDOS of Ti(OH)4 is
shown in Fig. 3.8a, it presents a peaks structure in the LFR, no relevant modes in
the MFR and one additional peak in the HFR. The structure of the VDOS in the
LFR are characterized by collective motion in the cluster structure. This region of
the vibrational spectrum coincides approximately with the VDOS of both anatase
and rutile TiO2 which extend from 0 cm−1 to almost 900 cm−1 [178]. The struc-
ture of the spectrum in the HFR is composed by more localized oscillations. In
the present case, the peak in the HFR is composed by four (almost degenerated)
individuals H-stretching modes. The adsorption of the first water molecule intro-
duces more normal modes and most of them increases the population of the LFR,
Fig. 3.8b. The three normal modes of the water molecule in the gas phase also
appear in the VDOS structure: the bending mode νB (1735 cm−1), the symmet-
ric stretching νSS (3713 cm−1) and the asymmetric stretching (3789 cm−1) which
is overlapped with the O-H stretchings of the structure. The Fig. 3.8c shows the
structure of the VDOS for Ti(OH)5. In addition to the collective modes (LFR) and
the H-stretchings (HFR) a small shoulder in the HFR-peak appear, this shoulder
represents a weaker H-stretching in the structure -the corresponding OH distance
is 0.974 Å while the others are between 0.961 and 0.967 Å-. The panel Fig. 3.8d
corresponds to the Ti(OH)3OOH structure. In this VDOS three new peaks appear:
the O-OH (894 cm−1) which represents the O-O stretching motion, the folded OO-H
(1337 cm−1) related with the H-bending motion in the OOH group and the aligned
OO-H (3667 cm−1) corresponding with the H-stretching mode in the OOH group.
These values are in good agreement with previous results [179] for similar modes
in the H2O2 molecule: 890 cm−1 for the O-O stretching, 1295 cm−1 for the symmetric
H-bending and 3610 cm−1 for the H-stretching. The VDOS of Ti(OH)3O2 is shown
in Fig. 3.8e. The structure of the VDOS shows that the normal modes related
with the H atom in the OOH group are removed (i.e., folded and aligned OO-H in
Fig. 3.8d. The vibration of the preformed O2 molecule shifts from O-OH in Fig. 3.8d
to O-O in Fig. 3.8e (1197 cm−1). Conversely to the former peak (O-OH in Fig. 3.8d
in the second one (O-O in Fig. 3.8e) the normal mode is a combined torsional and
stretching motion of the O2 molecule attached on the Ti atom. The movement of
the vibration has been visualized employing the Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD)
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package [180].
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Figure. 3.8. Vibrational density of states (VDOS) in arbitrary units of every
structure employed in the water decomposition on Ti(OH)4. The bending and the
symmetric stretching modes of the water molecules are identified as νB (1735 cm−1)
and νSS (3713 cm−1) respectively. In the panel d) three modes corresponds to the
OOH group: The O-O stretching, denoted by O-OH (894 cm−1); the H bending,
denoted by the folded OO-H (1337 cm−1) and the O-H stretching, denoted by the
aligned OO-H (3667 cm−1). The peaks highlighted by O-O corresponds to normal
modes associated with the movement of the preformed O2 molecule, in panel e) it
represents a combined stretching and torsional mode (1197 cm−1) while in panel f)
it corresponds to a vibrational mode of the O2 structure (1212 cm−1).
In the partial vibrational density of states (PVDOS) for every atom of the struc-
ture Ti(OH)3O2, Fig. 3.9, it is shown that the O-O peak in Fig. 3.8e is composed by
the contribution of the oxygen atoms from the preformed O2 molecule. The VDOS
for the adsorption of the second water molecule is shown in Fig. 3.8 f). In this case
the peaks which correspond to the water molecule (νB and νSS) appear and an O-O
mode (1212 cm−1), similar to the O-O peak in Fig. 3.8e is also present. Despite
the similarities between these two frequencies (i.e., 1197 cm−1 and 1212 cm−1) the
second O-O mode appears in the VMD package as a stretching motion of the O2
molecule while the first one is a combined motion. The change of this mode after the
water adsorption makes this reaction step a better assumption for the continuation
of the process than other possibilities (e.g., the O2 desorption from the Ti(OH)3O2
structure).
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3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, different mechanisms of the water splitting reaction on small cluster
representations of TiO2 surfaces were investigated, and the relative advantages of
several cluster models to simulate the main features of the process on the actual
substrates were addressed. The energetics of the water decomposition pathways,
was described within the framework of the Density Functional Theory. The use of
this level of theory allows the comparison of the results obtained in this work with
previous studies of the same process on extended surfaces. The different molecular
systems we considered to mimic the surface of the anode of a TiO2-based electro-
chemical cell enabled the study of the properties of the cluster approximations and
the influence of various structural features on the water splitting reaction (e.g.,
charged structure or different surface topologies).
The electronic structure calculations provide a detailed picture of the water
splitting process via the optimized geometries for every intermediate step, and the
energy required for the system to move along the reaction path. Based on the DFT
energies, the rate-determining step for every reaction mechanism is identified. In
each case, applying the external potential needed to overcome the largest energy
barrier tends to flatten the free energy profile in the vicinity of the most energy-
consuming step. The overpotential corresponding to each reaction mechanism was
estimated employing a previously developed thermochemical methodology, which
explicitly takes into account the applied external potential in the free energy cal-
culations [40]. Since the free energy landscape and the computed overpotentials
depend on the chosen reaction path, other plausible pathways have been explored.
Alternative mechanisms considered in previous studies (e.g., the binding of an addi-
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tional H2O molecule to specific molecular structures) were found to require a larger
potential bias to steer the reaction.
In most of the proposed mechanisms the inclusion of the entropic contribution
to the free energy favors the reaction (i.e., it decreases the overpotential). It is
found that the vibrational degrees of freedom in the gas phase of H+, H2O, and
O2 at standard conditions, do not contribute to the entropy change of different
intermediate structures. Taking the reaction mechanism of the water splitting on
Ti(OH)4 as an example, it is shown that the VDOS of the intermediate structures
reproduce the main features of the process. The information contained in the normal
modes analysis also shows that the adsorption of the second water molecule before
the O2 desorption is a better assumption than the same steps in a reverse order.
The mechanism proposed for the water electrolysis on the Ti(OH)4 cluster, sig-
nificantly improves the agreement between the computed overpotential and the
experimental and theoretical values reported for extended surfaces, with respect to
similar reaction mechanisms taking place on TiO2 and Ti2O4 clusters. Therefore,
the Ti(OH)4 structure provides a more realistic representation of the surface of the
anode, compared to the molecular structures suggested in previous works [38, 39].
On the other hand, the calculations performed for the Ti(OH)−4 model show that
the addition of localized charges does not favor the water decomposition.
The cluster models can be considered as elementary building blocks which ap-
proximate the surface. They can be made progressively larger, eventually approach-
ing the bulk phase. In this direction, we considered also dimeric structures to rep-
resent different topologies of the semiconducting surface: Ti(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2, for
rutile (110), and Ti(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3, for anatase (001). For the first of these mod-
els, we obtained a similar value of the overpotential than for the Ti(OH)4 cluster,
while it differs significantly from the overpotential for the oxygen-linked Ti(OH)3
dimer. The Ti(OH)2O2-Ti(OH)2 and the Ti(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 clusters provide rea-
sonable representations of the spatial disposition of atoms in the neighborhood of the
interaction sites on rutile and anatase surfaces. Although the corresponding over-
potentials do not match the previous results reported for extended surfaces [67,69],
these cluster models correctly predict the relatively larger feasibility of decompos-
ing water molecules on rutile (110) surfaces compared to anatase (001) substrates.
These results suggest the possibility to predict, within the small cluster approxi-
mation, the relative performance of different TiO2-based surfaces for the catalytic
splitting of water molecules.
Chapter 4
Transition metals at TiO2-based
models for water decomposition
4.1 Introduction
Lately, the investigation of new materials based on abundant transition metals, to
drive the OER has been strongly promoted. This is motivated by the high elec-
trocatalytic activity of ruthenium and iridium dioxides for the OER, as part of the
overall water splitting in ECC [181,182]. For instance, titanium dioxide nanowires,
doped with transition metals improve their electrocatalytic activity toward the
OER [183]. A recently synthesized material composed by IrO2 nanoparticles de-
posited on Nb-TiO2 substrates has been found to improve the OER activity with
respect to unsupported IrO2 [7]. The enhancement of the OER is attributed to the
synergistic effect of the nanoparticles anchored on the substrate. TiO2 nanocrys-
tals of different morphologies, doped with transition metals (TM-TiO2), have been
shown to lower the OER overpotential as well [6, 181, 183, 184]. The electronic
structure of the doped systems has been studied within several experimental tech-
niques [181], and the fact that doped metal active sites may support the creation
of intermediate compounds like OH− and OOH− adsorbed on the nanoparticle sur-
faces, has been identified as the key point in the enhancement of the OER activity.
Meanwhile, the separation of d-orbitals localized in the TM impurities is associated
to the appearance of electronic states inside the band gap and the lowering of the
overpotential for the OER [6].
From the theoretical point of view, the OER on specific surfaces of TiO2 ru-
tile and anatase have been addressed employing a thermochemical approach in the
framework of the Density Functional Theory (DFT) with periodic boundary con-
ditions (PBC) [69, 112]. These results support the experimental trends observed
for the OER activity on different topological forms of TiO2 electrodes. A simi-
lar methodology has been applied to study the OER when it occurs on TM-TiO2
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based electrodes, and a good agreement with the experimental results have been
also found [68, 165]. However, despite all the experimental and theoretical studies,
the detailed mechanism of the electrochemical and photoelectrochemical OER on
TiO2-based devices and its high overpotentials are not completely understood.
(a)
(b)
Figure. 4.1. a) Top view of a TM-doping site on the rutile TiO2 (110) surface
(TM = V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni). The oxygen atoms are represented by the red
points, the Ti by blue, while the TM is the green atom. The portion of the surface
corresponding to the cluster approximation is delimited by the dashed lines. b) Top
view of a TM-doping site on the anatase TiO2 (001) surface with the same color
code as in a), the cluster representation of the surface containing the TM-site is
indicated by the dashed lines.
The previous chapter was devoted to the theoretical modeling of the OER
on TiO2-based electrochemical cells employing small cluster models [71]. Among
other cluster configurations, the electrochemical OER was studied on Ti(OH)2-O2-
Ti(OH)2 and Ti(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3. They were considered as simplified represen-
tations of the active Ti sites on the TiO2 rutile (110) and anatase (001) surfaces
respectively, and they were found to perform reasonably well for the OER: the over-
potentials obtained in both mechanisms for the OER correctly predict the trends
observed in previous calculations on extended surfaces.
In this chapter, the OER is studied on the aforementioned cluster systems (i.e.,
Ti(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 and Ti(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3) when one Ti atom is replaced by
different transition metals (TM): Vanadium, Chromium, Manganese, Iron, Cobalt
and Nickel, Fig. 4.1. They constitute a direct extension of the previously developed
representations for the active sites on the corresponding titanium dioxide surfaces,
to the case in which the substrate is doped with a TM. Among the abundant ex-
perimental evidence of TiO2 structures doped with transition metals [6, 181], the
cobalt activation sites have a significant relevance regarding the OER activity. Con-
sidering that other substitute species like: Mn, Fe and Ni are also frequently found
to favor the OER, the above series of TMs is aimed to evaluate the performance
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of the proposed cluster structures in a complete set of TMs ranging from the pure
TiO2 structure to the Ni-TiO2 doped one. The proposed reaction mechanisms al-
ways take place on the TM-site. The main goal of this study is to investigate the
feasibility of the simplified cluster models to reproduce the relative performance of
the TM-TiO2 electrodes for the OER, and to get a deeper insight into the impact
of the TMs on the activity of the TM-TiO2 surfaces for the overall water splitting
process.
The present chapter is organized as follows. In the Sec. 4.2, the methodology
to compute the ab-initio energy of each structure, the variations of the free energy
at each reaction step and the theoretical estimations of the overpotentials are de-
scribed. The main results of the chapter are presented and discussed in Sec. 4.3.
Finally, in Sec. 4.4, a brief summary of the most important results and concluding
remarks are presented.
4.2 Methodology
The major concern in this chapter, similar to Chap. 3, is about the OER on cluster
model representations of the electrode surfaces. There by, while the methodology
employed is described in detail in Chap. 3, a briefly description is presented here
for completeness. The electrochemistry of the overall water decomposition reaction
can be summarized by the half-equations occurring at the anode and the cathode,
respectively:
H2O →
1
2
O2 + 2H+ + 2e− Eo = −1.23V, (4.1)
2H+ + 2e− → H2 Eo = 0.00V, (4.2)
Although several reaction mechanisms are proposed to drive the target reaction,
they are all based on a determined sequence of the following intermediate steps
(labeled as A, B, C, D and E):
A: H2O + S → H2O-S (4.3)
B: H2O + S → OH-S + H+ + e− (4.4)
C: H2O-S → OH-S + H+ + e− (4.5)
D: OH-S → O-S + H+ + e− (4.6)
E: O2-S-H → S + O2 + H+ + e− (4.7)
In the following, two model reaction mechanisms will be considered, in which the
water splitting process proceeds from the initial structures Ti(OH)2-O2-(TM)(OH)2
or Ti(OH)3-O-(TM)(OH)3 (TM = V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni), respectively. The pro-
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posed reaction pathway starting from the Ti(OH)2-O2-(TM)(OH)2 active sites con-
sist of the sequence of elementary steps: A, C, D, A, E, D from the equations
list (4.3) - (4.7), while for the Ti(OH)3-O-(TM)(OH)3 series, the reaction mech-
anism evolves via the sequence: A, C, D, D, A, E. Although they differ in the
sequence of individual reactions, both mechanisms comprise six intermediate steps:
two water adsorptions and four deprotonations. The dissociative water adsorption,
reaction B: eq. (4.4) is considered when the molecular water adsorption, reaction
A: eq. (4.3), is not favorable from the thermodynamical point of view.
The study of the OER according to the proposed mechanisms is carried out em-
ploying a similar methodology as in the previous chapter. For each of the reaction
mechanisms, the optimized geometries and ground state energies of the interme-
diate structures are computed, as well as their corresponding zero point energy
corrections. From these data, the free energy profiles along the reaction path-
ways are obtained within the framework of a previously developed model due to
Nørskov and coworkers [112]. The theoretical overpotential of the OER is deter-
mined by evaluating the influence of the external bias on the free energy profile,
and it is defined as the difference between the external potential needed to make
the free energy profile downhill along the reaction steps and the potential of the
electrochemical cell. The latter is set equal to the electrochemical potential for the
whole water splitting reaction at standard thermodynamic conditions (1.23 V). The
overpotential determined in this way is not amenable for a direct comparison with
experimental values because several contributions have been neglected (e.g., electri-
cal and transport resistances). However, the computed OER overpotentials provide
insight on the relative performance of different catalytic surfaces [68,112,156,165].
The standard hydrogen electrode SHE [112], is employed to incorporate the
contribution of the external potential to the free energy profile of the analyzed
processes. Every deprotonation step causes a shift of the free energy at standard
thermodynamic conditions given by the following expression: ∆GU = 1/2EH2 −eU ,
where EH2 encloses the energetic and entropic contribution of a hydrogen molecule
in the gas-phase and −eU is the energy delivered into the system by the external
electromotive force. Due to this energy, the intermediate free energy barriers of the
OER are linearly decreased by the external potential.
4.3 Results and discussion
In this section, the water decomposition reaction on the model clusters
TM(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 and TM(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2, is studied for a set of transi-
tion metals ranging from V to Ni. The case of Co, being a typical doping element
used to tune the properties of TiO2 surfaces [6,181,185], is described in detail. The
consequences of doping the titanium-dioxide substrates with the remaining TMs are
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analyzed in terms of their contributions to the free energy of the intermediate states
along the proposed reaction mechanisms. Finally, the theoretical overpotentials for
all the studied systems are summarized and compared with previous theoretical and
experimental studies. All the proposed reaction mechanisms and the correspond-
ing free energies, as well as the Cartesian coordinates and total energies of every
structure considered in this work, are included in the App. B.
4.3.1 Water splitting on Co(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3
Here, we consider the replacement of one titanium atom by a cobalt atom in the
previously studied cluster model Ti(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 resembling the TiO2 anatase
(001) surface [71] (i.e., the Co(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 structure is taken as the initial
geometry). The previous model has been successfully employed to study, in a
simplified way, the OER on a titanium-dioxide substrate. In the present case, the
cluster structure represents an active site on the Co-doped surface, and the influence
of such sites on the OER is considered as an extension of the study carried out for
the non-doped surfaces [71].
The intermediate structures for the water decomposition reaction, starting from
the Co(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 cluster, and their DFT energies relative to the initial clus-
ter, are shown in Fig. 4.2a. The free energy profiles along this reaction path, under
the action of different external potentials, are depicted in Fig. 4.2b. Initially, we
consider the adsorption of the first water molecule on the cobalt site of the cluster.
This is not a spontaneous process from the energetic point of view: even though the
energy change in the transformation is negative (-0.546 eV), the entropic contribu-
tion of the adsorption of a water molecule in the gas-phase at standard conditions is
also negative, yielding a total free energy change upon adsorption of ∆G = 0.06 eV.
Since the adsorption of a water molecule is energetically unfavorable, a dissociative
adsorption is considered instead. This process corresponds to a reaction type B:
eq. (3.4), in this case it represents the direct transition from structure-1 to structure-
2. The two water adsorption processes proposed in this model (i.e., for the reaction
occurring on a Co(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 cluster) result energetically unfavorable (struc-
tures labeled as Γ and ∆ in Figs. 4.2a and 4.2b). For other reaction mechanisms
studied in this work (see, for example, Sec. 4.3.3), the spontaneous adsorption of a
water molecule may also occur. After the dissociative adsorption of the first water
molecule, a second H+ ion is desorbed from the cluster leading to the formation of
an OOH group on the Co site. The H+ in the OOH group is removed during the
next deprotonation step, and an O2 molecule is preformed inside the cluster. As
the second water adsorption is found to be dissociative, a more complex process is
considered to steer the reaction between structures -4 and -5. It consists on the
following processes: the water molecule is dissociated, the OH− is attached to the
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Figure. 4.2. a) Water splitting on Ti(OH)3-O-Co(OH)3: Ti(OH)3-O-Co(OH)3
+ 2H2O → Ti(OH)3-O-Co(OH)3 + 2H2 + O2. The total energies are in eV. The
Γ and ∆ structures represent the dissociative water adsorption processes. b) Free
energy profile of the water splitting mechanism on Ti(OH)3-O-Co(OH)3 at standard
thermodynamic conditions in presence of different external potentials. The cases of
zero external potential (red line), standard potential of the overall water splitting
reaction: 1.23 V (green line), and the minimum external potential which makes the
free energy of the process down-hill in the reaction steps: 2.34 V (blue line) are
represented in the figure. The Γ and ∆ points show the increase of the free energy
when the molecular adsorption of water is considered as an intermediate structure.
The higher barrier in the U = 0.00 V profile corresponds to the rate-limiting step
yielding a theoretical estimate of the overpotential of 1.11 V.
cluster, the O2 and the H+ separate from the surface while an electron is transferred
to the anode. In this way the initial structure is recovered and the neutrality of the
system is kept.
This process (the transition from structure-4 to structure-5, Fig. 4.2a) is the
rate-limiting step in the reaction mechanism. An energy barrier of 2.34 eV in the
free energy profile (at zero potential bias) needs to be overcome for the reaction to
occur (U = 0.00 V, Fig. 4.2b). Under the influence of an external voltage equal
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to the ideal cell potential (1.23 V), the second deprotonation becomes energet-
ically allowed but different barriers hamper the reaction, in particular the rate-
limiting step (U = 1.23 V, Fig. 4.2b). Applying an external potential of 2.34 V the
free energy profile of the process becomes down-hill along the reaction coordinate
(U = 2.34 V, Fig. 4.2b) yielding a theoretical estimate of the overpotential of 1.11 V.
This value is significantly smaller than the overpotential of 3.53 V obtained for the
Ti(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 cluster [71]. The downwards shift of the theoretical overpoten-
tial, when a Co atom substitutes a Ti center reproduces the behavior predicted by
previous theoretical calculations on extended surfaces and also experimental results
for the overpotential of Co-doped titanium dioxide surfaces with respect to the pris-
tine TiO2 substrates. For example, an overpotential of 1.31 V has been obtained for
the water splitting reaction on TiO2 anatase (001) [69], while in the case of Co-TiO2
anatase (100) a lower value of 0.32 V has been reported [185]. Likewise, in a pre-
vious experimental study of the water decomposition on TiO2-based nanocrystals
(NCs), an overpotential of 0.43 V was measured for the Co-doped system, while a
value larger than 1.0 V was found for pure TiO2 NCs [181].
4.3.2 Water splitting on Co(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2
The influence of Co doped sites, on the OER, is also studied for the model cluster
Co(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2. It corresponds, as it was related before Sec. 4.1, to the case
of a Co doped site on TiO2 rutile (110) surface. Since the (110) surface is among the
most stable ones in the TiO2 rutile phase [186], the study of the water decomposition
reaction on Co(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 is of particular importance for the evaluation of
the adequacy of the cluster model to represent Co-active sites on the anode surface.
The energies of the intermediate structures in the proposed reaction mechanism
are shown in Fig. 4.3a. The free energy profiles corresponding to different external
potentials are depicted in Fig. 4.3b. Similar to the case studied above, the reaction
is initiated with the adsorption of a water molecule on the initial structure. In this
case the two water adsorption processes considered in the proposed mechanism are
molecular adsorptions (i.e., they are favorable from the free energy point of view).
After the first water adsorption on the Co site, a deprotonation step eq. (3.5),
leads to the formation of an OOH− group on the cluster: structure-3. In a second
deprotonation step, an H+ is removed from the OOH structure and a preformed O2
molecule is observed in (Fig. 4.3a, structure-4). The adsorption of a second water
molecule on this structure is an exothermic process and the mechanism proceeds
via a reaction type E: eq. (3.7). In this process the preformed O2 molecule detaches
from the cluster together with an additional proton (Fig. 4.3a, structures -5 and
-6). Finally, the initial structure is recovered upon the last deprotonation step.
The free energy barrier of the rate-limiting step is highlighted in Fig. 4.3b. It
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Figure. 4.3. a) Water splitting on Ti(OH)2-O2-Co(OH)2: Ti(OH)2-O2-Co(OH)2
+ 2H2O → Ti(OH)2-O2-Co(OH)2 + 2H2 + O2. The total energies are in eV. b)
Free energy profile of the water splitting mechanism on Ti(OH)2-O2-Co(OH)2 at
standard thermodynamic conditions and under the influence of different external
potentials. The cases of zero external potential (red line), standard potential of the
overall water splitting reaction: 1.23 V (green line), and the minimum external
potential which makes the free energy of the process down-hill in the reaction steps:
2.24 V (blue line) are represented in the figure. The higher barrier in the U = 0.00 V
profile corresponds to the rate-limiting step yielding a theoretical estimate of the
overpotential of 1.01 V.
corresponds to the formation of the OOH− group on the cluster, and a barrier of
2.24 eV is associated with this step. Thus, an external potential of 2.24 V needs
to be applied to overcome the highest reaction barrier. With this applied voltage,
the free energy profile becomes flattened around this point and the whole reaction
becomes favorable from the thermodynamic point of view (U = 2.24 V, Fig. 4.3b).
The external voltage required to drive the reaction corresponds to an overpotential
of 1.01 V. This value is slightly lower than the one from the previous system,
thereby confirming the prediction, within the cluster model, that the Co-doped
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TiO2 surfaces exhibit better catalytic properties for the water splitting compared
to the undoped substrates. The same trend has been observed for extended TiO2
surfaces when they are doped with cobalt. This result confirms the capability of
the proposed cluster models to describe the enhancement in the OER activity when
Co active sites are placed on TiO2 surfaces.
In the case of water decomposition on Co(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 clusters, in the
framework of the employed methodology, the adsorption of H2O molecules plays an
important role in reducing the overpotential: when water is molecularly adsorbed,
the next deprotonation step is favored by the entropy gain of the H+ desorption
(i.e., TS(H+) = 1
2
TS(H2) = 0.20 eV). If the water molecule is adsorbed dissocia-
tively, then the corresponding deprotonation step is also favored for the entropy
contribution of the H+, but hindered by the entropy loss due to the decomposition
of the water molecule (i.e., TS(H2O) = 0.60 eV). The net effect is an increase of
0.4 eV in the free energy when the water is dissociatively adsorbed.
4.3.3 Water splitting on TM(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 and
TM(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2; (TM = V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni)
The performance of the OER on the remaining TM-doped clusters studied in this
work is discussed in the present section, considering the free energy change at every
intermediate step in the proposed reaction mechanisms. The free energy changes
corresponding to each of the model reaction steps (eqs. (3.3)-(3.7)) are shown in
Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 for the OER on TM(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 and TM(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2,
respectively, when the TM changes from V to Ni. For a clearer visibility, each
intermediate process (e.g., the first H2O adsorption, the third H+ desorption) has
been represented with a different color.
In Fig. 4.4, it can be seen that for the model reactions taking place on TM(OH)3-
O-Ti(OH)3 (for TM dopants from Cr to Ni) the free energy changes between con-
secutive intermediate steps lay in an energy interval ranging from -0.27 eV (for the
first H2O adsorption on the Ni-doped structure) to 2.62 eV (for the first deproto-
nation on the same cluster). The various crossings between several curves indicate
that the rate-limiting steps vary for the clusters containing different TMs changes,
although the corresponding free energy barriers remain in a narrow interval around
2 eV for dopants from Cr to Ni.
In the case of V, the rate-limiting step is the first deprotonation. It exhibits a
free energy barrier of 4.72 eV, which is significantly higher than for the remaining
TMs. In this case, the first water adsorption on the V-site is not a favorable
process from the thermodynamic point of view, and the first deprotonation process
is considered as part of the dissociative adsorption of the first water molecule.
Since the second highest barrier in the V(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 structure (i.e., the 4th
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Figure. 4.4. Contribution of the different intermediate steps, to the overall varia-
tion of the free energy along the proposed reaction mechanism for the water splitting
on the transition-metal doped clusters TM(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3. The behavior of the
same elementary process on different TMs has been drawn using the same color. The
abbreviations: A and D stand for water adsorption and H+ desorption, respectively.
deprotonation step) is laying within the interval of the free energy barriers for the
remaining models, the OER activity can be enhanced significantly by decreasing
the free energy barrier of the first deprotonation step.
For the OER on TM(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 clusters Fig. 4.5, the free energy dif-
ferences between the intermediate steps present wider variations, with respect to
the TM employed, than for the anatase-resembling clusters Fig. 4.4. The behavior
observed for the Fe, Co and Ni containing TM(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 clusters is sim-
ilar to that of the TM(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 structures. In these three cases, the free
energy variations, ranging from -0.6 eV (for the second water molecule adsorbed
on the Co-site) to 2.44 eV (for the 4th deprotonation step in the Ni-doped system)
matches well the corresponding energetic interval (from -0.27 eV to 2.62 eV) for the
TM(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 family. In particular, the rate-limiting step for the Fe-doped
cluster is indeed the same as in the previous system (i.e., the 2nd deprotonation
step) while for the Co and Ni dopants the highest energy barrier is found for the
first and the fourth deprotonation steps, respectively.
On the other hand, the rate-limiting step for the V(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 clusters
is the second deprotonation, and it is characterized by an energy barrier of 3.42 eV
Fig. 4.5. An additional comparable energy barrier of 3.40 eV is present in this case,
corresponding to the third deprotonation step. This intermediate process happens
to be also the rate-determining step for the Cr- and Mn-doped structures. The
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Figure. 4.5. Contribution of the different intermediate processes, to the overall
variation of the free energy along the proposed reaction mechanism for the water
splitting on the transition-metal doped clusters TM(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2. The behav-
ior of the same elementary process on different TMs has been drawn using the same
color. The abbreviations: A and D stand for water adsorption and H+ desorption,
respectively.
free energy barrier of this third proton extraction shows a clearly decreasing trend
as the atomic number of the TM from Cr to Ni, the only exception being the Co-
doped structure (for which the barrier of the third deprotonation step is higher than
that of the Fe-containing cluster by 0.21 eV). As a consequence of this depletion,
the removal of the third proton is relevant for the performance of Cr- and Mn-
doped structures, but it has almost no influence on the overall suitability for water
decomposition of the model clusters containing late transition metals: Fe, Co and
Ni.
4.3.4 Theoretical estimation of overpotentials for the water
splitting
The theoretically computed overpotentials are obtained from the highest free energy
barrier along every reaction pathway: Figs. 4.4 and 4.5, for the different reaction
mechanisms studied in this work: namely the OER on TM(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 and
TM(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2, where TM represents the transition metals ranging from
V to Ni. These theoretical estimations are summarized in Fig. 4.6. The energy
barriers for the water splitting on the model structures of the type TM(OH)3-O-
Ti(OH)3, which resemble in a simplified way the TM active sites on a doped TiO2
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anatase (001) surface, is represented by the black line, while TM(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2
clusters (represented in red) may be related with similar sites on a TiO2 rutile
(110) surface. Additionally, the performance of similar cluster models mimicking
pure TiO2 surfaces (i.e., Ti(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 and Ti(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2), presented
in Chap. 3 and [71], and experimental values of onset overpotentials for doped-TiO2
NCs as reported in [181] (Fig. 4.6, blue dashed line) are also plotted for the sake of
comparison.
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Figure. 4.6. Computed overpotentials for the water splitting on different clus-
ter models considered in the present work: TM(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 (black) and
TM(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 (red). Transition metals from Ti to Ni have been considered
to occupy the TM position in both models. The results for the clusters containing
only Ti centers were taken from Chap. 3 and [71]. They are shown for the sake
of comparison with the behavior of the doped structures, as well as the blue points
which represent experimental values of the onset overpotentials in TM-doped TiO2
nanocrystals (NCs) as reported in [181].
Previous experimental results show an overpotential for pure TiO2 (NC) above
1.0 V, while for TM-TiO2 (NCs), where TM = {Mn, Fe, Co, Ni}, it decreases be-
low 0.53 V [181]. The present cluster models yield the overpotentials of 1.63 V
for Ti(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 and 3.53 V for Ti(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 [71]. When TMs are
included in the cluster structures and for the OER taking place on the TM-site, the
estimated overpotentials for Fe, Co and Ni decrease below 1.40 V and both mod-
els (TM(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 and TM(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2) give similar overpotentials
Fig. 4.6. These results confirm the capability of the proposed model to reproduce
the improvement effect in the OER activity when TMs like Fe, Co and Ni are
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included as impurities at substitutional sites in TiO2 surfaces.
In the case of Mn we observed a different behavior of the cluster resembling
anatase and rutile phases of titanium dioxide. The overpotential computed for
the reaction taking place on the anatase resembling model: Mn(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3,
is lower than for the model of the undoped surface, in agreement with the trend
observed experimentally. On the other hand, an overpotential of 2.22 V is predicted
for the OER on the Mn(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 structure, which is somewhat larger
than that of the undoped cluster. Since the TiO2 based NC samples employed in
the experimental observations [181] possess a significant anatase component, the
agreement between the anatase like cluster model (Mn(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3) and the
experimental results is considered satisfactory.
Likewise, the larger value of the overpotential (3.24 V) in the case of Cr(OH)2-
O2-Ti(OH)2 models, with respect to the cluster containing two titanium centers,
predicts no enhancement of the OER activity for the TiO2 rutile (110) surfaces
upon doping with Cr atoms, while the water decomposition is more favorable from
the energetic point of view at the Cr site in the Cr(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 cluster. To
the best of our knowledge, there is not empirical data on Cr-TiO2 based electrodes.
A different behavior is observed for V-TiO2 systems, for which we obtained
overpotentials of 3.50 V and 2.19 V for the V(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 and V(OH)2-O2-
Ti(OH)2 structures, respectively. Hence, no significant enhancement of the water
decomposition process is foreseen for the vanadium-doped complexes in comparison
to the pure TiO2 system.
4.4 Conclusions
In the present chapter, the water decomposition reaction on TM active sites placed
at TiO2-based electrodes has been studied by means of two different cluster models:
TM(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 and TM(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2. They represent, in a simplified
way, TM active sites on TiO2 surfaces: anatase (001) and rutile (110), respec-
tively. Transition metals ranging from V to Ni have been considered as dopants,
and the reaction pathways have been investigated for each doped system and for
each model structure (i.e., TM(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 and TM(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2). This
investigation constitutes a direct extension of our previous results Chap. 3, in which
Ti(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 and Ti(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 dimeric structures were considered
as models of pure TiO2 surfaces [71]. Electron transfer intermediate steps as well as
non electrochemical water adsorption have been considered to take place during the
OER. The energetics of the reaction mechanisms were described within the frame-
work of Density Functional Theory (DFT). The use of this level of theory allows the
comparison of the results of the present simulations with those of the TiO2-based
cluster models [71] and previous calculations on extended surfaces [112,156,185].
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The optimized geometry of every intermediate step and the energy required for
the system to move along the reaction path provide a detailed picture of the water
splitting process on the present cluster models. The rate-limiting step for every
reaction mechanism has been identified on the basis of the DFT energies and the
entropic contributions to the free energy changes of the adsorbed/desorbed species
in the gas phase approximation.
The free energy changes computed along the proposed pathway for the OER on
TM active sites in TiO2 electrodes is able to reproduce, within the framework of
the cluster model approximation, the general trend for the overpotentials observed
in the experiments on Fe, Co and Ni doped titanium dioxide substrates. The case
of Mn-doped clusters is also found to be in agreement with empirical results [181]:
DFT calculations for the Mn(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 model reproduce the enhancement
of the OER activity observed for Mn-TiO2 anatase (001) surfaces, whereas no im-
provement is seen in the case of Mn-TiO2 rutile (110) surfaces.
For vanadium- and chromium-doped substrates, we predict also significantly dif-
ferent overpotentials for the two models (i.e., TM(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 and TM(OH)2-
O2-Ti(OH)2). In the case of Vanadium, no improvement in the OER activity com-
pared with the pure TiO2-based systems is foreseen based on the theoretical estima-
tions of the overpotentials. Likewise, when Cr dopants are considered, an enhanced
activity is predicted for the anatase (001) like model: Cr(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3, while
a reduction is obtained for the rutile like one: Cr(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2. These results
illustrate the capability of the present models to reproduce the empirically observed
trends for the OER activity. Moreover, they predict the influence of new TMs on
the OER activity of TiO2-based electrodes, which have not been still addressed
experimentally.
Chapter 5
HER at combined Mo2C and
N-doped graphene materials
5.1 Introduction
The growing concerns about environmental pollution and energy crises are driv-
ing considerable efforts to the development of new, clean and sustainable energy
sources. Molecular hydrogen is an abundant, clean and renewable energy carrier
that is considered as a promising substitute of the fossil fuels in the mean and
long term future [187]. Electrocatalytic water splitting to produce H2 seems to
be the cleanest and most sustainable method for large-scale H2 production [188].
The water splitting reaction is divided into two half-reactions: the hydrogen evo-
lution reaction (HER) and oxygen evolution reaction (OER). The development of
efficient HER electrocatalysts with low overpotentials is crucial for the success-
ful implementation of water splitting technologies [189]. Although platinum-based
electrocatalysts have been proven to be the most active and stable HER electro-
catalysts, widespread applications of Pt are critically hampered by their scarcity
and high cost. Thereby, the development of high-performance cost-effective HER
electrocatalysts based on earth-abundant elements is highly imperative.
To date, numerous inorganic materials containing nonprecious transition met-
als (Fe, Co, Ni, Mo, and W), including phosphides [190], sulfides [191, 192], car-
bides [193] and other materials [194], have been widely explored to replace Pt as
HER electrocatalysts in acid media. However, the development of highly efficient
HER electrocatalysts in alkaline solutions still remains great challenge. A possible
replacement for HER catalysts are molybdenum-based materials, such as molyb-
denum boride (MoB) [195], molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) [191, 196], molybdenum
carbides (Mo2C) [197], and several more [198], which have already shown relative
high HER activities in basic media. Mo2C has attracted large attention among
these electrocatalysts, specially due to its d-band electronic structure, which is sim-
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ilar to that of Pt [199]. Therefore, extensive efforts have been devoted to improve the
HER catalytic activity of Mo2C by the enhancement of electron conduction through
phase control [200], nanostructure engineering [197, 201], intercalation [202], and
doping [203]. However, most of the reported procedures often lead to aggregation
or excessive growth of Mo2C nanoparticles, resulting in a low density of exposed ac-
tive sites [204], and therefore poor electrocatalytic properties for the HER. It is still
a considerable challenge to simultaneously provide high conductivity and abundant
active sites for Mo2C-based electrocatalysts for HER in alkaline media.
In the present chapter, different surface models are proposed to assess the HER
at recently synthesized materials based on Mo2C and N-doped graphene layers
[73, 205]. A previously developed theoretical methodology to evaluate the HER
activity at the proposed model surfaces (Nørskov’s theory) is employed, Sec. 2.5.
Two major groups of active site models are considered:
i) Mo2C clusters adsorbed on N-doped graphene layers,
ii) N-doped graphene layers deposited on top of the Mo2C (001) surface.
The former group is aimed to get a microscopic insight on the high HER activity
of new electrocatalytic materials based on Mo2C-NPs adsorbed on graphene layers
[205]. The latest one addresses, from a theoretical point of view, another new
material based on molybdenum carbide anchored on nitrogen-doped porous carbon
nanosheets (Mo2C@2D-NPC) recently synthesized [73]. This new material possesses
evenly distributed Mo2C nanoparticles with diameters down to 5 nm, apparent
Mo2C/NPC interfaces, and high specific surface areas, indicating the presence of
abundant exposed active sites for electrocatalysis, Fig. 5.1. As an electrocatalyst for
HER, Mo2C@2D-NPC exhibited a low onset overpotential of 0 mV, an overpotential
of only 45 mV at 10 mA×cm−2, a small Tafel slope of 46 mV×dec−1, and excellent
stability in 1 M KOH electrolyte, which are superior to all of the previously reported
Mo2C-based catalysts, much better than the values of most of the reported HER
electrocatalysts in alkaline media and even comparable to the noble metal catalyst
Pt [73].
The theoretical approach presented in this chapter is based on the modeling of
the interaction between two different type of surfaces. One is Mo2C (001) surface,
it is obtained from β-Mo2C bulk, which has an orthorhombic structure with the
following lattice constants: a = 4.732 Å, b = 6.040 Å and c = 5.210 Å [206]. The
second one is the graphene structure which is a hexagonal surface with a distance
between first neighbors of 1.42 Å. The structure along the [001] direction in β-Mo2C
bulk Fig. 5.2, consists of alternating layers of Mo and C, suggesting that Mo or C
terminations are possible. There are two types of Mo atoms on the ideal Mo-
terminated surface, the first type has one coordination vacancy with respect to the
bulk crystalline structure, while the second type has two coordination vacancies.
The distinguishing factor between these two types of surface Mo atoms is whether
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Figure. 5.1. Schematic representation of the preparation procedure of Mo2C an-
chored on N-doped porous carbon nanosheets. i) In situ polymerization of aniline on
graphene oxide surfaces at the toluene/water interface in presence of MoO2−4 . Top:
aniline in toluene; bottom: graphene oxide, (NH4)2MoO4, HCl and ammonium per-
sulfate in water. ii) Pyrolysis at 700-1100 ℃ under 5% H2/Ar atmosphere for 2 h
(taken from [73]).
they are coordinated to one or two carbon atoms in the second layer. On the C-
terminated surface, all of the Mo atoms are fully-coordinated with respect to the
bulk phase.
The distance between the Mo2C and graphene is approximately 2.26 Å. The-
oretical results presented in this chapter suggest that graphene structures are not
good catalysts for the HER. The challenge is to find, within a theoretical method-
ology, new active-sites leading the enhancement of the HER activity. Different
representations of the surface have been constructed to achieve this objective. Fur-
thermore, nitrogen atoms are considered as dopant species in order to improve the
HER activity. Nevertheless, the substitution of carbon atoms by nitrogen ones on
the graphene surface show also low activity for the HER, within the framework of
the Nørskov’s theory, Sec. 2.5. The second try was the consideration of different
type of defects on the N-doped graphene layer.
For one of the new proposed models, the DFT results show a value of H-
adsorption free energy of -0.02 eV, which is even lower than the value obtained
for the platinum electrode:
⏐⏐∆GPtH ⏐⏐ = 0.09 eV [114]. In this chapter, the theoret-
ical modeling of the HER on Mo2C/Graphene -based electrodes is also addressed
employing small cluster models adsorbed on N-doped graphene layers. Initially,
the HER is studied on the Mo2C cluster models, motivated by previous experi-
mental works where promising catalytic properties for the HER have been found
in nanostructured systems made of Mo2C nanoparticles adsorbed on graphene lay-
ers [205,207]. Later, a second type of systems, based on the extended surface model,
are considered.
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Different structures have been proposed to study the Mo2C (001) surface covered
with N-doped graphene layers. These models are aimed to uncover the synergy be-
tween Mo2C and N-doped graphene to improve the catalytic properties for the HER
of very recently synthesized compounds [73]. In both cases a significant agreement
with the experimental results is found as well as relevant predictions to enhance the
HER activity of the recently synthesized material are done. The present chapter
(a) (b)
Figure. 5.2. Pure graphene layer adsorbed on Mo2C (001): G@Mo2C. a) Top view:
(001) crystallographic plane. b) Side view: (100) crystallographic plane. Dark and
light gray represent carbon and molybdenum atoms, respectively.
is organized as follows. In the Sec. 5.2, the general issues of the proposed reaction
mechanisms as well as the methodology to compute the ab-initio energy of each
structure are presented. In the Secs. 5.3 and 5.4, the description of the HER on
different sets of model systems: Mo2C clusters adsorbed on N-doped graphene lay-
ers and the N-doped graphene layers deposited on top of the Mo2C (001) surface
are presented. Comparisons with available experimental results and a number of
predictions are discussed as well. Finally, a brief summary and concluding remarks
are given, Sec. 5.6.
5.2 Methodology
Several model surfaces are studied in the present chapter to evaluate its catalytic
properties towards the HER. The global reaction pathway can be represented as
the three state effective mechanism:
H+ + e− → S-H → 1
2
H2, (5.1)
where S represents an adsorption site on the considered surface model. The free
energy of hydrogen adsorption ∆GH (i.e., the intermediate step in eq. (5.1)), com-
puted within the framework of DFT, may be used to evaluate the electrocatalytic
properties of each proposed structure, Sec. 2.5. Despite ∆GH has been identified
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as a suitable descriptor to assess the HER at metal surfaces [70, 114], it has been
successfully used in a wide variety of materials [59,119].
The computation of ∆GH is accomplished within its general definition related
to the first reaction step in eq. (5.1):
∆GH = ∆EH +∆EZPE − T∆S. (5.2)
Here ∆EH is the H-adsorption energy, ∆EZPE is the variation of the zero point
energy along the firs step implicit in eq. (5.1) and T∆S represents the entropic
barrier related with the entropy losses due to the adsorption of the hydrogen atom.
The H-adsorption energy ∆EH is defined within the expression [114]:
∆EH =
1
n
(
E(S + nH)− E(S)− n
2
E(H2)
)
, (5.3)
where n is the number of hydrogen atoms adsorbed on the surface S, and E is
the DFT energy of the structure represented inside its brackets. For example,
E(S + nH) is the DFT energy of the surface model S which is hosting n hydrogen
atoms. In the present work n is always set as one, this means that only one hydrogen
atom per unit cell is considered. However, the consideration of higher values of n
becomes remarkable when the fractional coverage of the surface by the adsorbed
atoms is an important point in the studied phenomena.
∆EZPE has been calculated for the specific case of hydrogen adsorption on the
Cu (111) metallic surface, and it has resulted a small contribution to ∆GH (i.e.,
∆EZPE[H/Cu(111)] = 0.04 eV) [208]. This value has been used as a reference num-
ber in the Nørskov’s work for each of the studied surfaces [114]. Slightly different
values of ∆EZPE have been found for the different models employed in this work.
However, they are even smaller than ∆EZPE[H/Cu(111)] = 0.04 eV. The maximum
value which have been obtained is ∆EZPE = 0.02 eV, and it is considered as the
contribution of the zero point energy correction for all the analyzed structures.
The last term in eq. (5.2): T∆S, is evaluated within the plausible consideration
that the main contribution to the entropic barrier for the hydrogen adsorption is the
loss of entropy related with the degrees of freedom of the H+ in the electrolyte ∆SH+ .
Hence, ∆SH+ = −12S
0
H2 is assumed at standard conditions and pH = 0, where S
0
H2
= 0.40 eV is the standard entropy of H2 in the gas phase [114]. Therefore, ∆GH
may be directly related to ∆EH at standard conditions (T = 298.15 K, p = 1 bar,
pH = 0):
∆GH = ∆EH + 0.22 eV +∆G(pH), (5.4)
where ∆GpH is an additional barrier which depends on the pH of the electrolyte,
and vanishes at pH = 0.
The pH contribution to ∆GH can be estimated as an additional entropic barrier,
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eq. (5.5), which arise from the Nernst’s equation [209].
∆G(pH) = kBT ln(10)× pH. (5.5)
This equation does not account for a microscopic description of the solvent but
it is a thermodynamic estimation of the influence of the H+ free energy change
on the pH of the electrolyte. This simple model for the pH contribution to the
∆GH , can be easily calculated and yields a rough estimation of the ∆GH response
with respect to the acidity of the solution. The technical details related with the
calculation of adsorption energies ∆EH within the framework of DFT are presented
in the following Sec. 5.2.1.
5.2.1 Computational details
Density functional theory calculations with periodic boundary conditions were per-
formed using the program VASP (Vienna Ab-Initio Simulation Package) [210–213].
The electronic wave functions are expanded into plane waves up to an energy cutoff
of 400 eV and the projector augmented wave (PAW) [214] scheme has been used to
describe the interactions between the valence electrons and the nuclei (ions). The
exchange-correlation interaction between electrons is treated within the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) as implemented by Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof
(PBE) [215].
The periodic systems have been modeled using a supercell for graphene, and
Mo2C clusters adsorbed on graphene based surfaces of 9.872 × 17.153 × 14.00 Å3
Fig. 5.3. For the N-doped graphene layers deposited on the Mo2C (001) surface, a
unit cell with the dimensions: 9.872× 17.153× 25.00 Å3 has been constructed. In
both cases an orthorhombic structure is employed (i.e., the internal angles in the
unit cell fulfill: α = β = γ = 90◦). Only one K-point, the Gamma point, is consid-
ered. Sufficient vacuum space is left inside both model supercells in the Z-direction
(more than 10 Å) to reduce the effect of artificial image charges. The convergence
threshold for the maximum force on each atom at geometry optimizations is set to
be less than 0.01 eV/Å. The graphene model has been constructed within a rectan-
gular supercell as it is shown in Fig. 5.3a. A four atoms unit cell with dimensions
2.468× 4.288× 14.00 Å3 is replicated 4× 4 times in the XY plane to end up with
the final 9.872 × 17.153 × 14.00 Å3 graphene supercell composed by 64 atoms. A
similar method is employed to build up the Mo2C (001) surface model Fig. 5.3b.
Starting by the accepted unit cell of orthorhombic Mo2C [206], with dimensions
4.732 × 6.040 × 5.210 Å3, a supercell made of a 2 × 3 replication of the initial
structure in the XY plane is developed. Since there is a lattice mismatch between
the Mo2C (001) and graphene, the Mo2C (001) structure has been shrunk in the
a direction by approximately 4.1% and in the b direction by approximately 5.3%
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to ensure exactly the same dimensions of the graphene model Fig. 5.3. Finally, the
Mo2C (001) surface model is reproduced 2 times in the z direction and the graphene
layer is deposited on the (001) crystalline plane. The model structure composed
by the graphene layer deposited on the Mo2C (001) surface has 208 atoms. All of
them have been let free for relaxation and a separation of 2.26 Å has been found
between the graphene layer and the Mo2C (001) surface.
17.153 Å
9.872 Å
4.288 Å
2.468 Å
(a)
17.153 Å
9.872 Å
4.732 Å
6.040 Å
(b)
Figure. 5.3. Schematic representation of the process to construct both: a) the
graphene supercell and b) the Mo2C (001) surface model. The dimensions of the XY
plane in both models are the same (i.e., 9.872 × 17.153 Å2), although the pictures
look slightly different due to different scales. Carbon and molybdenum atoms are
depicted in dark and light gray, respectively.
5.3 Mo2C clusters and N-doped graphene layers
The water decomposition is considered here by focus on the HER on several model
structures which combine Mo2C compounds with graphene surfaces. Molybdenum
carbide compounds have been identified as potentially promising alternatives to
precious metals for the enhancement of the HER activity in ECCs [205, 207, 216].
Bulk Mo2C is not very active as a cathode for the HER due to its slow electron
transport properties [205]. However, nanostructured materials which combine the
potential active sites on the molybdenum carbide compounds and the transport
properties of graphene-like structures (i.e., carbon nanosheets, carbon nanotubes,
etc.), have shown remarkable improvement for the hydrogen evolution at ECCs
[205,207,216].
Three major model structures are considered for the evaluation of the HER
activity: simplified Mo2C cluster models (i.e., Mo2C and Mo4C2) deposited on pure
and nitrogen-doped graphene surfaces, and an extended surface model made of
bulk Mo2C covered with a pure or a nitrogen-doped graphene layer. While the
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first two models are motivated by recently findings of high HER activity at the
surfaces of novel materials [205,207,216], which contain Mo2C nanoparticles on top
of graphene-like structures, the third one is a representation of the possible active
sites at Mo2C nanoparticles covered by similar graphene-based layers, which have
been synthesized in recent experiments [73].
In every case, the free energy of the adsorbed H+ is used as a descriptor of the
HER activity, while the contribution from the acidity of the environment is taking
into account via the correction term ∆G(pH) introduced before, eq. (5.5).
5.3.1 HER at Mo2C-bulk and N-doped graphene layers
A detailed description of the water splitting on pristine graphene and different
Mo2C cluster models attached on nitrogen-doped graphene surfaces is addressed in
the following. The outperform of the HER activity, when the active sites change
from the graphene like structures to the Mo2C clusters adsorbed on top of them is
described. A clear improvement in favor of the HER is observed when Mo2C-based
structures adsorb on clean graphene surfaces. Contrary to the previous chapters,
the splitting of only one water molecule is investigated as precursor of hydrogen
evolution following the Volmer’s reaction mechanism in acidic conditions. A further
correction, to assess the influence of the H+ concentration in the free energy of the
hydrogen adsorption, permits the discussion of the HER activity also in alkaline
conditions.
The adsorption of water molecules at cathodic surfaces is not a spontaneous
process at standard conditions. At present, the implicit decomposition of a water
molecule is considered, while a H+ is attached to the surface and the OH− group
evolves to the electrolyte. The active sites on graphene surfaces or Mo2C clus-
ters act as catalyst structures for the HER. For a wide variety of inorganic HER
electrocatalysts, the H-adsorption Gibbs free energy is considered an important
descriptor to assess the HER activity [114]. The optimum free energy change in
the hydrogen adsorption process should be zero, which leads to a fast formation
of adsorbed hydrogen and a rapid concomitant hydrogen release. In order to get
profound insights into such an electrocatalytic HER performance, DFT calculations
is employed to study the Gibbs free energies of the intermediates. A large negative
free-energy indicates that chemical adsorption of hydrogen atoms on the surface is
too strong, while a large positive free energy indicates a very weak H adsorption
and easy product desorption. Both of them are unfavorable for HER (Sabatier’s
principle) [114].
In the present work, four typical nitrogen-doped sites at the graphene surface
are considered. Thus, the following structures are employed to assess the HER
activity: pure graphene (G), a single nitrogen site within a graphene layer (GN),
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure. 5.4. a) Pure graphene structure (G). b) Nitrogen-doped graphene defect
(GN). c) Three pyridinic atoms around a one vacancy defect (P3N). d) Four pyri-
dinic atoms around a two vacancy defect (P2V4N). Carbon atoms are represented
in dark gray while nitrogen ones in blue.
three pyridinic atoms around one vacancy in the graphene structure (P3N), and
four pyridinic atoms around two vacancies in the graphene structure (P2V4N),
Fig. 5.4. The adsorption of a hydrogen atom on such surfaces is considered initially
for comparison with subsequent calculations [216]. In pure graphene, the adsorption
site may be any C atom at the surface. In the case of graphitic defects, the H-
adsorption site is considered at the N-atom. In a previous theoretical work, it has
been found that the hydrogen atom is very strong adsorbed on the first neighbors
of the N-impurity. The literature results show an adsorption energy of H on the
N-doped graphene structure as follow: - for H-N interaction a value of -0.80 eV has
been found, while for the H-C interaction a value of -2.16 eV was obtained [217].
This result is sustained by the recent findings [217], in which charge doping reduces
the π-bond strength in graphene and the energy required to break the π-bond, thus
leading to the stability of the hydrogen atom attached on the carbon nearby the
nitrogen site. Due to this fact, the carbon atom is not a suitable adsorption site for
the hydrogen in order to promote the HER. The hydrogen atom will be considered
to be adsorbed at the defected nitrogen sites in the remaining model surfaces.
According to our results, the H-adsorption on pristine graphene has an endother-
mic free-energy of 1.75 eV, Fig. 5.5. This high barrier represents an unfavorable
hydrogen adsorption from the energetic point of view. The possibility to dope the
graphene surface supports the enlargement of its potential utilization in technolog-
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Figure. 5.5. Free energy profile for the H-adsorption process at the model struc-
tures: G (orange), GN (blue), P3N (green) and P2V4N (red).
ical applications. This reason has motivated big efforts, to prepare, characterized
and understand doped graphene from both the theoretical and experimental point
of view. For example, Boron and Nitrogen doped graphene have been found to
exhibit semiconducting properties, p and n type, respectively. Additionally, they
may be systematically tuned with the concentration of the doped material. The
H-adsorption free energy have been computed in the present work, also for the
graphene structure doped with N-atoms (graphitic), a value of 2.08 eV has been
obtained, Fig. 5.5. The HER at the graphene and graphitic structures show that
the reaction mechanism can barely proceed due to their high free energy barriers.
The presence of vacancies has been considered here as well. The free energies of the
H-adsorption on pyridinic nitrogen atoms around one or two vacancies, was calcu-
lated to be -2.02 eV and -1.35 eV, respectively, Fig. 5.5. This indicates low catalytic
activities for the HER. The H-adsorption free energies for pyridinic with one and
two vacancies, show that the hydrogen is too strong adsorbed on the structure, and
a big amount of energy is required for removing the hydrogen from the structure
and forming the H2 molecule.
The Mo2C bulk material shows good HER activities [205], but the commer-
cially available micron-sized Mo2C has been found to be unstable in presence of an
electrolyte, being inadequate for practical applications. Several techniques may be
used to achieve the stability of the catalyst, such as nanocrystallization or transi-
tion metal impregnation [205]. From a theoretical point of view, the free energy
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calculation of hydrogen adsorption on the Mo2C (001) surface is reported to be
-0.82 eV [216]. This value shows a clear improvement of the HER activity com-
pared with the graphene-like structures. Therefore, within the framework of the
Nørskov’s theory, it can be stated that Mo2C has better catalytic properties than
pure graphene surfaces. This affirmation is in complete agreement with experi-
mental observations. While bulk Mo2C shows an overpotential for the HER at
10 mA×cm−2 of 304 mV, a very low HER activity have been observed when pris-
tine graphene is used as catalyst [205]. Additionally, a higher activity than for the
Mo2C-bulk is found for the case of molybdenum-carbide nanoparticles deposited on
a graphene layer (Mo2C-G), 150 mV has been observed as the overpotential for the
HER at 10 mA×cm−2 [205]. Motivated by this observation, the next two sections
are devoted to study the HER on Mo2C cluster models adsorbed on top of graphene
surfaces.
5.3.2 HER at Mo2C adsorbed on N-doped graphene layers
The influence of Mo2C nanoparticles on the HER at the graphene-based substrates is
investigated in the present section by means of simple cluster models. They consist
on a Mo2C unit adsorbed on the structures presented in the previous section. This
study is motivated by the striking high HER activity found on recently synthesized
materials involving a distribution of Mo2C nanoparticles (Mo2C-NPs) over graphene
surfaces [205]. There, a very spread dispersion of 5.0 nm long Mo2C-NPs on the
sample has been reported [205].
The optimized model structures of the Mo2C adsorbed on the considered nitrogen-
doped defects on graphene surfaces are shown in Fig. 5.6. The resulting structures
are denoted as: Mo2C@G, Mo2C@GN, Mo2C@P3N and Mo2C@P2V4N, respec-
tively, Fig. 5.6. In every case, the Mo atoms are adsorbed either in the middle of a
benzene ring or in the location of a vacancy with a bond length d(Mo-Mo) laying
between 2.18 and 2.24 Å. The distance between the Mo and the closest C in the
graphene structure is around 2.32 Å, while its bond with the carbon atom of the
cluster is 1.89 Å. The bonding distances between the Mo and nitrogen atoms are
approximately 2.14 Å. These distances may be compared with the corresponding
ones in the Mo2C bulk structure [218]. The bulk Mo-Mo distances vary from 2.91
to 3.02 Å, while the Mo-C interactions have their equilibrium distances between 2.0
and 2.17 Å. They both are larger than their peers in the cluster model, this reflects
a stronger interaction between the atoms inside the Mo2C structure. Moreover,
the shortest distance between Mo and C atoms on graphene is 0.15 Å higher than
the bulk Mo-C distance. This fact shows a clear separation between the cluster
structure and the graphene surface.
The HER activity on the proposed structures is evaluated by focus on the free
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(a) (b)
(c)
(d)
Figure. 5.6. Schematic representation of a) Mo2C cluster adsorbed on pure
graphene structure (Mo2C@G). b) Mo2C cluster adsorbed on nitrogen-doped
graphene defect (Mo2C@GN). c) Mo2C cluster adsorbed on three pyridinic atoms
around one vacancy defect on a graphene layer (Mo2C@P3N). d) Mo2C cluster ad-
sorbed on four pyridinic atoms around two vacancies defect on a graphene layer
(Mo2C@P2V4N). Carbon and molybdenum atoms are represented in dark and light
gray, respectively, while nitrogens are displayed in blue.
Table. 5.1. Free energy barriers for the H+ adsorption on the model compounds
made of graphene-based surfaces hosting a Mo2C cluster adsorbed on top. The spec-
ified structures Mo2C@G, Mo2C@GN, Mo2C@P3N and Mo2C@P2V4N represent
different adsorption models, Figs. C.1 and C.2 in App. C.
Catalyst ∆G (eV)
Mo2C@G -0.17
Mo2C@GN -0.80
Mo2C@P3N-1 0.81
Mo2C@P3N-2 -0.05
Mo2C@P2V4N-1 1.44
Mo2C@P2V4N-2 -0.36
Mo2C@P2V4N-3 0.30
Mo2C@P2V4N-4 1.15
energy change of the hydrogen adsorption at the different active sites. Several
models for the adsorption of the Mo2C on the graphene-like surfaces have been con-
sidered. Mo2C@G and Mo2C@GN are represented by only one model system, while
two or more structures have been constructed for Mo2C@P3N and Mo2C@P2V4N.
Hence, the hydrogen adsorption is studied in all of them, while the molybdenum
and nitrogen active sites are considered. The geometric configurations of the ad-
sorbed hydrogen atom on every considered surface can be found in the App. C,
Figs. C.1 and C.2. The free energy change for the hydrogen adsorption on every of
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the proposed active sites are shown in the Table 5.1. The same quantity is shown in
a graphic representation at Fig. 5.7. The presence of Mo2C on top of the graphene
structures influences significantly in the reduction of the H-adsorption free energies.
Figure. 5.7. Free energy profile for the H-adsorption process at the following
model structures: Mo2C@G (orange), Mo2C@GN (blue), Mo2C@P3N (green) and
Mo2C@P2V4N (red).
In the cases of Mo2C@G active site (-0.17 eV) and Mo2C@GN (-0.80 eV), the
free energy values are substantially lower (absolute value) than the estimated free-
energies for the suspended graphene (1.75 eV) and graphitic (2.06 eV) structures.
Different structure representations for Mo2C@P3N have been constructed,
Figs. C.1c and d. On the P3N structure there exist different adsorption sites where
the Mo2C cluster can be located. The final geometry adopted by the adsorbed
cluster on top of the graphene-like surface is closely related with the HER activity
of the resulting compound. From many different positions where the Mo2C cluster
can be placed on the P3N surface, in particular two of them are discussed below.
In both cases the Mo2C cluster is adsorbed between two nitrogens and two carbons
from the surface. In the former one, a molybdenum from the Mo2C is bonded with
two carbon atoms while the second Mo is bonded with two nitrogen atoms. In this
configuration a strong bond interaction between Mo and C has been measured. The
Mo-C distance (2.15 Å) is in the same range than the ones reported in the Mo2C
bulk structure [218]. In the second case, each molybdenum is connected with one
carbon and one nitrogen. The first structure is almost as stable as the second one,
its total energy is 0.23 eV lower than the second one. Nevertheless, different HER
activities have been obtained for the two cases. In the first one (Mo2C@P3N-1), a
free energy change for the hydrogen adsorption of 0.81 eV has been estimated, while
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for the Mo2C@P3N-2 model a value of -0.05 eV has been obtained. This remarkable
difference can be explained by the description of the bonding situation of the hydro-
gen adsorption site. The hydrogen atom is adsorbed in both cases on one nitrogen
from the P3N structure. In Mo2C@P3N-1, Fig. C.1c, the strong bond interaction
between the Mo and the carbon atoms weaken the carbon-nitrogen bond leading
to a reinforcement of the H adsorption on the nitrogen atom. In Mo2C@P3N-2,
Fig. C.1d, the adsorption of the Mo2C does not make a strong influence on the
nitrogen active site for the hydrogen adsorption. However, the charge transfer from
the Mo2C towards the P3N surface, stabilizes the whole system leading to the reduc-
tion of the HER activity from -2.02 eV for P3N to a value of -0.05 for Mo2C@P3N.
For the Mo2C@P2V4N active sites, the model with smallest free energy in ab-
solute value is considered the most reliable representation. The free-energy barrier
for Mo2C@P2V4N heterostructure was calculated to be 0.28 eV. It presents also a
very favorable situation for the adsorption of hydrogen and the formation of H2.
The Mo2C@P3N model has resulted to be the most favorable one for the HER. One
of the nitrogen atoms presented in the structure has been selected as the active site
for this representation, Fig. C.1d in App. C.
The absolute value of the H-adsorption free energies are clearly smaller than the
ones obtained for pure graphene, Mo2C-bulk or nitrogen-doped surfaces, Fig. 5.5.
They confirm the reliability of the present cluster model to reproduce the out-
performing of electrodes where a distribution of Mo2C nanoparticles stand over a
graphene layer with respect to graphene and Mo2C-bulk independently. Addition-
ally, they predict an improving effect of the nitrogen-doped graphene surface to be
used as a substrate for the Mo2C nanoparticles. In general the proposed Mo2C-
Graphene type of structures show a clear improvement compared with the pristine
graphene type of structures. In the next section, a bigger cluster model is consid-
ered. There, two Mo2C units are employed to construct a Mo4C2 structure as a
representation of the nanoparticle deposited on top of the graphene-like surfaces.
5.3.3 HER at Mo4C2 adsorbed on N-doped graphene layers
In this section, a second cluster model is considered to represent the Mo2C nanopar-
ticles. The influence of considering a bigger cluster, for the HER activity, is ad-
dressed here within the natural extension of the monomer Mo2C to the dimeric
representation Mo4C2. The initial geometry is chosen as the most stable structure
among several proposals, which were assessed in a previous work [219]. The Mo4C2
cluster is conformed by a tetrahedral arrangement of the four Mo atoms. Here, the
two carbons are located on top of different faces of the Mo-tetrahedral. The average
bond length are the following: d(C-Mo) = 2.02 Å and d(Mo-Mo) = 2.59 Å [219].
The Mo-Mo distance in the cluster is smaller than the Mo2C-bulk bond length,
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which lay between (2.91 - 3.02 Å). The C-Mo bonds are not significantly modified
with respect to the Mo2C-bulk ones (2.02 - 2.17 Å). The adsorption of Mo4C2 on
the representative nitrogen-doped graphene surfaces, which are considered in the
present work (i.e., G, GN, P3N and P2V4N) are shown in the Fig. 5.8. They will be
denoted hereafter as: Mo4C2@G, Mo4C2@GN, Mo4C2@P3N and Mo4C2@P2V4N,
Figs. 5.8 a, b, c and d, respectively.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure. 5.8. Schematic representation of Mo4C2 clusters adsorbed on nitrogen-
doped graphene type structures: a) Mo4C2@G, b) Mo4C2@GN, c) Mo4C2@P3N
and d) Mo4C2@P2V4N.
In the first two models: Mo4C2@G and Mo4C2@GN, Figs. 5.8 a and b, the Mo4C2
is adsorbed on the graphene-like surface via two C-Mo bonds d(C-Mo) = 2.40 Å
and 2.36 Å, respectively. The difference between these distances, which is only
0.04 Å, lays within the error bar of the present calculations and are considered
equals. Indeed, the remaining characteristic bond lengths for the two model systems
discussed here are very similar between them. There are not significantly differences
between the two substrates (i.e., G and GN) for the Mo4C2 adsorption. In both
cases, when the cluster is adsorbed on the surface, there are only small shifts on
the bond lengths, the bottom most Mo couple decreases its separation distance
until 2.22 Å while the distances between the Mo atoms of this pair and the closest
carbons on the cluster increase up to 2.24 Å. These changes are nothing but the
result of the rearrangement of electronic charges in the cluster after the interaction
with the carbon atoms of the graphene-like structures.
The adsorption of Mo4C2 on top of the nitrogen-based impurities, P3N and
P2V4N, is presented in Fig. 5.8: panels c and d. In both cases the most stable Mo4C2
adsorption site is located above the vacancy. The interaction between the cluster
model and the adsorption site is done via the Mo-N connection. The excess electron
of the nitrogen atoms enhances the coulomb interaction among the Mo metal atoms
and the nitrogens in the surfaces. The Mo-N bond length in Mo4C2@P3N is around
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2.10 Å, which is very close to the distances measured for the compound Mo2(NMe2)6,
where Me stands for Methyl: d(Mo-N) = 1.97 - 2.00 Å [220]. The Mo atoms, in
both systems (i.e., Mo4C2@P3N and Mo2(NMe2)6), have been found to be connected
with three nitrogen atoms. The characteristic bond lengths of Mo4C2@P2V4N are
comparable with the ones reported for Mo4C2@P3N above. The only difference is
that, at present, the molybdenum is connected with four N atoms, d(Mo-N) = 2.10
- 2.23 Å.
The HER activity of the model configurations for the Mo4C2 cluster adsorbed
on the nitrogen-doped graphene surfaces Fig. 5.8, is addressed here by the proposal
of different hydrogen adsorption sites on top of the Mo4C2@G-based arrangements.
The different H-adsorption possibilities considered in this section are shown in the
App. D: Figs. D.1, D.2 and D.3. The free energy results for the proposed systems
are presented in Table 5.2 and a schematic representation of the most significant
active sites are shown in Fig. 5.9.
Table 5.2 shows that the same free energy value -0.55 eV, is obtained for both
systems Mo4C2@G and Mo4C2@GN-1. The reason is that in both of them the hy-
drogen atom is adsorbed at the same Mo site on the cluster structure. Regarding
the Mo4C2@GN-1 structure, the cluster system is adsorbed far away from the ni-
trogen site and its presence as an active site in the surface has no influence on the
free energy variation for the H-adsorption. In the second structure for the graphitic
system: Mo4C2@GN-2, the hydrogen atom is adsorbed at the nitrogen site. The
free energy barrier is almost the same as the one obtained for the pure graphitic
structure (GN): 2.08 eV, Sec. 5.3.1. This is due to the fact that Mo4C2 does not
affect the H-adsorption on the N-site.
Forward, when the cluster Mo4C2 is adsorbed on the P3N model system, two
H-adsorption sites are explored:
i) when the hydrogen is adsorbed on the Mo-atom (Mo4C2@P3N-1), with a free
energy of -1.61 eV,
ii) when the hydrogen is adsorbed on the N-site at the Mo4C2@P3N-2, with a
free energy of 0.97 eV.
The nitrogen site of the P3N impurity looks to be the most favorable one
from the free energy point of view. This is also the case for the previous systems
(Mo2C@G-based structures) Sec. 5.3.2. For both cluster models (i.e., Mo2C@P3N-2
and Mo4C2@P3N-2) the free energy values are significantly lower than the Mo-
site model (i.e., Mo2C@P3N-1 and Mo4C2@P3N-1). However, a remarkable dif-
ference between both of them is observed (i.e., ∆GH(Mo2C@P3N-2) = -0.05 eV
and ∆GH(Mo4C2@P3N-2) = 0.97 eV). This difference is due to the fact that, the
hydrogen adsorption on the Mo4C2 leads to significantly geometrical changes of
the cluster system on top of the surface, Fig. D.2 in App. D, while the first one
(Mo2C) remains very stable from the geometrical point of view upon the hydrogen
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Table. 5.2. Free energy barriers for the H+ adsorption on the model compounds
made of graphene-based surfaces hosting a Mo4C2 cluster on top. The specified
structures -1, -2, -3 and -4 represent different adsorption models, Figs. D.1, D.2
and D.3 in App. D.
Catalyst ∆G (eV)
Mo4C2@G -0.55
Mo4C2@GN-1 -0.55
Mo4C2@GN-2 1.94
Mo4C2@P3N-1 -1.61
Mo4C2@P3N-2 0.97
Mo4C2@P2V4N-1 -0.85
Mo4C2@P2V4N-2 1.40
Mo4C2@P2V4N-3 0.34
Mo4C2@P2V4N-4 -1.61
adsorption.
The remaining systems (Mo4C2@P2V4N, from -1 to -4) are aimed to study the
capability of the two vacancy impurities with four pyridinic atoms on the graphene
structure, to steer the HER. Different configurations of the cluster model adsorbed
on the defected graphene surface are shown in Fig. D.3 in App. D. In the Ta-
ble 5.2 the smallest free energy value for the H-adsorption corresponds to one of
the proposed models when four pyridinic atoms around a two vacancies defect are
considered (P2V4N). For the system Mo4C2@P2V4N-3, a small free energy value
of 0.34 eV has been obtained as a promising result for hydrogen evolution reaction
mechanism. This result is also in good agreement with the free energy value of
0.28 eV obtained for the Mo2C@P2V4N-3 system.
Within the system Mo4C2@P2V4N-3, the hydrogen adsorption site is considered
to be in a nitrogen atom. The model structures Mo4C2@P2V4N-2 and
Mo4C2@P2V4N-4 employed a N-site for the H-adsorption as well. However, the
bonding situations relative to the N-sites are either saturated or unsaturated, lead-
ing to a higher or a lower barrier for the H-adsorption, respectively. So far, only
nitrogen sites have been considered to estimate the H-adsorption free energy at the
proposed models. Further, for the structure Mo4C2@P2V4N-1, the hydrogen is ad-
sorbed on a second active site, which is located at the Mo atom. From the values
obtained within the present calculations, the Mo-site has a free energy barrier of
-0.85 eV. This value is similar to what has been obtained in previous calculations
for the Mo2C (001) surface, Sec. 5.3.1. It shows that the Mo-H interaction is the
most relevant argument for the HER activity in Mo-based compounds, while the
substrate is not influencing the final results. Additionally, this barrier is still lower
than the ones obtained from clean graphene-based surfaces. The strong attraction
between the hydrogen and the N-atoms at the P2V3N structure makes its barrier
lower than the same quantity on Mo4C2@P2V4N-3.
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In a graphical representation, the lower free energy barriers in absolute value
for the different proposed structures are plotted in the Fig. 5.9. Four different sys-
tems are considered: Mo4C2 adsorbed on the aforementioned graphene-like struc-
tures: G, GN, P3N and P2V4N. Two of them have negative barrier (Mo4C2@G and
Mo4C2@GN) and the others two have positive values (Mo4C2@P3N and
Mo4C2@P2V4N). The negative values correspond with H-adsorption on the Mo-
metal site, while the positive ones correspond to the N-active sites. The best po-
tential catalyst for the HER, from the free energy point of view, has been found to
be the system Mo4C2@P2V4N-3. This system is the most promising one resembling
Mo2C-NP adsorbed on a nitrogen-doped graphene layer.
Figure. 5.9. Free energy profile for the H-adsorption process at the following
model structures: Mo4C2@G (orange), Mo4C2@GN (blue), Mo4C2@P3N (green)
and Mo4C2@P2V4N (red).
In general terms, the performance of the largest cluster (Mo4C2, Fig. 5.9), is
similar to the former one (Mo2C, Fig. 5.7). Four model structures are presented
here: G, GN, P3N and P2V4N. The two cluster models are adsorbed on top of the
nitrogen-doped graphene surfaces. The free energy values for the H-adsorption lay,
in both cases, between 1.0 and -1.0 eV. Additionally, both model systems represent
an actual improvement toward the HER activity with respect to both: the clean
graphene-like surfaces and the clean Mo2C (001) surface. The minimum barrier,
which has been found in these previous models based on pure and N-doped graphene
layers, is 1.35 eV (absolute value). Furthermore, several trends which characterize
the behavior of the proposed active sites for the HER are uncovered. For instance,
due to the strong attraction among the Mo-metal and the hydrogen atom, the free
energy change for the hydrogen adsorption on a Mo-site is always negative, while
the same quantity for the N-site may be positive or negative depending on the
bonding situation of the nitrogen atom in each system.
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5.4 HER at N-doped graphene deposited on the
Mo2C (001) surface
The previous sections have been devoted to describe the HER at nanostructured
surfaces made of Mo2C-based nanoparticles deposited on pure and nitrogen-doped
graphene surfaces. Our theoretical results show the same trend as the experimental
observations [205]. Motivated by recently experimental results [73], which show an
ultra-high activity for the HER on molybdenum carbide anchored on nitrogen-doped
porous carbon nanosheets (Mo2C@2D-NPC), new simulations have been performed
to support and understand, from a microscopic point of view, the experimental
findings.
Figure. 5.10. Free energy profile for the H-adsorption process at the following
model structures: GN@Mo2C-bulk (blue), G@Mo2C-bulk (black), P3N@Mo2C-bulk
(purple), P2V4N@Mo2C-bulk-1 (green), P2V4N@Mo2C-bulk-2 (brown).
Following the Nørskov’s theoretical methodology, Sec. 5.2, the HER mechanisms
on the interface of the proposed surface structure models, App. E, are investigated.
To be in accordance with the previous results, the hydrogen atom will be adsorbed
at N-sites of the new model surfaces. These sites have been already shown to be
the most favorable ones to obtain lower free energy barriers. A pure graphene layer
deposited on Mo2C (001) surface is considered for completeness. The evolution of
the free energy along the reaction coordinate, for the four considered systems, is
represented in a qualitative scheme in Fig. 5.10. The HER mechanism in alkaline
media can be described by the following two steps: (1) electrochemical water dis-
sociation (Volmer-step) and (2) subsequent recombination of two hydrogen atoms
adsorbed at the surface S-H into molecular H2, whereas OH− is released to the
solution. An ideal catalysts for the HER should satisfy the following requirement
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∆GH = 0, which implies a fast proton-electron transfer step and a fast hydrogen
release process as well, Sec. 2.5.
For the four G@Mo2C-bulk like systems, ∆GH is calculated as ∆EH + 0.22 eV.
The value of 0.22 eV corresponds to the entropic contribution of the H2 molecule at
standard conditions (0.20 eV) plus the zero point energy contribution
∆EZPE = 0.02 eV, as it is described above Sec. 5.2. The H-adsorption energy ∆EH ,
the free energy of adsorbed hydrogen ∆G and the geometric position of the adsorp-
tion sites are summarized in Table 5.3.
Table. 5.3. Energy of adsorption, free energy barrier, and adsorption site for
the HER on the model compounds made of graphene type layers deposited on the
Mo2C (001) surface. The specified structures -1, -2, and -3 represent the adsorption
sites A, B and C, respectively, Figs. E.1 and E.2 in App. E.
Catalyst ∆E (eV) ∆G (eV) Ads. Site
G@Mo2C-bulk 0.44 0.66 C
GN@Mo2C-bulk-1 0.82 1.04 N-Site A
GN@Mo2C-bulk-2 0.45 0.67 N-Site B
GN@Mo2C-bulk-3 0.87 1.09 N-Site C
P3N@Mo2C-bulk-1 0.38 0.60 N-Site A
P3N@Mo2C-bulk-2 -0.53 -0.31 N-Site B
P3N@Mo2C-bulk-3 -1.14 -0.92 N-Site C
P2V4N@Mo2C-bulk-1 -0.46 -0.24 N-Site A
P2V4N@Mo2C-bulk-2 -0.24 -0.02 N-Site B
P2V4N@Mo2C-bulk-3 -0.80 -0.58 N-Site C
The deposition of graphene like structures on top of the Mo2C (001) surface
favors the reduction of the free-energy barrier for the HER mechanism. Remarkably,
the free-energy barriers for G@Mo2C-bulk (0.66 eV) and GN@Mo2C-bulk (0.67 eV)
are substantially lower than the free-energy barriers for the suspended graphene
(1.75 eV) and graphitic (2.08 eV), while they keep been lower than the corresponding
one for clean Mo2C (001) surface (0.82 eV). Moreover, the free-energy barriers for
P3N@Mo2C-bulk and P2V4N@Mo2C-bulk heterostructures were calculated to be
-0.31 and -0.02 eV, respectively, presenting a favorable pathway for the formation
of S-H on the surface and the hydrogen evolution. Among four catalysts studied,
P2V4N@Mo2C-bulk shows the smallest ∆GH value of -0.02 eV, which is a clear
indication of its best electrocatalytic activity from the thermochemical point of
view.
Different possible H-adsorption sites are shown in Table 5.3, and in Fig. 5.11
for the GN@Mo2C-bulk based systems. They are denoted as N-Site A, B and C.
In the N-Site A Fig. 5.11a, the nitrogen atom is located on top of a molybdenum
from the substrate, d(N-Mo) = 2.26 Å. The N-Site B Fig. 5.11b, is identified by the
nitrogen impurity in the middle of two Mo atoms within longer separation distances
than in the N-Site A configuration, d(N-Mo) = 3.0 Å. In the third N-defect type
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considered here: N-Site C Fig. 5.11c, the nitrogen atom is located also between
two molybdenum atoms from the substrate but, contrary to the N-Site B, one of
the Mo is significantly further away than the other one, d(N-Mo(1)) = 4.31 Å vs
d(N-Mo(2)) = 2.80 Å. The same notations (i.e., N-Site A, B and C) have been
used for the remaining systems as well. In the P3N@Mo2C-bulk model, the N-
Site A, B and C represent the same structures than in GN@Mo2C-bulk within two
modifications Fig. E.1 in App. E:
i) the nitrogen atom in the corresponding GN@Mo2C-bulk based system is re-
moved to create a vacancy in the surface structure,
ii) the three closest carbon atoms around the created vacancy are replaced by
nitrogen ones.
(a) N-Site A (b) N-Site B
(c) N-Site C
Figure. 5.11. Top view of the three adsorption sites considered in the surface
type GN@Mo2C-bulk. The nitrogen is represented in blue, while the molybdenum
and carbon atoms from Mo2C and graphene are represented in light and dark gray,
respectively.
In the case of P2V4N@Mo2C-bulk structures, the N-Site A, B and C are made
from the GN@Mo2C-bulk ones in a similar way Fig. E.2 in App. E. There, a double
vacancy is located first in the graphene-like structure and the four closest carbon
atoms are replaced by nitrogen ones. In all proposed models for nitrogen-doped
defects the Site-B structure is identified as the most promising one for the HER
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activity, Table 5.3. In addition, a defect type A for the system P2V4N@Mo2C-bulk
shows also a very good free energy barrier for the HER, ∆GH = -0.26 eV.
The chemical coupling between the Mo2C (001) surface and the graphene layer
results into the formation of a new structure with a mediated adsorption-desorption
behavior, ∆GH → 0, facilitating the overall HER kinetics, as shown in Fig. 5.10.
Such characteristic, originated from the unique structure of the new material, allows
a suitable H-bonding with the nitrogen defects on the surfaces.
The experimental results indicate that the HER at the cited novel materials [73],
occurs through a Volmer-Heyrovsky mechanism, and electrochemical recombination
with an additional proton is the rate-limiting step. The unanticipated outstanding
HER performance in alkaline media of the as-prepared 2D hybrid can be attributed
to the unique 2D nanostructure, high nitrogen doping content, abundance of active
sites, and strong interaction between Mo2C and the carbon matrix. Overall, theo-
retical results accord well with the experiments which found a low onset potential
of approximately 0 mV and a current density of 10 mA×cm−2 at an overpotential
of approximately 45 mV, which is much lower than the values of most reported
HER electrocatalysts and comparable to the noble metal catalyst Pt [73]. Specifi-
cally, the observed overpotential (i.e., 45 mV) is significantly lower than a recently
reported value when Mo2C nanoparticles adsorbed on graphene layers are used as
electrocatalysts (150 mV) [205]. From the comparison between the best result for
a nitrogen-doped graphene layer deposited on Mo2C (001) surface structure (i.e.,
∆G = -0.02 eV in P2V4N@Mo2C-bulk-2) and the previous models for the Mo2C
nanoparticle adsorbed on clean graphene structure (i.e., ∆G= -0.17 eV for Mo2C@G
and ∆G = -0.55 for Mo4C2@G), it can be realized that the present model surfaces
are able to reproduce the experimental trend for the HER activity within the frame-
work of the Nørskov’s theoretical methodology. In addition, it is predicted that, in
order to enhance the HER activity of the Mo2C nanoparticles adsorbed on a clean
graphene surface, the employment of nitrogen-doped graphene surfaces seems to be
a significant improvement.
The electrocatalytic HER activity of the as-prepared Mo2C@2D-NPC is at-
tributed to the synergistic effects between Mo2C and pyridinic N-doping, which
largely accelerate the sluggish HER kinetics in alkaline environments. All of these
reveal the electrocatalytic properties of a new material which promotes the proton
adsorption and the kinetic of H2 recombination.
5.5 pH dependence of the HER activity
The pH dependence of the HER activity, within the framework of the thermochem-
ical approach described above, is presented in this section. The proton exchange
between the surface of the electrode and the electrolyte is a determining aspect in
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the HERs. Within the framework of the Nørskov’s methodology, the free energy
barrier for the H-adsorption on the electrocatalytic surface constitutes a suitable de-
scriptor to explore new catalysts for the HER, Sec. 2.5. The entropy of the hydrogen
cations in the electrolyte is directly related with the pH of the solution. Assuming
that all their configurational entropy is lost when they bind to an adsorption site,
an entropic barrier, eq. (5.6), will affect the H-adsorption free energy.
∆GpH = kBT ln(10)× pH. (5.6)
The effect of the pH is addressed in the following by the correction of the H-
adsorption free energies at pH = 0, presented in the previous model systems, with
the corresponding entropic barrier due to the finite pH, eq. (5.6):
∆GH = ∆G
0
H + kBT ln(10)× pH. (5.7)
Here ∆G0H is the adsorption free energy change at pH = 0, which has been computed
above for the series of model structures considered in this work.
The eq. (5.7) is linear with respect to the pH and its slope kBT ln(10) =
5.92× 10−2 eV at 298.15 K. The pH contribution to the H-adsorption free energy is
0.83 eV in the whole interval of typical pH values (i.e., from 0 to 14). This value has
the same order of magnitude as typical HER barriers. For example, 0.78 eV has been
reported as a result of the HER on specific active-sites at 2D-MoS2 nanosheets [221].
Therefore, the activity of certain surface may be tuned by varying the acidity of
the electrolyte.
The free energy barriers for hydrogen adsorption at different pH of the elec-
trolyte, for the four series of models taken into account in the present work as
possible catalysts towards the HER, are shown in Fig. 5.12. The typical pH inter-
val from 0 to 14 has been considered to evaluate the free energy barriers. A chosen
favorable area (gray area, Fig. 5.12), ranging from -0.2 eV to 0.2 eV for all the pH
interval, shows the region where the structure may be considered a good catalyst
within the framework of the Nørskov’s theory, Sec. 2.5. The straight lines in all
the schemes show the linear behavior of the ∆G with respect to the pH, eq. (5.7).
All the lines have the same slope (5.92 × 10−2 eV) but they differ in their initial
H-adsorption free energies (∆G0H).
The variation of ∆GH with respect to the pH for the pure and N-doped graphene-
based electrodes, as well as for the Mo2C-bulk within the eq. (5.7) is shown in
Fig. 5.12a. None of the graphene type structures fulfill the criteria to be consid-
ered as a potential catalyst for the HER, their H-adsorption free energy values are
far away from the desired interval (-0.2 eV, 0.2 eV) along the entire pH range.
This result agrees with the previous ones obtained for the case of pH = 0 (acidic
conditions), Sec. 5.3.1. In the case of Mo2C-bulk, where the reference value for
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∆G0H = −0.82 eV has been considered [216], an improvement in its catalytic activ-
ity may be obtained in the alkaline region (i.e., pH > 7). Due to the linear behavior
of eq. (5.7) with a positive slope, when ∆G0H is higher than 0.2 eV or lower than
-1.03 eV, the model active site will not show favorable conditions for the HER along
the entire pH interval, Fig. 5.12.
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Figure. 5.12. pH dependence of the H-adsorption free energy for the four series
of structures considered in the present chapter. a) Pure and N-doped graphene as
well as Mo2C-bulk. b) Mo2C adsorbed on pure and N-doped graphene. c) Mo4C2
adsorbed on pure and N-doped graphene. d) Pure and N-doped graphene adsorbed on
top of the Mo2C (001) face. The favorable area (gray area) shows, in all cases, the
criteria for desired catalysts considered in this work (i.e., −0.2 eV 6 ∆G 6 0.2 eV).
The pH evolution of the H-adsorption free energy on a Mo2C unit adsorbed at
the considered model surfaces: G, GN, P3N and P2V4N, is represented in Fig.5.12b.
These systems show more suitable electrocatalytic properties toward the HER with
respect to the pure and N-doped graphene layers, Fig. 5.12a. The Mo2C cluster,
adsorbed on the P3N structure and on the graphene layer, shows good performances
along almost the whole acidic region (pH < 7) of the pH interval. The H-adsorption
free energy for Mo2C@P3N lays in the favorable area from pH = 0 to pH = 4.2 and
for the Mo2C@G the corresponding interval is even larger, from pH = 0 to pH = 6.6.
The more suitable condition for the HER, ∆GH = 0, is reached for Mo2C@P3N at
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pH = 0.8 and for Mo2C@G at pH = 2.9. On contrary, the Mo2C@GN presents
better catalytic properties in the alkaline region. It is shown that, for pH ≥ 10
∆GH enters in the desired interval for improved catalytic properties (i.e., -0.2 eV 6
∆GH 6 0.2 eV), at pH = 13.5 the Mo2C@GN structure has its more suitable
condition for the HER. A very similar trend has been obtained for the Mo2C-
bulk presented in Fig. 5.12a. In both cases the hydrogen atom is attached at the
Mo-site. Due to the similar bonding situation the values of ∆G0H are very close:
∆G0H = −0.80 eV and ∆G0H = -0.82 eV for Mo2C@GN and Mo2C-bulk, respectively.
The best condition for Mo2C@P2V4N (i.e., the minimum ∆G0H) is at pH = 0, with
∆G0H = 0.28 eV. Higher pH values lead to unfavorable free energies for the hydrogen
adsorption at this model surface.
The Mo4C2-based systems do not show promising behaviors for the P3N and
P2V4N substrates, Fig. 5.12c. They have ∆G0H values of 0.97 eV and 0.34 eV,
respectively, and ∆GH only increases along the pH interval. However, the Mo4C2
adsorbed on pure graphene presents favorable conditions in the alkaline region. The
H-adsorption free energy on Mo4C2@G lays into the favorable area for pH values
between 6 and 13. For Mo4C2@GN is obtained exactly the same behavior, it has the
same ∆G0H = −0.55 eV than Mo4C2@G. This behavior is due to the fact that the
hydrogen atom is adsorbed on a Mo site and there is not distinction between G and
GN from the free energy point of view. The unfavorable behavior of Mo4C2@P3N
and Mo4C2@P2V4N is ascribed to the fact that the hydrogen atom is adsorbed on
N-sites. However, if a molybdenum atom on top of the Mo4C2 structure is selected
as the adsorption site, a similar result than for Mo4C2@G/GN is expected.
The use of Mo2C-based clusters adsorbed on the considered surfaces (i.e., G,
GN, P3N, P2V4N), Fig. 5.12b and c, reveals a clear enhancement of the electro-
catalytic properties with respect to pure and N-doped graphene layers, Fig. 5.12a.
They reproduce the experimental behavior, which shows a higher HER activity for
Mo2C NPs attached to graphene layers with respect to pristine graphene, in acidic
conditions [205]. The existence of active sites in the Mo2C-Nps adsorbed on pure
graphene is predicted for alkaline conditions within the present pH-correction to
the H-adsorption free energy. Moreover, the N-doped graphene surfaces show the
possibility to be a better substrate to host Mo2C-Nps towards the HER in acidic
conditions, while in alkaline ones, similar performances between Mo4C2@G and
Mo4C2@GN are obtained.
The last set of model structures considered in the present chapter: G, GN, P3N
and P2V4N mono-layers deposited on top of the Mo2C (001) surface, is addressed
here to evaluate the influence of the pH on their HER activity, Fig. 5.12d. G@Mo2C-
bulk and GN@Mo2C-bulk are not promising catalysts along the complete pH in-
terval. Their performances, attending to the ∆GH for the H-adsorption, is slightly
better than the one from the isolated mono-layers (i.e., G and GN) Fig. 5.12a, but
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they are also far from the favorable area highlighted in gray, Fig. 5.12d. The re-
maining adsorption sites on P2V4N@Mo2C-bulk and P3N@Mo2C-bulk, represent a
clear improvement with respect to the P2V4N and P3N clean surfaces, respectively.
They lay inside the favorable area along a wide range of pH values, from pH = 0
to pH = 9. The optimum electrolyte conditions are pH = 0.6 for P2V4N@Mo2C-
bulk-2, pH = 4.0 for P2V4N@Mo2C-bulk-1 and pH = 5.5 for P3N@Mo2C-bulk.
Although these structures present their better electrocatalytic properties in acidic
conditions, they show an agreement with recent experiments that have found an
increasing of the HER activity on Mo2C@2D-NPC with respect to pure graphene
in alkaline conditions [73]. The significant influence of the P3N and P2V4N type of
N-defects is uncovered, while an improvement of the HER activity of the synthesized
material (Mo2C@2D-NPC) is predicted in acidic conditions.
5.6 Conclusions
Three model representations of molybdenum carbide structures have been inves-
tigated in this chapter, as catalysts for the HER on ECCs or PECs. The first
two models are based on small clusters (i.e., Mo2C and Mo4C2) adsorbed on a
graphene surface. They are motivated by recent experimental results, where small
Mo2C nanoparticles has been synthesized on a clean graphene surface to improve
the HER activity with respect to both pristine graphene and Mo2C-bulk [205]. The
third model structure is constructed as a Mo2C (001) surface covered by a graphene
layer. This model surface represents, in a simplified way, a novel material which
shows very high HER activities in both acidic and alkaline electrolytes [73]. Fur-
thermore, nitrogen-doped impurities at the graphene structures are considered to
evaluate their influence for the HER activity. They were added to all the three
models analyzed here and their effects were evaluated as a prediction for the devel-
opment of new functionalized nanocatalysts for the HER.
A previously developed methodology, based on DFT calculations, due to J.
K. Nørskov and coworkers [114], is employed to assess the HER activities of all
the proposed representations of the active sites for H-adsorption. This model has
been specifically designed for Pt and metal-based electrocatalysts, but it has been
employed also to evaluate the performance of non-metal compounds to promote the
HER [59].
In agreement with previous experimental results, the graphene-based surfaces do
not show good catalytic performances for the HER. On the other hand, the Mo2C
(001) surface shows better catalytic properties than the graphene-based structures.
The proposed models are able to reproduce, within the framework of the Nørskov’s
methodology, the experimental trend which predicts the outperforming HER ac-
tivity for Mo2C-bulk with respect to pure graphene. Furthermore, the catalytic
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activity of the Mo2C-bulk is confirmed to be lower with respect to the combined
structure models (i.e., Mo2C and Mo4C2). The evaluation of the HER activity, by
mean of the descriptor ∆GH proposed in the Nørskov’s methodology, reveals that
the two proposed cluster models (i.e., Mo2C and Mo4C2), are able to reproduce
the experimental trend observed in electrocatalysts made of Mo2C-NPs adsorbed
on top of the graphene layers. In addition, the pH-correction to the H-adsorption
free energy barriers reveals the existence of active-sites, at the Mo2C-NPs deposited
on pristine graphene, for the HER in alkaline conditions, while in an acidic envi-
ronment the Mo2C-NPs adsorbed on N-doped graphene layers are predicted to be
more active.
The HER mechanism has been also investigated here for nitrogen-doped graphene
layers deposited on top of the Mo2C (001) surface. The hydrogen adsorption at
different active sites, the influence of the acidity on the HER activity, and compar-
isons between experimental and theoretical results have been shown. The smallest
free energy values has been obtained in the case when the proton is adsorbed on
nitrogen-defected structures with either one or two vacancies. However, even in
the case of a pure graphene layer deposited on top of the Mo2C (001) surface, an
improvement in the HER with respect to both pure graphene and Mo2C-bulk has
been confirmed. In addition, the P3N@Mo2C-bulk and P2V4N@Mo2C-bulk systems
show higher electrocatalytic activities with respect to the cluster systems adsorbed
on pristine graphene layer (i.e., Mo2C@G and Mo4C2@G). This result agrees with
the experimental findings for the novel material based on molybdenum carbide cov-
ered by nitrogen-doped graphene surfaces [73] and the results found in [205] for
Mo2C nanoparticles adsorbed on clean graphene layers. Furthermore, the inclusion
of N-impurities in the graphene layer makes the activity of the cluster systems (i.e.,
Mo2C and Mo4C2) to be as good as the one for the novel material (Mo2C@2D-NPC).
Hence, the nitrogen-doped graphene layers are predicted to be a more suitable sub-
strates to grow up Mo2C particles in order to achieve better HER activities. Higher
HER activities have been obtained for P2V4N@Mo2C-bulk and P3N@Mo2C-bulk
with respect to pristine graphene and N-doped graphene layers in alkaline con-
ditions. This results agree with recent experimental findings [73]. In addition, an
improvement of the HER activity at the cited novel material (Mo2C@2D-NPC) [73],
is predicted in experiments running at acidic conditions.
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Chapter 6
General Conclusions
The electrocatalytic water decomposition has been investigated in this thesis by
means of its two half standard reactions: the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) and
the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). They characterize this process from a ther-
modynamical point of view. These reactions occur in different locations in a typical
electrochemical cell: the anode and the cathode, respectively. Motivated by the
lack of understanding about the reaction mechanisms occurring at the anodes and
cathodes, we have proposed first: novel representations of typical TiO2 surfaces,
based on small cluster systems, which can be used for a quick and more detailed
assessment of the OER activities at modified TiO2 surfaces, and secondly we inves-
tigated the HER in two sets of model surfaces which represent recently synthesized
materials, based on Mo2C and graphene with promising activities toward the HER.
We have employed Density Functional Theory (DFT) based methods within both
localized and extended basis sets, as implemented in GAMESS and VASP packages,
respectively, to examine the structural, electronic and vibrational properties of the
proposed model structures and the molecules: H2O, H2 and O2.
Several cluster representations of TiO2 surfaces were investigated focusing on a
number of possible reaction mechanisms for the OER. The relative advantages of the
cluster models to reproduce the major aspects of the studied process on TiO2-based
substrates were addressed. The consideration of molecular systems to mimic the
surface of the anode at a TiO2-based electrochemical cell enables the study of the
properties of catalytic surfaces and the influence of various structural features on
the water splitting reaction (e.g., charged structure or different surface topologies),
which would be extremely demanding from a computational point of view, within
an extended surface approach. A number of reaction pathways for the OER at
different models of TiO2-based surfaces are addressed here. They are investigated
within the electronic and vibrational structure of all desired intermediate states,
and evaluating their free energy profiles. A minimum free energy barrier for the
system is sought. Therefore, different reaction pathways have been investigated for
the same initial structure and the more favorable one has been selected.
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Based on a thermochemical methodology Sec. 2.4, the rate-determining step for
every reaction mechanism is identified. In each case, the application of the external
potential necessary to overcome the largest energy barrier tends to flatten the free
energy profile in the vicinity of the most energy-consuming step. Since the free
energy landscape and the computed overpotentials depend on the chosen reaction
path, other plausible pathways have been explored.
The mechanism proposed for the water electrolysis on the Ti(OH)4 cluster, sig-
nificantly improves the agreement between the computed overpotential and the
experimental and theoretical values reported for extended surfaces, with respect
to similar reaction mechanisms taking place on previous cluster models [38, 39].
On the other hand, the calculations performed on Ti(OH)−4 show that the addi-
tion of localized charges does not favor the water decomposition. We considered
further dimeric structures, to represent different topologies of the TiO2 surfaces:
Ti(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2, for rutile (110), and Ti(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3, for anatase (001).
The Ti(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 and the Ti(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 clusters provide reasonable
representations of the spatial disposition of atoms in the neighborhood of the inter-
action sites on rutile and anatase surfaces. These cluster representations correctly
predict the relatively larger feasibility of decomposing water molecules on rutile
(110) surfaces compared to anatase (001) substrates.
Subsequently, we studied the water decomposition reaction on transition metals
(TM) active sites placed at TiO2-based electrodes using of the same cluster repre-
sentations: TM(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 and TM(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2. They resemble, in a
simplified way, TM active sites on TiO2 surfaces: anatase (001) and rutile (110), re-
spectively. Transition metals ranging from V to Ni have been considered as dopants,
and the reaction pathways have been investigated for each doped system and for
each model structure (i.e., TM(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 and TM(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2).
The free energy profiles along the proposed pathways for the OER on these clus-
ter representations are able to reproduce the general trend for the overpotentials
observed in the experiments on Fe, Co and Ni doped titanium dioxide substrates.
The case of Mn-doped clusters is also found to be in agreement with empirical
results [181]: DFT calculations for the Mn(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 model reproduce the
enhancement of the OER activity observed for Mn-TiO2 anatase (001) surfaces,
whereas no improvement is seen in the case of Mn-TiO2 rutile (110) surfaces. The
obtained results illustrate the capability of the present models to reproduce the em-
pirically observed trends for the OER activity. Moreover, they predict the influence
of new TMs on the OER activity of TiO2-based electrodes, which have not been
still addressed experimentally.
The second part of the thesis is devoted to the study of the HER at combined
Mo2C-graphene based electrodes. Three major model surfaces have been investi-
gated. The first two models are based on small clusters (i.e., Mo2C and Mo4C2)
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adsorbed on a graphene layers. They are motivated by recent experimental re-
sults, where small Mo2C nanoparticles has been synthesized on a clean graphene
surface to improve the HER activity with respect to both pristine graphene and
Mo2C-bulk [205]. The third model structure is constructed as a Mo2C (001) surface
covered by a graphene layer. This model surface represents, in a simplified way,
a novel material which shows very high HER activities in both acidic and alkaline
electrolytes [73]. Furthermore, nitrogen-doped impurities at the graphene struc-
tures are considered to evaluate their influence for the HER activity. They were
added to all the three models analyzed here and their effect were evaluated as a
prediction for the development of new functionalized nanocatalysts for the HER.
The proposed models are able to reproduce the experimental trend which pre-
dicts the outperforming HER activity for Mo2C-bulk with respect to pure graphene
layers. Furthermore, the catalytic activity of the Mo2C-bulk is confirmed to be lower
with respect to the combined structure models (i.e., Mo2C and Mo4C2). These mod-
els are able to reproduce the experimental trend observed in electrocatalysts made of
Mo2C-NPs adsorbed on top of the graphene layers. In addition, the pH-correction
to the H-adsorption free energy barriers reveals the existence of active-sites, at the
Mo2C-NPs deposited on pristine graphene, for the HER in alkaline conditions, while
in an acidic environment the Mo2C-NPs adsorbed on N-doped graphene layers are
predicted to be more active.
The HER mechanism has been also investigated here for nitrogen-doped graphene
layers deposited on top of the Mo2C (001) surface. The hydrogen adsorption at
different active sites, the influence of the acidity on the HER activity, and compar-
isons between experimental and theoretical results have been shown. The smallest
free energy values have been obtained in the case when the proton is adsorbed
on nitrogen-defected structures with either one or two vacancies. However, even
in the case of a pure graphene layer deposited on top of the Mo2C (001) surface,
an improvement in the HER with respect to both pure graphene and Mo2C-bulk
has been confirmed. In addition, the P3N@Mo2C-bulk and P2V4N@Mo2C-bulk
systems show higher electrocatalytic activities with respect to the cluster systems
adsorbed on pristine graphene layer (i.e., Mo2C@G and Mo4C2@G). This result
agrees with the experimental findings for the novel material based on molybdenum
carbide covered by N-doped graphene surfaces [73] and the results found in [205] for
Mo2C nanoparticles adsorbed on clean graphene layers. Furthermore, the inclusion
of N-impurities in the graphene layers makes the activity of the cluster systems (i.e.,
Mo2C and Mo4C2) to be as good as the one for the novel material (Mo2C@2D-NPC).
Hence, the N-doped graphene layers are predicted to be a more suitable substrates
to grow up Mo2C particles in order to achieve better HER activities. In addition, an
improvement of the HER activity at the cited novel material (Mo2C@2D-NPC) [73],
is predicted in experiments running in acidic conditions.
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Appendix A
Geometry optimization, frequency
calculation and vibrational density
of states. Supporting information
Additional details about the calculation of the ground state energies and the opti-
mized structures, which have been employed to describe the overall water splitting
reaction on TiO2-based clusters, are provided in the present appendix. These cal-
culations have been carried out using the quantum chemical package: GAMESS-
US [170, 171]. Subsequently, the input parameters employed in the geometry opti-
mizations and the frequency calculations are described. All the electronic structure
calculations performed in the present work have followed a DFT formulation within
the standard B3LYP exchange correlation functional. Additionally, we provide the
analytical expressions to estimate the vibrational density of states (VDOS) and par-
tial vibrational density of states (PVDOS), using the eigenfrequencies and eigen
vectors obtained as the output of the frequency calculation.
A.1 Energetic and entropic contributions of H2, H2O
and O2 to the free energy
In every studied reaction mechanism the energy values and the entropic contribution
to the free energy of H2, H2O and O2 are needed. The Cartesian coordinates in (Å)
and molecular energies (in eV) of H2 and H2O at 0K, employed in every considered
path, are the followings:
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H2: E0K = −31.83295, ZPEC = 0.272
H 0.000 0.000 -0.371
H 0.000 0.000 0.371
H2O: E0K = −2079.193, ZPEC = 0.575
O 0.000 1.990 5.881
H 0.000 0.775 -0.516
H 0.000 -0.775 -0.516
The gas phase entropic contribution to the free energies at standard thermo-
dynamic conditions, for the H2 and H2O molecules, computed by the vibrational
analysis and within the same level of theory are:
TS(H2) = 0.402 eV (A.1)
TS(H2O) = 0.601 eV (A.2)
The contribution of the O2 molecule is taken from experimental values [16]:
TS(O2) = 0.633 eV (A.3)
The total energy of O2 is computed indirectly by fixing the experimental free
energy change of the water decomposition reaction: H2O → 12O2 + H2 (∆G =
2.46 eV) and using the previous results: Eqs. (A.1), (A.2), (A.3). The total energy
of the O2 molecule including the zero point energy correction has been found to be:
E(O2) = −4088.953 eV (A.4)
A.2 Geometry optimization and frequency calcula-
tion in the ground state
In the Figs. A.1 and A.2, explicit examples of GAMESS-US input files for the ge-
ometry optimization and the frequency calculation of model structures are shown.
The general composition of any input file of this software is organized by groups en-
closed between $ symbols and ended with the command “END”. In the CONTROL
group it is specified the type of calculation it is intended to do. In this case it cor-
responds to a DFT calculation within the B3LYP exchange-correlation functional;
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the ROHF scheme developed by Roothaan [168] is considered for the treatment of
the K-S wave function in an open-shell system. Additionally, the geometry opti-
mization is specified and the QA algorithm to minimized the PES is selected by
default Sec. 3.2.2. The second example below Fig. A.2, corresponds to the frequency
calculation. They are almost the same files, but the vale of the RUNTYP keyword
is different, RUNTYP=OPTIMIZE stands for the geometry optimization Fig. A.1,
while RUNTYP=HESSIAN accounts for the frequency calculation Fig. A.2. The
remaining keywords in the group CONTROL state the maximum amount of steps
allowed to the self consistent field (SCF) calculation within the electronic system
(200), the coordinate system of the given structure (Cartesian) and its multiplicity,
which is 1 because we are interested in the lower energy state which is a singlet for
the example below. In the case of an odd number of electrons, the ground state
will be at least a doublet.
The group SYSTEM specify technical details related with the computer sim-
ulation. In the example below it is established the limit of time the program is
allowed to run in minutes, which is TIMLIM = 525600 (one year). The keyword
MEMORY = 107 is employed to allocate memory in the computer system to be
used by GAMESS-US. The numeric value 107 is given in the unit “words” which is
equivalent to 64 bits. Therefore, 107 words is approximately equal to 80 MB. When
the calculations are running in parallel the specified amount is allocated for each
core, thereby 160 MB are used when two cores are employed.
The SCF group specifies all the requirements of the SCF electronic calculation,
in this case the value CONV = 10−4 electrons/bohr3 corresponds to the tolerance in
the electronic density change to achieve the convergence condition. The remaining
keywords in this group are convergence accelerators or additional specifications in
the convergence process [170,171]. In the STATPT, several aspects of the optimiza-
tion process may be modified, in this case only the maximum amount of steps (200)
have been changed from the default specification. The BASIS group establishes
the basis set employed in the electronic structure calculation, it has been selected
a triple-zeta-valence (TZV) basis set as it was described in Sec. 3.2.2, the keywords
NDFUNC and POLAR establishes the number of d-functions used as polarization
functions and the parameters which define such functions, respectively.
The group GUESS is devoted to get an initial approximation of the atomic or-
bitals necessary to start the SCF iterative process. In the case of DFT calculations,
these molecular orbitals constitute K-S orbitals which are employed to estimate the
first electronic density to plug in the self consistent process. In the example below
an extended Hückel theory [222] within a Huzinaga MINI basis set [223] is include.
The final part of the typical input files is the DATA group. The target structure
is defined there, for example by cartesian coordinates, although other coordinate
systems may be used as well. In the present example, the Cartesian coordinate
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format is employed. It consists on five columns, namely: the notation of every
element, the atomic number and the (x, y, z) Cartesian coordinates in Å. The C1
term appearing on top of the coordinates block accounts for the symmetry of the
model structure. The element C1 corresponds to the identity transformation, it
means that the considered structure does not have higher elements of symmetry.
This aspect is of remarkable importance when more symmetric systems are studied.
Highly efficient algorithms may be employed within higher symmetric structures,
and lots of computational resources and time may be saved.
$CONTRL SCFTYP=ROHF DFTTYP=B3LYP
RUNTYP=OPTIMIZE COORD=CART MULT=1
MAXIT=200 $END
$SYSTEM TIMLIM=100000000 MEMORY=10000000 $END
$SCF DIRSCF=.TRUE. FDIFF=.TRUE.
MAXDII=50 DIIS=.TRUE. ETHRSH=10.0
EXTRAP=.TRUE. DAMP=.TRUE. SHIFT=.TRUE.
CONV=1.0d-4 $END
$STATPT NSTEP=200 $END
$BASIS GBASIS=TZV NDFUNC=1 POLAR=HONDO7
$END
$GUESS GUESS=HUCKEL $END
$DATA
C1
O 8.0 0.0577097702 -0.2200975463 -1.1295615043
TI 22.0 1.4191833242 -0.0119251073 0.0885735252
O 8.0 0.0399094367 0.1731199626 1.2924667520
TI 22.0 -1.2785311750 -0.0346101749 0.0750051534
O 8.0 -2.2974152540 -1.4665638076 0.4356950214
O 8.0 -2.3240502248 1.3711217788 -0.3100173184
O 8.0 2.4522409957 -1.4834641729 0.3330398737
O 8.0 2.4315841099 1.4775157922 -0.1299351563
H 1.0 2.3037352298 2.4080625608 -0.3396652439
H 1.0 2.3308445933 -2.4142744305 0.5458587457
H 1.0 -2.8362800596 1.9247371041 0.2941481178
H 1.0 -2.7734438424 -2.0309528687 -0.1880825733
$END
Figure. A.1. Model input file required to implement a geometry optimization within
the electronic structure package: GAMESS-US [170,171].
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$CONTRL SCFTYP=ROHF DFTTYP=B3LYP
RUNTYP=HESSIAN COORD=CART MULT=1
MAXIT=200 $END
$SYSTEM TIMLIM=100000000 MEMORY=10000000
$END
$SCF DIRSCF=.TRUE. FDIFF=.TRUE.
MAXDII=50 DIIS=.TRUE. ETHRSH=10.0
EXTRAP=.TRUE. DAMP=.TRUE. SHIFT=.TRUE.
CONV=1.0d-4 $END
$STATPT NSTEP=200 $END
$BASIS GBASIS=TZV NDFUNC=1 POLAR=HONDO7
$END
$GUESS GUESS=HUCKEL $END
$DATA
C1
O 8.0 -0.0117165661 0.1299529913 -1.2349157562
TI 22.0 1.3514520126 -0.0280177094 -0.0094126635
O 8.0 -0.0103750469 -0.1010953990 1.2245709964
TI 22.0 -1.3692672534 0.0943782514 0.0028366692
O 8.0 -2.4700034660 -1.3334810818 -0.1149116198
O 8.0 -2.2222544545 1.6915992098 0.1640726284
O 8.0 2.3407318986 -1.5441526938 -0.1430085429
O 8.0 2.3945683336 1.4516287742 0.1154444788
H 1.0 2.2555041950 2.3988236055 0.2175569035
H 1.0 2.2363725620 -2.4935574077 -0.2537282875
H 1.0 -3.1259491039 2.0123215260 0.2436131724
H 1.0 -2.5493153507 -2.2850250907 -0.2187577313
$END
Figure. A.2. Model input file required to implement a frequency calculation within
the electronic structure package: GAMESS-US [170,171].
A.3 Vibrational density of states (VDOS) and par-
tial vibrational density of states (PVDOS)
The VDOS in each panel of the Fig. 3.8 in Sec. 3.3.6 is computed by:
ρ(ω) =
3N−6∑
i=1
1√
2πσ
exp(−(ω − ωi)
2
2σ2
) (A.5)
where N is the number of atoms contained in each structure and the {ωi} are the
vibrational frequencies of the normal modes after the exclusion of pure transla-
tional and rotational frequencies. The standard deviation in the proposed Gaussian
functions has been chosen as σ = 30 cm−1. This value fits quite good the present
requirements. Smaller values of σ would make the peak structure of the VDOS
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more narrow around the proper frequencies ωi, while bigger ones could hide some
of the relevant picks by the broadening of every Gaussian function.
The PVDOS gives the contribution of each atom in the structure of the VDOS.
To compute these functions, the eigenvectors from the frequency calculation are used
as well as the {ωi}. The eigenvectors are expressed by the relative displacements of
the atoms in the structure:
u⃗i = {xiα, yiα, ziα}, (A.6)
where u⃗i is a 3N dimensional vector, α runs from 1 to the number of atoms in
the structure (N) while i denote the corresponding normal mode. The set of u⃗i
computed as it is implemented in GAMESS are orthonormalized according to:
∑
α
mα{xiαxjα + yiαyjα + ziαzjα} = δi,j, (A.7)
where mα is the mass of the atom α. Considering the ortonormalization rule of the
u⃗i vectors, the VDOS can be written as:
ρ(ω) =
3N−6∑
i=1
∑
α
mα{xiα
2
+ yiα
2
+ ziα
2}
√
2πσ
exp(−(ω − ωi)
2
2σ2
). (A.8)
From Eq. A.8 it can be set:
ρ(ω) =
∑
α
ρα(ω), (A.9)
where:
ρα(ω) =
3N−6∑
i=1
mα{xiα
2
+ yiα
2
+ ziα
2}√
2πσ
exp(−(ω − ωi)
2
2σ2
), (A.10)
is the PVDOS (i.e., the contribution of the atom α to the total VDOS) correspond-
ing to the atom α.
The corresponding vibrational frequencies of the structures considered in the
Fig. 8 are shown in the fallowing tables:
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ωi[Ti(OH)4](cm−1) ωi[Ti(OH)4-H2O](cm−1) ωi[Ti(OH)5](cm−1)
108.348 16.834 62.687
133.748 87.718 72.646
157.688 138.865 144.652
157.721 159.145 163.024
200.932 167.004 200.026
215.901 176.069 213.767
235.592 194.305 235.262
235.599 216.661 269.875
309.120 233.063 288.093
437.743 260.783 305.228
452.165 289.179 331.114
452.186 311.751 378.485
457.941 345.541 446.124
760.558 383.268 484.596
802.786 459.750 499.442
811.637 483.841 557.691
811.640 520.104 591.005
4230.053 594.157 608.627
4230.284 613.714 694.332
4230.295 687.660 706.946
4238.039 752.887 745.300
- 764.304 765.854
- 789.449 3707.189
- 1735.806 3794.498
- 3713.506 3810.466
- 3789.660 3818.852
- 3832.199 3869.141
- 3835.130 -
- 3849.801 -
- 3853.709 -
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ωi[Ti(OH)3OOH](cm−1) ωi[Ti(OH)3O2](cm−1) ωi[Ti(OH)3O2-H2O](cm−1)
126.356 49.414 60.305
131.780 139.796 131.028
152.435 167.590 134.725
172.953 186.925 180.072
180.886 202.556 202.324
195.792 223.400 211.489
212.071 243.867 219.382
228.390 286.413 254.287
299.190 328.840 256.336
345.767 393.820 300.355
392.415 443.332 366.757
500.682 490.011 387.039
540.106 506.881 411.047
583.286 552.085 412.986
642.238 719.135 475.231
712.940 767.374 583.700
759.162 778.083 628.286
773.134 1197.445 648.087
894.399 3842.218 659.916
1337.386 3846.541 666.545
3667.607 3851.075 716.568
3834.226 - 767.096
3846.587 - 781.014
3864.476 - 1212.637
- - 1693.140
- - 3685.210
- - 3781.141
- - 3819.086
- - 3821.130
- - 3842.582
Appendix B
Water splitting on transition metal
active sites at TiO2-based models
The total and zero point energies of every structure considered in the proposed reac-
tion mechanisms are shown below (all the energies are given in eV). The cartesian
coordinates (expressed in Å) of every molecular model containing cobalt active sites
are provided in App. B.2.
B.1 Total energies and zero point energy contribu-
tions
Water splitting on V(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3: V(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 + 2H2O →
V(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 +2H2 + O2.
V(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −63234.0181, ZPEC = 2.2249
H2O-V(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −65313.7425, ZPEC = 3.0252
V(OH)4-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −65292.9661, ZPEC = 2.6616
V(OH)2OOH-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −65278.2098, ZPEC = 2.3512
V(OH)2O2-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −65261.7372, ZPEC = 2.0347
H2O-V(OH)2O2-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −67341.4636, ZPEC = 2.8233
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Water splitting on V(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2: V(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 + 2H2O →
V(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 +2H2 + O2.
V(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −61154.0254, ZPEC = 1.6296
H2O-V(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −63233.8967, ZPEC = 2.2879
V(OH)2O-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −63217.9663, ZPEC = 1.9736
VOHO2-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −63198.2557, ZPEC = 1.6673
H2O-VOHO2-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −65278.3887, ZPEC = 2.3710
V(OH)2-OOH-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −61168.8985, ZPEC = 1.8673
Water splitting on Cr(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3: Cr(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 + 2H2O →
Cr(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 + 2H2 + O2.
Cr(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −65965.3325, ZPEC = 2.2830
H2O-Cr(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −68045.2200, ZPEC = 3.0536
Cr(OH)4-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −68028.3504, ZPEC = 2.7052
Cr(OH)2OOH-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −68010.8179, ZPEC = 2.3873
Cr(OH)2O2-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −67993.4379, ZPEC = 2.0878
H2O-Cr(OH)2O2-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −70072.8072, ZPEC = 2.7508
Water splitting on Cr(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2: Cr(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 + 2H2O →
Cr(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 + 2H2 + O2.
Cr(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −63885.2653, ZPEC = 1.6533
H2O-Cr(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −65965.2304, ZPEC = 2.3663
Cr(OH)2O-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −65949.5017, ZPEC = 1.9618
CrOHO2-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −65932.6650, ZPEC = 1.7207
H2O-CrOHO2-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −68009.5975, ZPEC = 2.4315
Cr(OH)2-OOH-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −63902.0384, ZPEC = 1.9226
Water splitting on Mn(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3: Mn(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 + 2H2O →
Mn(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 + 2H2 + O2.
Mn(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −68863.1995, ZPEC = 2.2913
H2O-Mn(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −70943.2459, ZPEC = 3.0483
Mn(OH)4-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −70924.6340, ZPEC = 2.7441
Mn(OH)2OOH-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −70908.0756, ZPEC = 2.4324
Mn(OH)2O2-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −70889.7164, ZPEC = 2.0368
H2O-Mn(OH)2O2-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −72969.6590, ZPEC = 2.7704
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Water splitting on Mn(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2: Mn(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 + 2H2O →
Mn(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 + 2H2 + O2.
Mn(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −66783.1999, ZPEC = 1.6727
H2O-Mn(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −68863.4351, ZPEC = 2.4023
Mn(OH)2O-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −68845.9940, ZPEC = 2.0201
MnOHO2-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −68828.9971, ZPEC = 1.6947
H2O-MnOHO2-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −70907.6503, ZPEC = 2.4080
Mn(OH)2-OOH-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −66799.4460, ZPEC = 1.9584
Water splitting on Fe(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3: Fe(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 + 2H2O →
Fe(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 + 2H2 + O2.
Fe(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −71929.3323, ZPEC = 2.2961
H2O-Fe(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −74009.3033, ZPEC = 3.0192
Fe(OH)4-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −73991.3441, ZPEC = 2.7524
Fe(OH)2OOH-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −73973.0028, ZPEC = 2.4095
Fe(OH)2O2-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −73956.7260, ZPEC = 2.0796
H2O-Fe(OH)2O2-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −76036.5920, ZPEC = 2.8398
Water splitting on Fe(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2: Fe(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 + 2H2O →
Fe(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 + 2H2 + O2.
Fe(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −69849.2620, ZPEC = 1.6762
H2O-Fe(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −71929.6689, ZPEC = 2.4080
Fe(OH)2O-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −71912.0568, ZPEC = 1.9875
FeOHO2-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −71893.5662, ZPEC = 1.7017
H2O-FeOHO2-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −73974.0059, ZPEC = 2.4574
Fe(OH)2-OOH-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −69866.5655, ZPEC = 1.9578
Water splitting on Co(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3: Co(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 + 2H2O →
Co(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 + 2H2 + O2.
Co(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −75168.0855, ZPEC = 2.2682
H2O-Co(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −77247.9963, ZPEC = 3.0150
Co(OH)4-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −77229.7320, ZPEC = 2.7147
Co(OH)2OOH-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −77212.7016, ZPEC = 2.4043
Co(OH)2O2-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −77195.2409, ZPEC = 2.0917
H2O-Co(OH)2O2-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −79274.7112, ZPEC = 2.8055
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Water splitting on Co(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2: Co(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 + 2H2O →
Co(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 +2H2 + O2.
Co(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −73088.1833, ZPEC = 1.6113
H2O-Co(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −75168.4343, ZPEC = 2.3796
Co(OH)2O-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −75149.8837, ZPEC = 2.0461
CoOHO2-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −75132.7442, ZPEC = 1.6586
H2O-CoOHO2-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −77213.3791, ZPEC = 2.4485
Co(OH)2-OOH-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −73105.7168, ZPEC = 1.9380
Water splitting on Ni(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3: Ni(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 + 2H2O →
Ni(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 + 2H2 + O2.
Ni(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −78583.6595, ZPEC = 2.3089
H2O-Ni(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −80663.87222, ZPEC = 3.0320
Ni(OH)4-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −80644.9088, ZPEC = 2.6788
Ni(OH)2OOH-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −80628.1485, ZPEC = 2.4503
Ni(OH)2O2-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −80611.1117, ZPEC = 2.0643
H2O-Ni(OH)2O2-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −82691.0760, ZPEC = 2.8215
Water splitting on Ni(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2: Ni(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 + 2H2O →
Ni(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 + 2H2 + O2.
Ni(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −76503.6860, ZPEC = 1.6116
H2O-Ni(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −78583.7731, ZPEC = 2.3614
Ni(OH)2O-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −78565.1083, ZPEC = 1.9305
NiOHO2-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −78548.6241, ZPEC = 1.6856
H2O-NiOHO2-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −80628.5631, ZPEC = 2.4117
Ni(OH)2-OOH-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −76522.4458, ZPEC = 1.9505
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B.2 Water splitting on Co-active site molecular mod-
els on TiO2-based electrodes.
Water splitting on Co(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3: Co(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 + 2H2O →
Co(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3 + 2H2 + O2.
Co(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −75168.0855, ZPEC = 2.2682
O 0.153 -0.008 0.648
Ti 1.828 -0.074 0.003
O 1.457 -0.167 -1.814
Co -1.557 -0.000 0.126
O -1.310 -0.294 -1.581
O -2.563 1.443 0.119
O -2.794 -1.009 0.837
O 2.730 -1.531 0.578
O 2.773 1.425 0.397
H -0.347 -0.278 -1.803
H 2.579 -2.385 0.993
H 3.600 1.630 0.845
H 1.992 -0.023 -2.602
H -3.671 -0.591 0.797
H -2.429 1.881 -0.739
H2O-Co(OH)3-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −77247.9963, ZPEC = 3.0150
O 8.000 -0.207 0.366
Co 27.000 1.428 -0.197
O 8.000 0.882 -1.660
Ti 22.000 -1.952 0.123
O 8.000 -2.799 -0.551
O 8.000 -2.763 1.691
O 8.000 -1.948 -1.090
O 8.000 1.845 0.719
O 8.000 2.897 -1.018
O 8.000 2.095 1.517
H 1.000 -0.076 -1.568
H 1.000 -2.608 -1.148
H 1.000 -3.585 2.111
H 1.000 -2.577 -1.335
H 1.000 3.538 -0.366
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H 1.000 1.804 0.078
H 1.000 2.261 2.117
H 1.000 1.254 1.790
Co(OH)4-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −77229.7320, ZPEC = 2.7147
O 1.680 -1.503 -0.517
Co 1.627 0.147 -0.053
O 1.127 0.520 1.546
O 3.363 0.222 0.395
O -0.233 0.106 -0.683
Ti -1.882 -0.043 -0.096
O -1.552 0.361 1.707
O 1.813 1.393 -1.223
O -2.440 -1.774 -0.295
O -3.066 1.107 -0.856
H 0.784 -1.688 -0.869
H 0.130 0.507 1.662
H 0.931 1.467 -1.640
H 3.391 0.244 1.366
H -3.113 1.879 -1.425
H -3.256 -2.184 -0.597
H -2.070 0.245 2.510
Co(OH)2OOH-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −77212.7016, ZPEC = 2.4043
O -0.273 0.471 0.340
Ti -1.958 -0.033 0.068
O -1.795 -0.943 -1.548
Co 1.401 0.032 -0.158
O 1.000 -0.824 -1.618
O 2.138 1.569 0.345
O 2.049 -0.989 1.122
O 3.248 -0.903 0.367
O -3.104 1.375 -0.062
O -2.594 -1.157 1.347
H -2.232 -1.794 1.971
H -2.436 -1.429 -2.077
H -3.032 2.303 -0.308
H 1.474 2.174 0.710
H 0.035 -0.933 -1.787
H 3.725 -0.157 0.789
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Co(OH)2O2-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −77195.2409, ZPEC = 2.0917
O -0.039 0.517 0.348
Co 1.572 -0.079 -0.240
O 2.329 1.480 -0.077
Ti -1.781 0.232 0.123
O -2.737 1.767 -0.075
O -2.537 -0.735 1.462
O -1.726 -0.767 -1.454
O 2.152 -1.149 0.929
O 3.234 -1.322 0.258
O 1.004 -0.960 -1.612
H -2.238 -1.353 2.136
H -2.416 -1.256 -1.913
H -2.587 2.649 -0.429
H 1.677 2.126 0.250
H 0.018 -0.941 -1.730
H2O-Co(OH)2O2-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −79274.7112, ZPEC = 2.8055
O 0.329 0.167 -0.583
Ti 1.981 0.058 0.034
O 1.770 0.310 1.872
Co -1.389 0.218 0.009
O -1.071 0.488 1.760
O -2.143 0.461 -1.627
O -1.580 -1.486 0.073
O -2.770 -1.549 0.462
O 3.084 1.326 -0.681
O 2.742 -1.575 -0.261
O -1.629 2.265 0.055
H 2.408 -2.459 -0.441
H 2.404 0.232 2.591
H 2.935 2.174 -1.111
H -1.494 0.349 -2.338
H -0.121 0.451 2.008
H -2.307 2.503 -0.595
H -1.864 2.555 0.949
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Water splitting on Co(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2: Co(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2+2H2O →
Co(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)2 + 2H2 + O2.
Co(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −73088.1833, ZPEC = 1.6113
O -0.137 0.110 -1.341
Ti -1.410 -0.059 -0.026
O -2.217 -1.685 0.041
Co 1.247 0.200 -0.220
O 2.244 1.539 0.281
O 0.025 0.111 1.118
O 2.194 -1.187 0.216
O -2.626 1.280 0.116
H -2.665 2.236 0.213
H -1.976 -2.611 -0.061
H 1.876 -1.545 1.063
H 2.010 1.852 1.170
H2O-Co(OH)2-O2-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −75168.4343, ZPEC = 2.3796
O -0.230 -0.767 1.111
Co 1.065 -0.057 0.076
O 1.836 1.510 0.231
Ti -1.577 -0.091 0.028
O -2.581 -1.397 -0.760
O -2.633 1.137 0.867
O -0.288 0.614 -1.017
O 1.938 -0.802 -1.265
H -2.494 -2.026 -1.482
H -2.560 2.038 1.194
H 1.383 2.110 -0.387
H 1.495 -0.536 -2.088
O 2.395 -0.897 1.309
H 1.895 -1.494 1.887
H 3.021 -1.411 0.777
Co(OH)2O-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −75149.8837, ZPEC = 2.0461
O 0.158 0.331 -0.859
Co -1.488 -0.126 -0.374
O -3.430 0.445 0.255
O -2.232 1.265 0.389
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Ti 1.734 0.142 -0.039
O 3.094 0.030 -1.245
O 2.073 1.535 1.076
O 1.517 -1.424 0.944
O -1.287 -1.663 0.377
H -0.383 -1.790 0.738
H -3.963 0.915 -0.412
H 2.152 -1.984 1.402
H 3.923 0.501 -1.375
H 1.605 2.273 1.478
CoOHO2-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −75132.7442, ZPEC = 1.6586
O 0.122 -0.716 -0.528
Co -1.580 -0.561 -0.340
O -2.005 1.169 -0.558
O -1.648 2.007 0.339
Ti 1.727 -0.044 0.076
O 1.833 -0.343 1.861
O 1.786 1.735 -0.242
O 3.060 -0.881 -0.818
O -2.484 -1.055 1.045
H 2.387 -0.850 2.463
H 1.490 2.546 0.182
H 3.802 -0.625 -1.375
H -2.551 -0.446 1.797
H2O-CoOHO2-O-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −77213.3791, ZPEC = 2.4485
O -0.300 0.392 0.941
Co 1.325 -0.049 0.211
O 3.217 0.254 0.110
O 2.575 1.330 0.452
Ti -1.842 0.134 0.112
O -1.747 0.911 -1.514
O -3.319 0.633 1.058
O -1.664 -1.766 -0.185
O 0.978 0.324 -1.529
O 0.868 -1.944 -0.046
H -0.832 0.954 -1.868
H -4.085 1.203 0.939
H -2.229 -2.290 -0.762
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H 1.292 -0.420 -2.067
H 1.171 -2.562 0.631
H -0.154 -2.019 -0.129
Co(OH)2-OOH-Ti(OH)3: E0K = −73105.7168, ZPEC = 1.9380
O -0.070 0.741 -1.380
Ti -1.330 -0.065 -0.168
O -2.486 -1.216 -0.956
Co 1.393 -0.174 -0.317
O 1.912 1.441 0.146
O 2.664 -1.245 0.250
O 0.001 -0.939 0.603
O -2.152 1.082 0.967
H 0.135 1.686 -1.429
H 2.540 1.405 0.884
H 2.539 -1.638 1.126
H -2.545 -2.163 -1.120
H -2.980 1.234 1.431
Appendix C
Mo2C-graphene type compounds
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure. C.1. a) H adsorbed on Mo2C@Graphene, model: Mo2C@G. b) H adsorbed
on Mo2C@Graphitic, model: Mo2C@G. c) H adsorbed on Mo2C cluster attached
at a three pyridinic atoms around one vacancy defect in a graphene layer, model:
Mo2C@P3N-1. d) H adsorbed on Mo2C cluster attached at a three pyridinic atoms
around one vacancy defect in a graphene layer, model: Mo2C@P3N-2. Molybdenum
and carbon atoms are represented in light and dark gray, respectively, while nitrogen
ones are displayed in blue.
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(a)
(b)
(c) (d)
Figure. C.2. a) H adsorbed on Mo2C cluster attached at a four pyridinic atoms
around a two vacancy defect in a graphene layer, model: Mo2C@P2V4N-1. b) H
adsorbed on Mo2C cluster attached at a four pyridinic atoms around a two va-
cancy defect in a graphene layer, model: Mo2C@P2V4N-2. c) H adsorbed on
Mo2C cluster attached at a four pyridinic atoms around a two vacancy defect in
a graphene layer, model: Mo2C@P2V4N-3. d) H adsorbed on Mo2C cluster at-
tached at a four pyridinic atoms around a two vacancy defect in a graphene layer,
model: Mo2C@P2V4N-4. Molybdenum and carbon atoms are represented in light
and dark gray, respectively, while nitrogen ones are displayed in blue.
Appendix D
Mo4C2-graphene type compounds
Figure. D.1. H adsorbed on Mo4C2 cluster attached at a pure graphene surface,
model: Mo4C2@G. Molybdenum and carbon atoms are represented in light and dark
gray, respectively.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure. D.2. a) H adsorbed on the Mo4C2@Graphitic first model: Mo2C@GN-1.
b) H adsorbed on the Mo4C2@Graphitic second model: Mo2C@GN-2. c) H adsorbed
on a Mo4C2 cluster attached at a three pyridinic atoms around a one vacancy defect
in a graphene layer, first model: Mo2C@P3N-1. d) H adsorbed on a Mo4C2 cluster
attached at a three pyridinic atoms around a one vacancy defect in a graphene
layer, second model: Mo2C@P3N-2. Molybdenum and carbon atoms are represented
in light and dark gray, respectively, while nitrogen ones are displayed in blue.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure. D.3. Four different models of hydrogen adsorption on a Mo4C2 cluster at-
tached at a four pyridinic atoms around a two vacancy defect in a graphene layer, a)
Mo4C2@P2V4N-1, b) Mo4C2@P2V4N-2, c) Mo4C2@P2V4N-3, d) Mo4C2@P2V4N-
4. Molybdenum and carbon atoms are represented in light and dark gray, respec-
tively, while nitrogen ones are displayed in blue.
Appendix E
N-doped graphene deposited on the
Mo2C (001) surface
(a) N-Site A (b) N-Site B
(c) N-Site C
Figure. E.1. Top view of the three adsorption sites considered in the surface type
P3N@Mo2C-bulk. Molybdenum and carbon atoms are represented in light and dark
gray, respectively, while nitrogen ones are displayed in blue.
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(a) N-Site A (b) N-Site B
(c) N-Site C
Figure. E.2. Top view of the three adsorption sites considered in the surface type
P2V4N@Mo2C-bulk. Molybdenum and carbon atoms are represented in light and
dark gray, respectively, while nitrogen ones are displayed in blue.
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